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TechVoll;
theuncommonlybeautiJul,
unusuolly cdlotJul,
uncornpromised
ofuminum
woff ponel!

Since its introduction several
years ago, Tech \flall has become
an architectural sensation! The
complete Tech \?all svstem offers
architects and builders a solid,
uncompromised option where a
hi-tech, zero site line. metal skin
is the look of choice. Proven in
numerous installations through-
out the world, Tech Vallis features
and benefits are unmarched by its
look-alike competitors, many of
which are thin-skinned composites.
Vater can't hurt it; itls non-
flammable; and it will never de-

ASUPERIOR SYSTEM
Tech \Tallls superiority is a

matter of record. The system has
been designed, tesred andJield
prouen to withstand typhoon
wind-loading conditions.

Superior flatness is assured bv
Tech Valls panel edge design.
The edge also adds
remarkable
overall
strength
and
maxl-
mizes
panel
flatness.

And, Tech Vall is capable
of ultra-smooth contourinq and
transitional bends

laminate because Tech Vall panels
are solid .120" thick aluminum.

The panel
edges are
brake-formed
at right angles
to the frontal
plane and all
corners are
smooth.

MORECOLORS.
BETTER FINISHES

IJnlike composires, Tech Vall
panels are formed and contoured

but it eliminates the cracking,
crazing and micro-splirting
of finish films inherent in con-
touring pre-coated materials.
Tech \flall offers a greater choice
of finishes too. Besides clear
anodize, there are 20 Kvnar@
metallic finishes, as well
as 20 standard Kvnar 500E
fl uoropolymer coatings.- Custom
colors and other finishes are also
available.

ONESOURCE
There are no potential

installation snafus with Tech \(all.
Unlike some composite svstems
which involve a separate manu-
facturer, fabricator, distributor
and installer, we handle every-
thing from detailing through
installation.

COSTSNOMORE
Best of all, Tech Vall is rbe

premium wall system without
a premium price. It costs no
more than the compromised
alternatives!

COTSPEC SYSTETS. IiIC.
Cranford, N J. 201-272-2771
San Marcos, Ca. 619-744-5871
A member of

IHEC/SGROUP
of conpaniu

Circle 5 on information card

before finishing.
An additional

welded and ground



EVE}iTS
May 29-31: Energy'85 Symposium and
Expo, Philadelphia. Contact: Association
of Energy Engineers, 4025 Pleasantdale
Road, Suite 340, Atlanta, Ga. 30340.
May 30: AIA Energy in Architecture
Workshop on Microcomputer, Argonne,
Ill. Contact: Brenda Henderson at Insti-
tute headquarters, (202) 626-7 353.
June 34: Seminar on Cutting HVAC Oper-
ating Costs, York, Pa. Contact: York Insti-
tute of Airconditioning and Refrigeration,
Borg-Warner Airconditioning, P.O. Box
1592-361 1. York, Pa. 11405.
fune 3-5: Third North American Masonry
Conference, The University of Texas at
Arlington. Contact: John H. Matthys,
North American Masonry Conference, Box
19347 UTA Station, Arlington, Tex. 76019.

June 3-6: Renewable Energy Technolo-
gies Symposium and International Expo-
sition. Anaheim, Calif. Contact: Linda
Ladas. TMAC,680 Beach Street, Suite
428, San Francisco, Calif. 94109.
June 3-7: Course on Advanced Infrared
Thermography, South Burlington, Vt.
Contact: The Infraspection Institute, Juni-
per Ridge, Box 293, Shelburne, Vt.05482.
June 3-7: Conference on Design Process-
Case Studies of Tomorrow, Anaheim,
Calif. Contact: Fred A. Stitt, Guidelines,
Box 456, Orinda, Calif. 94563.
June 5: Seminar on Developing Your Own
Projects, Honolulu. (Repeat seminar June
7, Los Angeles.) Contact: Brenda Hen-
derson at Institute headquarters, (202)

626-7353.
fune 5-7: Professional Development Sem-

inar on Advanced Marketing, San Fran-
cisco. Contact: Brenda Hendenon at Insti
tute headquarters, QAD 626'7353.
June 6-10: Conference on Making Cities
Livable, Venice, Italy. Contact: Suzanne
H. Crowhurst Lennard, Center for Urban
Well Being, Box QQQ, SouthamPton,
N.Y. 11968.
fune 9-12: AIA Annual Convention, San

Francisco.
June l0-12: International Conference on
Biologically Induced Corrosion, Gaith-
ersburg, Md. Contact: Warren Iverson,
A33l Materials Building, NBS, Gaithers-
burg, Md. 20899.
June 10-14: Conference on APPlied
Numeral Methods Using Personal Com-
puters, Ann Arbor, Mich. Contact: Vola
E. Miller, University of Michigan, CoF
lege of Engineering, 300 Chrysler Center/
North Campus, Ann Arbor, Mich.48109.
June l1-14: NEOCON 17, The Merchan-
dise Mart, Chicago. Contact: The Com-
munications Department, The Merchan-
dise Mart, Suite 830, Chicago, Ill. 60654.

June 13-15: Workshop on Riverfront His-
toric Preservation and Development, Min-
neapolis. Contact: The Waterfront Cen-
ter, 1536 44th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C.20007.
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June 13-15: Annual Conference of the
Associated Landscape Contractors of
America, Boston. Contact: ALCA, 405

N. Washington Street, Falls Church, Va'
22046.
June 16-19: Meeting on Building Deals
and Sealants, Minneapolis. Contact: Amer-
ican Society for Testing and Materials,
1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103'

June 16-21: Annual Meeting and Exhibi
tion of the Air Pollution Control Associ-
ation, Detroit. Contact: APCA, P.O. Box
2861, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

June 16-21: International Design Confer-
ence, Aspen, Colo. Contact: Deborah
Murphy,IDCA, P.O. Box 664, AsPen,
Colo. 81612.
June 18-19: Seminar on Managing Co-
generation Projects, Minneapolis. Contact:
Association of Energy Engineers, 4025
Pleasantdale Road, Suite 340, Atlanta, Ga.
30340.
June 19-22: Pacific Coast Builders Con-
ference, San Francisco. Contact: Jane

Goldman, PCBC Public Relations, 1107

9th Street, Suite 10CI, Sacramento, Calif.
95814.
June 2l-23: Convention and Exhibition
of the Construction Specifications, Insti-
tute, Orlando, Fla. Contact: Administra-
tor of Convention Services, CSI, 601 Mad-
ison Street, Alexandria, Ya. 22314.
June 23-26: Annual Meeting of the Amer-
ican Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
Airconditioning Engineers, Honolulu.
Contact: Ralph BurkowskY, ASHRAE'
1791 Tirllie Circle, NE, Atlanta, Ga.30329.
June 23-30: Society of Women Engineers
Annual Convention, Minneapolis' Con-
tact: Glynis Hinschberger, P.O.Box 9542,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55440.
June 25-27: Conference on ComPuter
Graphics, Los Angeles. Contact: National
Computer Graphics Association, 8401

Arlington Blvd., Fairfax, Ya. 22031.
lwrc 25-27 z International Technology Insti-
tute Annual Meeting, San Francisco.
Contact: lTl,'1125 Saltsburg Road, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. 15235.
June 26-29: Annual Conference of the
League of Historic American Theaters,
Denver. Contact: LHAT, 1600 H St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

LETTERS
Mendelsohn in Silicon Valley: Reyner
Banham is mistaken in his attribution to
Erich Mendelsohn of the Varian Associ-
ates building illustrated in the March issue
(page 111). This was designed, after
Mendelsohn's death in 1953, by his asso-

ciate, Michael Gallis. Before this was built,
Mendelsohn designed the Varian Admin-
istration building that still stands facing
El Camino Real. It was, however, a bit of
an oddity because it is a one-story pitched
roof building with redwood exterior-
Mendelsohn rather uncomfortable trying

to come to terms with the BaY Region
style.

It was good to see the SCSD prototype
in this excellent article, if only because I
helped to design it. We were always grate-
ful that the building was far enough from
the academic center of Stanford Univer-
sity that we did not have to put a Spanish
tile roof on it. Christopher Arnold, AIA

San Mateo, Calif.

Reyner Banham responds: I thank
Christopher Arnold for clarifying some-
thing that I (and not alone) have always
found confusing on the territory, since
the single-story block is such an "oddity"
that it looks even less like Mendelsohn
than the Gallis block does.

Union Carbide: Your excellent critique
of the new Union Carbide building (Feb.,
page 60) in Danbury, Conn., gave no hint
of that corporation's current problems
stemming from last year's gas leak in a
small town in India.

Architecs are for the rnost part a very
moral group, as well as conscience-prone,
and one the profession s chief attributes
is no doubt a sense of good taste. But tht
contrast between a splendiferous mate-
rial splurge on the one hand and the death

of over 2,000 Indians on the other is too
great to remain unnoticed.

Tiue, Union Carbides profits may read-

ily take care of the damages bound to
accrue, but this conclusion.misses a vital
point. A corporate attitude that can
btittrety sweep a great disaster under the
rug (or under the concrete)-comparable
only to the headlong U.S. Soviet dash
toward nuclear climax-should make us

fear for our future. George Conklin, AIt
New Have'

Corrections: A typographical error in
Richard Guy Wilsons review of Architect
The Lift and Work of Charles W. Moore
(March, page 163) resulted in the state-
ment that Moore "would seem an ideal
subject a for contemporary biological
study. . ." That should have read "bio-
graphical study." Our apologies to Messn
Wilson and Moore.

CE Maguire, Inc., of Waltham, Mass.'
was identified as an engineering firm in
our February news report on the first pres

idential design awards (page 16). The firn
is active in planning and architecture as

well as engineering.
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ontroversies from page 25
The expansion of the l,ouvre began in
:ptember 1981 when President Francois
itterrand announced that the finance
inistry would move to Bercy in 1986.
he entire northern wing (encompassing
e Pavillons de l'Horloge, Colbert, and
tchilieu) would then be freed for the
useum, which had long desired more
ace. The museum and its expansion was
rmed Le Grand Louvre.
Mitterrand personally invited Pei to con-
ler undertaking the project. At their
st meeting Pei reported that he was
lerested but uncertain about whether
ything should be done. He consented
study the site for a period of four
rnths and then to report back to Mitter-
rd. In three months Pei was convinced
lt expansion was essential for the Lou-

Above, exhibition maquette at the
Orangerie shows illumination of the pyr-
amid at night, Below, computer rendering
looking up to the pyramid's apex.

vre, and achievable. He agreed to take
on the project.

Pei and his quickly assembled team col-
laborated with the chief architect of the
Louvre, Georges Duval, to prepare the
complex program. While Pei proceeded
with his design, an archaeological survey
was begun.

The history of France and the urban
history of Paris are intimately connected
with, and reflected in, the historv of the
L,ouvre, which engenders an intense patri-
otism. The suggestion of change to this
hallowed ground triggered heated debate,
and it was not surprising that Pei's plan
was attacked at once.

The clean, crystalline pyramid appalled
the opposition. A coalition of opposition
groups wrote to Jack Lang, the minister
of culture, to protest the pyramid. "The
great pyramid of Giza reaches without a
doubt the perfection of the form. Superb
in the nudity of the desert, it would
become incongruous on the site . . . ."

The opposition mounted a passionate
campaign in the conservative newspaper
Le Figaro, which routinely levels attacks
at President Mitterrand and his Socialist
government. As the economy has weak-
ened in France, so has the popularity of
the Socialists. With the exception of the
notoriously independent mayor of Paris,
Jacques Chirac, who supports the plan,
the conservatives have tried to make Le
Grand Louvre a cause cilbbre.svm-
bolic of the erosion of the French estab-
lishment. A book, Paris Mystifi2: La Grand

continued on page 34

I{EIITS COMENTS
ntroversies
Dei pyramid at the Louvre?
,ards
llein wins Pritzker prize
neral Foods is Reynolds recipient
search
'ice environment survev
:servation
ts mural blanked out
e Institute
qr energ)l, housing testimony
vemment
ryland drops price/bid
e Afis
tgall's spirited le gacy

tess otherwise indicqted the news is
hered and written by Allen Freeman,
"a Richter Greer, Michael I. Crosbie,
I Lynn Nesmith.
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Wanted by specifiers of washroom equipment for prisons, highway reststops, parks,
schools, any facility where vandalism is a problem. Security accessories that provide
more protection against breakage, theft, and injury. . . at competitive prices!
Maximum Security Accessories -New from Bobrick! Write for catalog today to
Bobrick Architectural Services, 60 E. 42nd St., New York, NY 10165.

Then collect your reward!

Designers and manufacturers since 1906

Circle 12 on information card
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fhe System supportingthe Solution
'Becaotse there's more to architecture than just draft'ind

,t Intergraph, we design our systems
) carry you through a// phases of a
roject, not just drawing production.
)ur interactive graphics solutions work
r as nxlny different fields as you do,
utomating the complete range of
esign and engineering disciplines.

fiarketing and Programming
Your first job is marketing, and

rtergraph helps with design
isualizations that let your prospects
ee their projects before construction.

For facility planning, Intergraph
rffers an extensive array of tools,
rcluding the ability to generate multi-
,uilding stacking diagrams.

ichematic Design
For schematic design, we combine

-D modeling with adjacency analysis so
cur client can preview the proposed
esign.

Design Development and
Engineering

Intergraph offers complete software
for mechanical, electrical and plumbing
engineers. From schematic layout to
analysis to documention, our system
automates each phase of the
engineering process.

With an Intergraph system, teams of
engineers and designers have common,
simultaneous access to a project
database, so that the latest version of all
work is available to all.

Intergraph enables engineers to
solve structural analysis problems
without having to buy time on a
mainframe computer. The new
Intergraph RandMicas " product is
interactiue software for 2-D and 3-D
frame and finite element analvsis and
design.

Construction Documents
Our drawing production software-

including sections, details, elevations,
site plans and engineering drawings-is
the most mature in the CAD industry.

Facilities Management
Occupancy information becomes part

of the design process with the
Intergraph system's ability to combine
database management information with
graphics.

For marketing a franchise, the
Intergraph system helps prepare
detailed facility plans for potential
clients.

For more information, or to
schedule a demonstration, contact:

IN
Department AR55
One Madison Industrial Park
Huntsville, AL 35807
2051772-2000

htergraph is a reSistered tradffik of lnterSraph Corporation. Interact, lnterpro 32, lntergraph RadMies ad Miso II re traderuks of Intergraph Corporation.
VAx is a tizdemk of Digital Equipment Corpontion. IBM is a trademk of lntemational Business Machines. UNIX is a trademk of AT&t Bell taboratories.



Tbp, the beginning of the excavation of the
13th century fortress of Philippe Auguste
in the Cour Carrde, the first structure on
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the site. Above, the facade of Henri II
and the fortress foundations that were
partially excavated in 1866.

Controversies from page 34
1870s, inspired a thorough archaeologi-
cal study of the Cour Carr6e, the site of
the ancient fortress of Philippe Auguste.
The heavily walled fortress, erected in
1200, occupied only one.fourth of the pres-
ent Cour Carrbe. The excavated fortress
will be on view pennanently.

Charles V made a number of additionr
and converted the fortress into a resi-
dence. As such it remained largely un-
changed until the 16th century when the
keep was razed and the ramparts knocked
down to make way for a garden.

Under the direction of architect Pierre
L,escot, the old Louvre, with its outstand.
ing Gothic and Renaissance facades, war
created. It was expanded during the reigr
of the young Frangois II and subsequent
monarchs. The architects Claude Perrault.
Charles Le Brun, and Louis LeVau im-
proved the Cour Can6e before louis XIY
the Sun King, abandoned the louvre and
took his court to Versailles in 1682. Art-
ists occupied the empty Louvre's galler-
ies and shanties lined the walls. The pal-
ace was rescued and rehabilitated in 1750

continued on page 4t
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Controversies f rom page 4()
After the revolution in 1793 the Louvre
and its collections were declared a national
museum. The Louvre as we know it dates
from the time of Napoleon III, who com-
pleted it and gave it its present character.
He hired Msconti and. when Msconti died.
Hector Martin lrFuel to erect the Povillon
de I'Horloge. (LeFuel enlisted his pupil,
the young American architect Richard
Morris Hunt. to assist on the Pavillon de
la Bibliothbque. So it turns out that Pei is
the second American to have a hand in
the venerated Louvre.)

A superb exhibition summarizing the
history of the Louvre and explaining Le
Grand Louvre is now on view not far
from Monet's "Water Lilies" at the reno-
vated Orangerie. The message of this exhi-
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Lelt. the Sull.t' Pavillon o.f the Louvre see

from the excavation ofthe Cour l'lapo16o
Below, the Gothic' Louvre, detail ot"Oct'
ber'from 'Les Trb.s Riche.s Heures du Dr,

de Berry,'111.?'1416.

bition comes through loud and clear-th
Louvre is a compc'rsite of buildings. eacl
reflective of its time. Change and adap-
tation have been very familiar in the built
ing's history. Therefore. modernization i

the norm rather than the exception.
Pei's dynamic maquette steals the shou

Fashioned of pale basswood, it painstak
ingly recreates the Louvre, down to the
details of every last pavillon. including
window hoods and pilasters. Most remarl
able. the maquette portrays the pvramit
in daylight and at night. llluminated fror
within in the dark, it glows like a perfec
prism dropped from space.

The exhibition has won support for Pei

design lrom some of those who were undr

cided. Few can fail to be dazzled by the
drama of the pl,ramid and the organiza-
tion of the new L-ouvre. Nonetheless. th

opposition has not been silenced.
The opposition is also fueled by disal

pointing recent architecture and plannir
in Paris. where virtually no brilliant suc

cesses can be citecl. However imagina-
tive Richard Roger's Pompidou Centre
may be, it is still disturbing to round
a corner and see a giant polychrome
machine. Les Halles. the shopping mall' 
at the Porte Maillot. and the older Main
Montparnasse t()wer are unattractive pa

adigms of poor planning and design.
The Louvre pyramid achieves a purit

of form that is at once the essence of P
and of modernism. The very idea that
the entrance to an underground space
ought to possess dignity and presence i

a modernist tenet. Pei forcefully argues
that the pyramid needs to erist. His cri
ics, meanwhile. insist upon preserving tJ

classical Louvre as it is-unaltered, uni
terrupted. and unimpaired.

The critics. who think the pyramid a
intrusive giant, urge the erection of a fr
scale model on the site. Only then. the'
maintain. can an informed decision be
reached. This decision. they say. belonl
in the hands of the electorate and not
with President Mitterrand. A referendu
may be forcecl.

It Le Grand Louvre proceeds, and it
appears that it will, much depends on
how pristinely the pyramid is realized.
The conservatives and the preservatior

! oriented French will abhor the intrusio
ts of the pyramid: the remainder may be

S" -! 
tioni Ocragon.Museum.

News continued



i"nk Uoyd l[hig;ht's Remains
Ioved to Thliesin West

early 26 years after his death, the remains
I Frank Lloyd Wright have been exhumed
'om their resting place at Taliesin in
pring Green, Wis., cremated, and are
ow in storage awaiting placement in a
rrine to be built at Thliesin West near
cottsdale, Ariz. The exhumation, which
ccurred on March 25, was a last request
I Wright's widow, Olgivanna Lloyd
/right, who died March 1 (see April,
zge 29), and has enraged a number of
re architect's descendants.
'An act of vandalism," is how Robert

lewellyn Wright, one of Wright's sons,
:scribed the removal of his father's
:mains in a letter of protest to William
/esley Peters, chairman of the Frank
toyd Wright Foundation. Peters, quoted
I the Washington Post, said that the foun-
rtion was carrying out the wishes of Mrs.
/right and that Frank Lloyd Wright would
rve wanted those wishes fulfilled. Richard
arney, secretary of the foundation, said
at iE executive board voted unanimously

a,oard"s

to carry out the removal, which had been
the wish of Mrs. Wright for the past dec-
ade. According to Carney, "The formali-
ties had been begun several years ago,
but never carried through." The papers
ordering the exhumation were signed by
Iovanna Wright, the architect's daughter
by Olgivanna. Carney said that the
memorial shrine at Thliesin West where
the ashes of both the architect and his
widow will be immured is scheduled for
completion by next October on a site spec-
ified by Wright for a chapel

Wright died on April9, 1959, and was
interred in Jones Vallev. west of Madison.
Wis., his family's buriai ground since 1886.
It is here, said Elizabeth Wright Ingraham,
Wright's oldest granddaughter, "where his
spirit is, where the ideas were formu-
lated and where the genius was born."
Ingraham, an architect herself, is presi-
dent of the Unity Chapel Association,
which oversees the Wright family cem-
etery. She reportedly was not informed
of the removal of her grandfather's
remains and after learning of the Wright
foundation's plans said that "nothing
could be done."

Ians Hollein lTamed Recipient
)f the Sevenflr Prifuker Pnze
'ith the selection this year of Sl-year-old
ustrian Hans Hollein, the $100,000 Pritz-
:r architecture award has gained an added
mension. For Holleins considerable influ-
rce derives not from a body of major built
>rk but from small, exquisitely executed
rmmissions and from his role as lecturer,
'iter, and designer of exhibitions, furni
re, and products.
As Brendan Gill, author, journ4list, and
cretary to the Pritzker jury notes, Hollein
"that comparatively rare thing in con-
nporary architecture, an artist-architect,
mbining great technical prowess with a
t for astonishing the eye. His buildings,
e his drawings, have a playful seduc-
'eness. One is happy in their presence."
Unlike the six previous Pritzker recip-
rts-Luis BarragSn, Philip Johnson, I.M.
i, Kevin Roche, James Stirling, and
chard Meier-Hollein has completed
ly one major building, the 1982 Munic-
ll Museum in Monchengladbach,
)rmany. It will be followed by two addi-
,nal German Hollein museums, the
lnkfort Museum of Modern Art, now
der construction, and the "cultural
'um" in Berlin.
The consummate eclectic, Hollein was
ined in a collage of traditions begin-
rg with that of his native Menna where
: influences of Otto Wagner, Josef Hoff-
rnn, and Josef Frank prevailed over the

Bauhaus and the modern movement. After
graduating from the Academy of Fine Arts
at Viennas School of Architecture, Hollein
visited the U.S., studied at IIT, met and
learned from, among othen, Mies, Wright,
and Neutra, received a master's deeree from
the University of California, BerkJley, and
worked for firms in the U.S. and Sweden.

In Vienna, he developed this panorama
of influences into a very personal brand
of postmodernism consistentlv marked bv
a fascination with ritual, fantaiy, and lighi;
by a fusion of images from times past, pres-

ent, and imagined; by combinations of
sumptuous natural materials with lowly
synthetics; and by elevation of the flaw-
less detail to monumental importance.

His first work in Vienna. the tinv Retti
Candleshop of 1965. won the 1966 R.S.
Reynolds memorial award of $25,000, a
larger sum than was put into the shop's
design and construction. About his first
work in the U.S., the 1970 Richard Feigen
gallery in New York City, an American
critic wrote that it combined "an archi-
tect's sense of space with a goldsmith's
sense of craft."

Other specialty shops and exhibition
spaces followed, including the Strada
Novissima for the 1980 Venice Biennale,
MANtransFORMS, the Cooper Hewitt's
opening exhibit of 1974-76, two jewelry
stores for Shullin in Vienna, and the 1979
Austrian Tiavel Agency, also in Vienna,
whose gleaming palm tree columns are
widely known (and copied).

Hollein has also designed corporate
logos, furniture for Herman Miller, Thonet,
and Knoll, lighting for Japanese and Italian
companies, sunglasses for an American
optical firm, and numerous other prod-
ucts. Since 1976he has been head of the
School and Institute of Design at the Acad-
emy of Applied Arts in Vienna, has lec-
tured widely, and served as visiting pro-
fessor at Yale and Washington University
in St. Louis. The Pritzker citation praised
him as "a superb teacher."

The jury this year was composed of: J.
Carter Brown (chairman), director of the
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.;
Giovanni Agnelli, chairman of Fiat in
Torino, Italy; J. Irwin Miller, chairman,
executive and finance committees of the
Cummins Engine Co. of Columbus, Ind.;
Thomas J. Watson, chairman emeritus of
IBM Corporation; and three architects,
Ricardo Legorreta of Mexico City,
Fumihiko Maki of Tokvo. and Kevin
Roche of Hamden, Conn.
ANonoa OpppNnpluen DraN

Kevin Rochds General Foods
h Ve, N.Y, Wins Reynolds

The General Foods Corporation head-
quarters building by Kevin Roche John
Dinkeloo & Associates has been chosen
as the winner of this year's R.S. Reynolds
memorial award for distinguished archi-
tecture. The jury for the award, which
consisted of George M. Notter, FAIA
(chair); Arata Isozaki, Hon. FAIA; and
B. Mack Scogin Jr., AIA, cited the build-
ing as "a magnificent solution for a cor-
porate headquarters."

l,ocated in Rye, N.Y., off of Route I-28?,
the sprawling, half-million-square-foot
headquarters was described in AncHrruc-
TURE's last February issue (page 60) by

continued on page 56
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Introducing PolarPane
A New ButtGlazing System
tlesigned Specifically For lnsulating

..--.-\:_--

Unlike all other strip window systems, the new
POLARPANEo l/ST Butt Glazing System creates
the appearance of conttnuous bands of glass rn-

side and out. . even around corners All interior
and exterior vertical supports are out of sight be-
tween the two glass lites rn the insulating units

All Glass Corner Design:There's no need to
compromise on corners POLARPANF l/ST units
are available in a wide variety of glass corner
treatments to meet your specifications, with both
inside and outside corner construction identical to
straight units for design consistency.

lmproved Thermal and Acoustical Insulation:
Because of a two inch dead air space between
the glass lites, POLARPANE l/ST is capable of
providing lower U-values and far better sound

transmrssion ratings than systems usrng the cus-
tomary 1/zot5/a rnch air spaces In addition; insula
values are further improved because all head anc

srll aluminum extrusions are thermally broken.
I mproved St ructural Reliability: U n I i ke othe r

stopless glazing and exterior f lush glazing sys-
tems, POLARPANE l/ST units provide their own
vertical support internally. Silicone is not needed
to adhere the glass unit to a backup f rame or inte
rior mullion. This eliminates the many delays and
risks assoctated with structural silicone glazing

Faster, Easier Installation: Initial units, as well al

replacements, can be installed entirely from the
inside saving both time and money With POLAR
PANE l/ST there is no need for temporary stops
and the 14to21day cure time required with



"The Kemper Group h.lpr insure
its employees'comfort
with Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands restrooms."
Kemper's insurance products provide
policyholders with comfort and peace
of mind. Employees at Kemper's
lnternational Headquarters complex

received the
same con-
sideration
when the
company

installed Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands
automated toilets and urinals.

A Sloan OPTIMA svsrem uses
an electronic sensor that "sees" the
user and automatically flushes the
sanitary fixture-or turns the faucet
or appliance on and off-only as

needed. This eliminates unflushed
urinals and toilets as well as assures
that faucets and hand dryers are
turned off after use.

The results: Increased employee
comfort with more sanitarv
restrooms. And peace of mind for
management in the form of reduced
costs from lower energy and water
consumption, fewer repairs, and less
daily maintenance.

The Sloan OPTIMA svstem
meets all building codes and installs
easily in virtually any new or retrofit
situation. The system also adapts
to soap dispensers, hand dryers,

shower heads, and more.
Ask your Sloan representative

about Sloan
No-Hands
automated
systems. Or
write us.

{;

VALVE COMPANY
Avenue, Franklin Park. lL 60131

.\\

EE
SLOAN
'1050O Sevmour

Circle 26 on inlormation card



Awatds from page 51
Executive Editor Andrea Oppenheimer
Dean as a "gleaming white image resem-
bling a Beaux-Arts palace with two equal
wings flanking a central rotunda." Kevin
Roche, FAIA, said that he designed the
headquarters as a symbol for General
Foods, which is, Roche stated, "market
and consumer oriented, and should make
a strong, flamboyant statement."

The building is comprised of seven
stories, with a ceremonial entrance up a
"tonguelike" driveway. (Employees enter
from the opposite side.) Among its most
imposing spaces is a spectacular lobby
and a sun-filled, 9S-foot-high, domed
atrium. The latter space contains, in
Dean's words, "a rather baroque grand
stair, adjacent dining room seating for
400, trees encased in mirror-clad pos,
and a dome lined in a sound-absorbing,
glittery mirror finish."

While aluminum appears in myriad
forms throughout the headquarters, its
most extensive use is in the white siding
that covers its exterior, which is intensi-
fied by the building's reflection in a man-
made lake over which it appears to float.
"Sited dramatically for its effect on the
parkway motorist," stated the jury, "the
complex forms are bold in their shape
yet simple in their execution. The use of
aluminum siding adds a refinement of
detail and a subtleness of shadow that
reinforces the overall design."

As winner of the Reynolds award, the
architect will receive a $25,000 prize and
an aluminum sculpture, to be presented
at the AIA convention this June.

85 Reynolds Pnze Awarded
Ib Rhode Island Student

Jeff Gordon, a student at the Rhode
Island School of Design in Providence,
has won the 1985 Reynolds Aluminum
student prize for his design, "Housing for
the Homeless." The jury for the award
described Gordon's design as a "provoca-
tive proposal for reworking an existing
urban order in addressing a significant
social issue."

Receiving an honorable mention was a
design titled "The Varsity: An Alumino-
vation' by Ed Jenkins of L,ousiana State
University in Baton Rouge. The project
for the renovation of a 1930s movie thea-
ter was commended for its inventive use
of aluminum, which, the jury stated, "sug-
gests a range of feasible applications of
existing technology in revitalizing Main
Street America."

Also receiving an honorable mention
was a design for a conservatory by Mark
S. Klancic of the University of Wiscon-
sin, Milwaukee. "The skillful application
of readily available components trans-
poses a utilitarian building," the jury said,
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"into a fanciful garden palace for horti-
cultural as well as contemplative pursuits."

Established in 1961, the Reynolds award
for studen8 honon "the best original archi-
tectural design in which creative use of
aluminum is an important contributing
factor." As first prize winner, Gordon
shares a $5,000 award with his school.

The jury for this year's student awards
consisted of Roger Clark, AIA (chair), of
North Carolina State University, Raleigh;
Al Lawson of Mississippi State University
in Jackson; Barton Phelps, AIA, of Santa
Monica, Calif.; Chris Reinke, vice presi-
dent of the Association of Student Chap-
ters/AIA; and Michael Solari of Lake
Charles, La.

Five Buildings Recoginized in
llth Librru_v Awards ProgTant

Frve libraries have been selected to receive
awards of excellence in the 11th library
building awards program sponsored jointly
by AIA and the American Library Asso-
ciation.

The jury was comprised of Herbert New-
man, FAIA (chairman); \{illiam Turnbull
Jr.. FAIA: Paul A. Kennon, FAIA; Mar-
garet Beckman, chief librarian at the Uni-

versity of Guelph in Canada; David Smith
associate director at the Hennepin County
Library in Minnetonka, Minn.;and David
C. Wiley, library construction coordina-
tor for the Broward County Library in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

The winning libraries are:
o The Folger Shakespeare Library addi-
tion in Washington, D.C., by Hartman-
Cox Architects, cited by the jury as "an
excellent example of renovation and
transformation."

Three levels of stacks and storage space
were placed below grade, and a new read'
ing room was built as a light-steel vault
suspended between steel columns restin5
on the underground construction and steel
beams bearing on the original library by
Paul Cret. The vault is slotted in the cen
ter to admit light from a skylight above.

The jury said, "The architect showed
respect for the existing character, mate-
rials, and massing but created new spacet
with light-washed walls that are better than
the old."
r New York University graduate school
of business library by Voorsanger & Mills

continued on page 6.

Vail Public Library designed by Snowdot
& Hopkins Architects.



Sgstzm Monagernent Offine Monngenwnf Unifipd Messoging

'AT&I SYSIETI 85 AilD
SYSIEiI 75 TUIIY

IRAIE SO TIA]IY YITAI
AGEilEl{T ruilCilOlts.
ecisions, decisions, decisions.
sn't too long ago that if you
ed the mostloihisticated office
runications equipment in the
l, you'd get a tel-ephone.
ow it's a whole new ball game.
e got to have more than a tele-
l. You've got to have an entire
runications and information
m. You've got to choose from
g a number ofvendors and
y a substantial capital invest-
You've got only one chance to
lhe 4ghJ decision. And you've

, D€ flAht.
rlax. Trhe decision is easv.
m 85 and System 75 from
I Informati6n Systems offer
rore power, flexibility and con-
tan any other svstem in the
. Because they cangrow and
e as technology advlnces, you
) sure your rnvestment ls pro-
l. And because thev're from
I you know thev m"eet the
;t standards of manufacturing
y and reliabilitv.
1e are just a feiv ways they
'lp 

youi office opera[e more
ntly and effectively.
M anag e ment Ow experience
e communications speaks for

itself. There are over 1b0 callingfea-
tures to choose from, so you can cus-
tom-tailor a svstem thatheets the
particuiar needs ofyour business.

Data ManagementThis ties the
whole system together. Our Distrib-
uted Communications Protocol
integrates voice and data transmis-
sions, resulting.in more productive
use of your equipment and easy
ruture expanslon.

Ne hoorking Different businesses
need different networks. Our Distri-
bqted Communications System and
Electronic Thndem Netwbrk let vou
link all your locations, either acrSss
the street or across the country.

Sy ste m M anag eme nf Adaptabilitv
is the key here. You'll have 

^a 
handd-

on ability to monitor and chanse the
entire system.day by duy, to relpond
r,o your cnangng needs.

Office M anag eme nt This stream-
Itnes your everyday office proce-
dures mto one easy-to-use svstem.
By integrzting Electronic Document
Communication, Message Center,
and Directory you can c-reate, store
and send information easily and
more productively.

Unified Messaging This complete,
easy-to-use service is the ansiver
to unanswered calls. It completely
integrates all your messaglng ser-

vices, including Message Center
Coverage, Leave Wordtalling and
AUDIX, ourpowerfiil voice mail
ser'rnce.

IOO YEARS OT EXPERIEIICE

Tlr91e's another aspect of our system
which you can looli at as somet"hins
of an insurance policy. It's called -
Information System"s Architecture.
It is this framework that ensures that
anything new we develop for your
sys_tgm will fit right in. Systein 85
and System 75 ar:e designed accor.d-
ing to its guidelines, as our future
pro$gcts will be. That's protection.

We've been the undisputed leader
in communications for over 100 vears.
and we plan to keep it that wav.-
T.bdry, more than +b00 systemi de-
1igle_rs.and others form6rly at AT&T
Bell Laboratories are worliing
exclusively to develop new bu-siness
products at Informatlon Svstems
Laboratories. And they're supnorted
by the largest sales and servi'ce
.latri" the industry to help you
along every step ofthe way.
_ rnerearetwo waysyoucan

distinguish .yourself in t"he business
world-either get a little gray at the
temples wont'ang about if, ol choose
AT&T Information Svstems.

Tb find out more aibout Svstem &5
and System 75, call AT&T hiformation
Systems at I-800-2417 -L2t2, ExL. t87 .

-ATgTrE-
--
--
-

The right choice.
Circle 28 on information card



Awards from page 56
Associates of New York City, described
by the jury as a "significant renovation"
that transforms an existing liF' ar ,' ;nd
loft space within a highrise building into
"an exciting place to study.

The 25,000-squar' lint library provides
space for more thar tm,mO volumes and
seating for 254 Peopt't. 

'Ihe architect
improved the facility's circulation and used

details that "celebrate human scale, wit.
and innovation."
. San Francisco University High School
library by Robert Herman Associates of
San Francisco.

The 7,200-square-foot 2ddi11e1r u':15

placed on top of an existlng lwo srorv
steel and concl,)te auditorium. 'Ihe archi-
tect's solution rise" both braced and move-

ment resistant steel frames with long-span
girders that "admirably play off design
elements of the original school building
and then deftly inset a new level under
the recreational surface on the roof." The
plan layers stacks and study spaces around
an open central area that may be used

for gatherings or additional study space'
The librarian's work station is in the cen-
ter of this space.

The jury concluded that this small high
school library "gives human scale. orien-
tation. and homelike comfort to stud,ents."
. Law library addition at the University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, by Gunnar

Birkerts & Associates of Birmingham,
Mich.. described as a "masterstroke of
campus planning and design."

The program called for a completely
below-grade addition to the existing col-
legiate Gothic library. The 62,000-square-
foot, three-story underground building
has two light wells sheathed in a bronze
curtain wall with tinted glass units. The
concave skylight fills the reading room
with natural light and provides a view of
the Gothic tower.

llesen rclr

. Vail Public Library, Vail. Colo., de-

signed by Snowdon & Hopkins Architects
of Vail. The jury said. "The architect
responded to the majestic setting by use

of srass lawn roofs, and native wood and
stoie, creating an architecture of the land-
scape. . . . It is nestled comfortably within
its site and has a strong sense of being
indigenous to the regional architecture."

The earth-sheltered, energy-conscious
design provides space for 60.000 volumet
and seating for 90 PeoPle.

Survey Finds Air Polhrtion Not
A Critical Problem in Offices
According to a recent survey by Honey-
well Technalysis of Honeywell Inc.. office
w<lrkers in the U.S. consider air quality
"an important ingredient in creating a pro-
ductive work environment. but they do
not consider it a critical problem."

The study, for which 600 office workers
across the country were polled. indicates
that good air quality is only one of a
number of issues that workers feel are

important in creating a productive work.
enuironment. Sufficient lighting was cited
as most important in making an office a

productive place to work. Following in

descending order of importance were tem'

perature, air quality, overall housekeep-
ing, office or work space size, and quiet.
More than half the respondents identi-
fied these qualities as being "very impor'
tant," according to the survey. Only 27

percent cited esthetic factors as impor-
iant to productivity.

"On the whole," the report said, "offic,

workers express a high level of satisfac-
tion with the air quality where they work.'
Seventy-six percent of those polled ratec

the air quality in their offices as "excel-

lent" or "good." continued on page 6



lesearch /rom page 62
Of the 24 percent who reported air

luality as "fair" or "poor," the major rea-
ons cited were cigarette smoke and poor
rir circulation or ventilation. Those who
rclieved the air quality to be excellent or
lood credited it to effective airconditionins
.nd little cigarette smoke.

Asked about the effect of air quality
rn work productivity, 20 percent of those
rolled reported that they "sometimes" or
often" experienced clifficulty in doing their
rork because of poor air quality. Of this
rercentage, most ciled lack of air move-
lent as the primary reason, while ciga-
ette smoke and being either too hot or
rc cold ranked second, third, and fourth.
'he physical reactions to poor air qual-
.y reported most frequently were sleepi-
ess or fatigue, congested noses, eye irri-
rtions, and headaches.
Most of the office workers polled-82

ercent-reported no change, good or
ad, in air quality in the past yeaq while
2 percent reported that company man-
gement had done nothing to change air
uality. Slightly over half of the respond-
nts felt that improved air quality would
rise office productivity. Only 5 percent
f those polled said that they or others at
ork had asked that an air cleaner be
rstalled.
The age of the office building also

:emed to affect the air quality. Of those
ho worked in buildings less than l0 yean
ld, 80 percent reported good or excel-
rnt air quality, while only 7l percent
rscribed the air similarly in buildings
ver 20 years old. The higher percentage
i newer buildings with air cleaning or
ttering equipmenr (55 percent) compared
, older buildings (38 percent) seemed to
)count for the difference.
Another issue related to building age

as accessibility to windows. Sixty-six per-
rnt of those polled in buildings less than
)years old had windows in their offices,
rmpared to 72 percent of those in build-
gs over 20 years old. Whatever the age
the building, of those workers who had

indows in their offices, over half said
at the windows were "never" or "rarely"
ren. while l7 percenr said that the win-
rws couldn't be opened.
The survey found pronounced differ-
ces between men and women in their
tisfaction with the office work environ-
:nt. "Women are consistently and often
amatically less satisfied than men both
th the general office environment and
ro with specific aspects of air quality,"
l report stated.
While 80 percenr of the men polled
rorted excellent or good air quality,
ly 68 percent of the women polled
rorted likewise. The study also found
rt 28 percent of the women reported
r difficulty because of air quality, com-
fed to 15 percent of the men. Sixty-

five percent of the women believed that
better air quality would raise productiv-
ity, while only 47 percent of the men
believed so. Of the men polled, a quarter
believed that office management was "not
at all" or "not very concerned" about air
quality, compared to more than a third
of the women who felt likewise.

The study suggests that the difference
in male and female responses may be due
to the overall quality of the office envi-
ronment for each gender and such fac-
tors as job duties.

For example,39 percent of the women
surveyed said that they worked in enclosed

offices, while 54 percenr of the men did.
Seventy-one percent of the men said that
they had access to a window, while only
62 percent of the women could say the
sarne. When asked about time spent at
assigned work areas, nearly half of the
women said that they spent almost all of
their time there, as compared to 29 per-
cent of the men.

The study also found that women spend
twice as much time as men in front of
computer terminals and that women out-
number men five to one in job categories
such as clerical worken, accountants, and
bookkeepers. News continued on page 72
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Iheres noreto crur door
thon meets the eye!

Matty times, it's what you don't see that
means all the difference in a top-quality
product. With Thermacore@ doors, it's our
polyurethane foam core that not only
produces an incredible R-factor of 13.0 but
also gives the panel its unbeatable strength
and durability.

At first glance, you may not notice the
difference in our springs and hardware -they're top:gf-the-line all the way as are our
Galvalumettskins. What you won't see from
any other door manufacturer is our
unparalleled FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY on
the famous Thermacore panel!

What you will see from Thermacore
doors is results!You'll see the energy bills
dwindle. You'll see the ease of repair and
maintenance. You'll see the smooth action of
even our largest doors.

And, we'll show you the research and test
results to prove our claims! What else we'll
show you is the foam;we'll cut the panel
anywhere, right before your eyes, to show
you the remarkably uniform density and
adhesion that give Thermacore its
strength and insulation value.

Contact us today and we'll tell you more
about why Thermacore is your wisest
investment. We'll make you a believer, too!

Seeingis brlliefing!

Wb'rebelierers!
o. H. D. THERMACORE, T*.. rrooTll?i't'j;i, williamsport, pennsyrvania l 770 l

A part of the Dallas Corporation

THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED INSULATED
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Aga Khan f)ormtes $9 iltillion
Tb I{aruard/}trT Progam

His Highness the Aga Khan announced
in March a gift of $9 million to the Aga
Khan Program in Islamic Architecture,
headquartered in Cambridge, Mass., at
Harvard University and the Massachusetts
lnstitute of Technology. The gift supple-
ments the original endowment of $11.6
million. It will fund a new master's degree
program at the MIT school of architec-
ture and planning in "Design for Islamic
Cultures," as well as a complementary
program of courses in urban design and
landscape architecture at the Harvard grad-
uate school of design, which it is hoped
may lead to another degree program. Also
funded will be collaborations between the

Preserwttityyt

two Anrerican universities and institutions
in Muslim countries.

The Program for Islamic Architecture.
best known for its triennial design awards.
was founded in 1919 by the Aga Khan ro
improve the quality of architecture in the
Muslim world. A 1958 graduate of Harvard
College, the Aga Khan located the pro-
gram in Cambridge because of extensive
collections on Islamic studies at Harvard
and MIT.

The program is directed by professors
William Porter at MIT and Oleg Grabar
at Harvard. It supports travel grants. ex-
changes of scholars. symposia. publica-
tions, a tenured professorship at each uni-
versity, and. most recently, the develop-
ment of a 50,000-image laser-disc docu-
menting the history of Islamic architecture.

Ronr.:n'r' C,rlr lnr.;r.r.

A threat by the National Park Service to
take away preservation tax credits has
caused a Washington. D.C., developer t<:

paint over part of an incomplete mural
by Richard Haas.

The mural as conceived bv Haas would
cover three sides of a plain. iO-story sliver
building in downtown Washington directly
across 10th Street from Ford's Theater
and next to the Peterson house where
Presiclent Lincoln died. The east front
was to be painted as if highlighted with
blue and red tiles that emDhasize the build.
ing's vertical lines. The south exposed
party wall was to have a trompe l'oeil
hole in the building, through which could
be glimpsed a corner of the Lincoln
Memorial. a false tile mosaic of the young
Lincoln. ax in hand, standing in front of
a log cabin, and an illusionary, six-story,
projecting bay incorporating three existing
large windows per floor. Finally. the north
party wall was to be a mirror image of
the south. with a false mosaic showing
the presidential Lincoln shortly before
he died.

The 1923 Lincoln Builcling has been
rehabilitated by Wynmark Development
Corporation with the help of 5412,500 in
federal preservation tax credits admin-
istered by the park service's regional pres-
ervation office in Philadelohia. Under the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. the
owners of certified buildings can receive
a 25 percent tax investment credit if they
rehabilitate a building according the Inte'
rior Department standards. The park serv-
ice first certifies that a building is histori
cally significant. then determines if the
intended restoration design is in keeping
with the historic nature of the building.
Finally the park service verifies that the
work has been carried out according to
plan so that the developer can claim the
tax credit.

Six months after receiving initial certi-
fication that the Lincoln Building is his-
torically significant. Wynmark says. it
received verbal approval followed by writ-
ten approval that a proposed Haas mural
would not affect the ongoing certifica-
tion process. "The park service declared
that since paint is 'reversible,' they did
not need, nor desire, to see the mural
design," says a Wynmark spokesman.

The south mural and the east slender
front were completed last December; the
north mural was to be painted later this
spring. Then in March, a little over a
month before the April 15 tax filing dead
line, the park service told Wynmark that
the final certification would not be granted
unless the developer removed the east
facade mural and agreed to abandon plans
for the north side painting. Wynmark had

continued on page 7',

The Lincoln Building's east.f'ront, as
pairtted by Haas (.far le.t't) and todal'.

Blaming Park Service Reversal,
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Developer Blanks Out Haas Mural
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'reservation lrom page 72
re mural paintecl out to meet the filing
eadline.
In an early April press briefing, Wyn-

rark Presicient Richard Naing said the
rm spent $10,000 to cover the east front
ecause it is "committed to follow the
)tter of the law." But Jerry Rogers, who
versees the tax cre,Jit program for the
ark service. said \A/ynmark "panicked,
r something." ancl could have taken the
rx creclit on its 'lJ4 .eturn without first
:cc'iving formal certification. and then
rken up to 30 months to appeal.

Haas. who has painted scores of murals
r the last clecade or-r buildings nation-
'ide (see April. page 73). says he was at
rst confusecl. then shocked. then angry:
lt is ir f,rrm of hureaucratic insanity. . . .

Io individual could possibly come up
'ith this solution."
Wvnmark representatives say they hope

) meet with park se:rvice officials and
Itimately repaint the east facade and
pply the north mural. Haas. meanwhile,
:els that "without the front facade. and
erlainly without thr: north, the mural is
n incomplete work rtf art and therefore
ot a work of art."
A footnote: More than 1.200 murals

ationwicle were cornntissiclned from this
uilcling in the 1930s when it housed head-
uarters of the WPA. art Drocram.

lnternational trbrum to Lrplore
Fhfure of I-,A]s Watt^s Ttlwerc

Efforts are underway to fully restore and
maintain Simon Rodia's wonderfully idi-
osyncratic towers in the Watts section of
Los Angeles, better known as Watts
Towers. The Los Angeles Museum of Con-
temporary Art, the Watts Towers Com-
munity Trust. and the L.A. Herald Ex-
aminer have initiated an International
Forum for the Future of Rodia's Towers
in Watts. "to bring together promingnt
architects, artists, urban planners. pres-
ervationists. community and corporate
leaders. cultural anthropologists, urban
economists, and state and local political
leaders to engage in a public forum to
generate ideas and explore the potential
of the towers and the communitv. . . ."

The forum is ro take nlace June l-l-15
at the Davidson Conference Center at
UCLA and will include a series of con-
ferences, workshops. and site visits. Among
those who are to participate in the forum
are Charles W. Moore, FAIA, Cesar Pelli,
FAIA. Barton Meyers, Dolores Hayden,
Lawrence Halprin, David Hockney, and
Reyner Banham.

Simon Rodia. an Italian immigrant born
in 187e' herd a '**',t"ill,i,l!izo,';:;! o,

The three main towers of Simon Rodia's cre-
ation in the L.A. communit.y' ofWatts. Ro-
dia worked alone, constructinp the towers
without scal'lolding or fower equipment.

-ircle 
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To appreciate what Western Wood
can do for today's architecture, one need

only consider the human side.

People trust wood. They're comfort-

able with its naturalwarmth, its genu-

inely honest character. But it doesn't just

soothe the psyche-wood also incites the

imagination.
Innovative designs thrive within the

workable grains of this timeless building
material.

With litde more thanbasicskills and
tools, evocative solutions easily become

reality. And the most utilitarian of build-
ings become anything but boring.

Here, too, is a veritable, endless

realm of engineering possibilities. With

beams, girders, arches and trusses.

Planks, posts, sheathing, timbers. In-

deed, wood frame construction works

at every conceivable level.

And if that's not miracle enough,

consider how much wood does for so lit-

tle. For its strength, its thermalefficiency,

its resiliency-even under extreme load-

ing conditions-no other structural mate-

rialperforms like wood. So happily, on

the human scale, wood buildings are a

solid investment for your clients.

To see how you can shape your

dreams and your clients'desires with West'

ern Wood, send for our free brochures.

.,A.fterlookingthem over, fWf
ffl*::;:,n::?ilti;T:\wd

Dear\VS'PA

l'm all for curing commercial srerilitv. Pleasesendmethe

following publications, no charge.

E "Miracles by Design," a ponfolio filled with effectirt, commercial

architecture. Ali in wood. Every one in colot.

[ "V/ood Frame Design for Commercial/Muiti.Family

Construction," asomewhat sterilebutenlighteningneatise

detailing the structural aspects ofwood fiame consttuction.
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FIR\1

STATE

WESTERN WOOD PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
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Preservation from page 77

as telephone lineman, construction worker,
and tile setter before moving to Watts in
the 1920s. At the age of 42 he began work
on the towers, a project that would con-
sume his time for the next 33 years.

The highest of the three towers is 100

feet, the shortest is 60 feet, and all are
made of cement over a steel web of sal-
vaged pipe and rebar. The site (which
also includes smaller structures) is sur'
rounded by a cement scalloped wall en-
crusted (as are the towers) with stones,
bottlecaps, colored glass, broken porce-
lain, and more than 75,000 seashells. Rodia
finished the project in 1954, moved on,
and never returned. He died in 1965.

J. Jackson Walter's Agenda as
President of National Tiust

The successes of the historic preserva-
tion movement in this country can be
evidenced in countless U.S. cities where
old, worn-out buildings have become cen-
terpieces of urban rebirth. And, now, as

the federal government continues to dis-
mantle what was once the heart of its
urban policy-urban development and
community development block grants and

revenue sharing funds-it seems likely that
preservation and adaptive use will become
even more significant to the continued
well-being of our nation's cities. Given
this trend, the guiding principle behind
J. Jackson Walter's tenure as president at
the National Tiust for Historic Preserva-
tion will be to lead the trust in becoming
"a recognized major participant in national
urban policy matters."

A former president of the National Acad-
emy of Public Administration, a former
director of the U.S. Office of Government
Ethics, and an attorney specializing in land
use and real estate development law (see

Dec. '84, page 16), Walter joined the trust
in December 1984. In a recent interview
with AncurrEcruRE, he expressed deep
concern over what he called the "advene
circumstances both on the preservation
movement and the future livability of our
cities" if the federal government eliminates
historic preservation tax credits, a pro-
gram that since its inception in 1976 has
generated an estimated $7.6 billion worth
of rehabilitation projects. Walter calls the
program "the only element of a supportive
policy toward the cities that the Reagan
Administration has left."

To illustrate, Walter points to the adap-
tive use of industrial structures and their

surrounding neighborhoods in places such
as the Monogahela River valley in Penn-
sylvania and in New England. "The one
thing that we know is that the best in-
vestment is in the mills and the housing,"
he says. "That is what is there, and you
are not going to be able to bring those
parts of the world back without using that
huge capital investment that is sitting right
there on the ground. You need to retain
those older buildings to fix the character
of the site. You can't just obliterate them.
You have to use what parts of the origi-
nal facility are there that can in fact be
reused and that becomes the core. . . .

That is not the traditional historic preser-
vation in the sense of a grand country
house, but it is no more or no less part of
the historic preservation movement in
this country."

Overall, Walter sees the "regard for his-
toric preservation as extraordinarily high
in some places and not so elsewhere."
He believes that the "simple arguments
have basically been won," but that there
are still some significant battles remaining.
"It is fairly clear that design questions
are important," he says, "and that con-
cerns about interior spaces are going to
cover the course of the next umpteen
years." He believes that facadism (the prac-
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The Institute from page 83
handicapped housing construction, the
rental housing development grant progam,
and even the Administration's housing
voucher program. It would also deprive
160,000 additional households of decent,
affordable shelter."

Rather than a moratorium, AIA Pro-
poses $11.8 billion in total budget author
ity for fiscal '86, which is the same level
as the previous year's housing assistance
funding. Beese also emphasized AIAs com'
mitment to help Americas homeless per-
sons and urged Congress to authorize $140
million in emergency aid to them.

Based on estimates by the President's
commission on housing and the General
Accounting Office, Beese said, seven to
ten million American households "live in
substandard shelter or pay excessive ren6."
He observed the Administration's budget
recommendations for housing and com-
munity development lack"fairness" to the
nation s low-income people and "would
produce relatively minor outlay of savings."

Beese expressed the AIAs opposition
to the Administration s plan to terminate
the urban development action grants pro-
gram, which has proven to be "one of the
most successful urban revitalization toold'

over its seven-vear existence. He also calle,

for continued funding at$dt40 million, th
same level as fiscal'85. "Since its imple-
mentation, the program has created more
than 450,000 new jobs, built almost 100;

housing units, and drawn more than $20
billion in private investment to distressed
communities," said Beese.

In his testimony Beese also stated AIAs
opposition to the Administration's plan
to reduce community development block
grants by 10 percent and to provide 40
percent of the remaining funds to its small
cities program. "We support continuation
of the program next year at the fiscal '85
funding level of $3.5 billion," he said.

Testifying before the House science anc

technology subcommittee on energy and
application, Thomas Vonier, AIA, called
for continued funding of DOE research
programs that the private sector cannot
undertake on its own, including the energy
conservation and solar building research
programs. He also stressed the importanct
of programs that "produce the research
results that architecs will find most use-
ful in their daily practices" and that are
"fundamental to a successful energy con'
servation and solar research effort."

As part of its commitment to reducing
the federal deficit, the lnstitute recom-
mends holding funding for building and
community s),stems and solar research pro
grams at the same level as fiscal'85, while
reducing the funding of some programs
with lower priority, such as the perform-
ance calculations and building materials
line items. He also stated AIAs opposi-
tion to the proposed consolidation of tht
research utilization progfilm with the tech'

nology transfer function.
As a spokesman for the Institute, Voniet

opposes any reduction below the fiscal
'85level, which is already substantially
less than for the previous year. "Solar
energy research, for example, dropped
40 percent from fiscal '84 to fiscal'85,"
he said.

Vonier called on Congress to increase
funding from $400,000 to $800,000 for thr

program that monitors energy pe{orm-
ance in building and from $100,000 to
$250,000 for the design process research
program.

In his testimony, Vonier also addressec
the importance of the need to protect
the quality of indoor air. He urged Con-
gressto appropriate $2.5 million- $600,0fl
above the fiscal 1985 level-for DOE s

research program on indoor air quality.
In making these recommendations,

Vonier stressed that in order for archi-
tects to "take advantage of the design prot
ess to achieve energy savings in their proj

ects, they must have information on energ
savings options while they are determin-
ing building size, shape, orientation, an<

internal configuration."
News continued on Page !
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\IA BOard A$rceS t0 Maintain tute" was identified as the key weakness

lurrent orgairization Shuchre :j jnHffi: j,f; 
"l"ti Jj,lJff ffi J:T.

authority and accountabilitv need to be
developed."

In determining its findings, the task
force examined each segment of the Insti-
tute, pointing out weaknesses and strengths
and offering recommendations to mafe
the Institute more effective. Concernins
the national organization, the task forcJ
found that is strengths were in providing
services for the entire membership that 

-
are not available at the state or local level.
Its primary responsibility is the develop-
ment and maintenance of the professions
bgdy of knowledge, and communicating
AIAs position on public policies. Among
rrs other strengths are its ability to under-
take program development and research,
to develop progams that respond to trends
in architectural practice and to profession-
wide concerns, and to provide opportu-
nitie^s 

l_or 
professional recognition through

the fellowship and awards programs.
As for weaknesses, the task force found

that the "national organization is too large
a_nd distanr" but argued for keeping it in
Washington, D.C., 'rbecause the insiitute,s
political presence had been established
and the organization can best affect na-

\t its meeting in late March at Hilton
{ead, S.C., the AIA board of directors
rpproved the governance task force rec-
>mmendations that call for the retention
rnd strengthening of the Institute's cur-
'ent organizational structure. In addition.
he board approved the first design/build
locuments.

The governance task force was formed
Ls a result of Direction '80s and a resolu-
ion at the 1983 national convention, both
rf which called for an examination of
he Institute's "governance in relation to
nembership representation in the section,
hapter, state, regional, and national or9a-
izations and to identify alternatives t6
he present system that would increase
re Institute's responsiveness and value
r its membership." In determining that
1e current system was the most desir-
ble, the task force, did, however. studv
Iternative models for governance that
'ill be addressed at the board meetins
rior to the convention in June in San"
rancisco.
The "lack of clarity of roles and expec-

rtions of the various layers of the Initi-

tional legislation with an office in the
capital." The task force did recommend
that communications with the member-
ship concerning the benefits and services
that the national organization provides
be strengthened.

As for the chapters and sections, the
task force determined that the local orga-
nizations provide a "forum for maximu'm
member participation" and are better
equipped to deal with local issues. prob-
lems include the lack of adequate staff
and financial resources and a wide diver-
sity in the kinds of services offered. Rec-
ommendations include the need to estab-
lish guidelines for minimum size. service.
and operational standards and the need
for staff assistance.

The state components, the task force
reported, should be solely responsible for
state legislation, government affairs, and
state{evel communications, and should
offer professional development opportu-
nities and member benefits that are not
available from local components. prob-
lems. occur when geographic diversity
within a state is so great that it is ,,diffi-
cult to focus members'attention on cer-
tain issues and when large metropolitan
chapters dominate state organizaiions."

continued on page 96
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sg€&$i,ilfs and -t#hesives are a must..,

In commercial, industrial and residential buildings;
on commercial and military airqaft; pleasure craft and
recreational vehicles; and other applications where
sealants and industrial adhesives play a critical role,

industry depends on products from Morton Chemical
Division for long-term performance.

Our insulating glass sealants are used in prestigious
buildings throughout North America, like Ontario Place,
Chicago which has over 8,000 insulating glass units...

all fabricated with polysulfide insulating glass sealants.

Joint sealants based on the same polysulfide polymer

continue to be the choice of architects and contractors
in buildings all over the world; aircraft sealants also
based on polysulfide keep fuel tanks'fueltight in aircral
of all lypes; and polysulfide base marine sealants protect

hulls and decks in boats of all sizes.

Working alongside polysulfide sealants are MOR'AD@

industrial adhesives, another family of quality products.

Used to laminate metal, wood, polystyrene, urethane
foam and fiberglass reinforced plastic, they can be

found in commercial and residential buildings, recreationr

vehicles and refrigeration storage units.

For sealants and adhesives you can depend on, write t

for more detailed information'
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The Institute from Page 93

Again, the task force recommended that
"operational guidelines should be devel'
oped to reduce confusion about duties
and responsibilities." It also recommended
that state component boards should be

composed on a quasiproportional mem-
benhip basis for "stronger and more equit-
able representation."

The task force found that the regional
orsanizations were best able to facilitate
th6 election process for national direc-
tors as well as consideration of resolu-
tions and business items at the national
annual convention. Also important are

the regional conferences and awards pro-
grams. "Lack of clear responsibility" is

igain a problem with the "regions often.
seen by members as another bureaucratic
and even arbitrary layer of the organiza-
tion creating additional dues cost."

Concerning the board of directors, the
task force recognized the importance of
the board in setting Institute goals and
oolicies and of board members serving
bn standing committees, task forces, and

commissions. Weaknesses are the high cost

of the boards operations and that the "cur-

rent size could limit a director's ability to
participate in board meetings and that
the number of national assignments per-

formed by each director often make

finding time to communicate with con-
stituents difficult." The task force recom-
mended that communication with the con-
stituencies be strengthened and that
stronger guidelines be developed-

The executive committee was found to
be "servicing the current board structure
well," and the task force recommended
that it "continue to take a leadership role
in Institute activities and that the vice
presidents'roles in the commission has

provided a positive, expanded authority
for decision making." The national com-

mittees were called a "vital element to
the success of the Institute."

The new documents aPProved bY the
board, the first on design/build, will be

available in the fall. The three are:
A191, Owner-Design/Builder Agreement;
A491. Design/Builder-Contractor Agree-
ment; B901, Design/Builder-Architect
Agreement.

In other action, the board approved a
public policy on corporate practice that
itates, 

-the AIA believes that any archi-
tect should be permitted to practice within
any corporate structure as long as t!e_.

architect retains individual responsibility
for providing architectural services." This
waJdeveloped in response to state archi-
tectural licensing laws that place restric-
tions on corporate Practice.

Goaernment
l[aryland Eliminates hice/ Bic

Fhom A/E Selection Procedure

Reversing an 1l-year-old law, the Mary-
land state legislature has removed com-
petitive bidding from its architect/engineer
selection procedures. The enactment
leaves no state with a procurement system

that requires price as a key factor.
This recently passed Maryland bill is

modeled on a 1972 federal law authored
by Rep. Jack Brooks, Hon. AIA (D.-Tex.)

Under Maryland's new procurement sys-

tem technical competence will be the pri-
mary factor for awarding design contrac-ts

for itate projects. The fee and scope of
services will be negotiated in an open,
detailed, and "well documented" discus-
sion between the state and the A/8.

Maryland's competitive bidding selec-

tion process was enacted in response to
government contract scandals involving
Ior-et governor Spiro Agnew and other
state officials. Maryland Delegate Charles
Avara, who has served for 20 Years as

the chairman of the committee that over-

sees state design and construction funding
said passage of the 1974 legislation that
required the use of price considerations
as a key factor was "a bad kneejerk reac-'

continued on Page 9
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iovernment/rom page 96
ion made in panic during an election
ear, and the sponson led us into overkill."
Architects and engineers had repeatedly

alled for the repeal of the controversial
ompetitive-based procurement law. An
r.IA-sponsored study released in January
oncluded the Marvland state govern-
tent's procurement system was "signif-
)antly more time consuming and ex-
ensive" than the qualifications-based
'rocess of the Florida state government.
'he study also reported that most 'AlEs
,ho design state projects in Maryland dis-
ke the system, which they feel rewards
rem inadequately."
Attempts to reverse the law and adopt
"Brooks bill" approach to procurement
ad failed over the past 10 years. How-
ver, this year for the first time Gover-
or Harry Hughes and state agency exec-
tives supported changes in the law.
After passage of the bill, cosponsor

'homas Kernan said, "It will be good to
ave the architects and enqineers back
n our side again."

I.S. Commission of Fine Arh
lelebrates 7 lth Anniverearv
'his month marks the 75th anniversarv of
te Commission of Fine Arts, which was
;tablished by an act of Congress as a
3rmanent body "composed of seven well-
ualified judges of the fine arts, who shall
: appointed by the President and shall
:rve for a period of four years each . . .
r advise upon the location of statues,
runtains, and monuments in the public
luares, streets, and parks in the District
i Columbia." Subsequent legislation and
recutive orders have increased the scope
the commission to guide the architet-

iral development of Washington, D.C. It
)w serves as the principal review board
r public building and lands and adia-
:nt buildings. and historical areas.
The original commission was comprised

' architects Daniel Burnham (chairman),
homas Hasting, and Cass Gilbert; land-
ape architect Frederick Law Olmsted
, son of the designer of Central park;
ulptor Daniel Chester French Smith;
Linter Francis D. Millet; and Charles
oore, an aide to the McMillan Com-
ission of 1910.
One of the fint prqects before the com-
Lssion was the Lincoln Memorial, which
.d been authorized by Congress in l9ll.
though the McMillan Commission had
;ommended both the type and site, it
rs almost a year before the commission
proved a design by Henry Bacon.
The commission has had final approval
er buildings on Lafayette Square, the
).R. Memorial, the Metnam Memorial.
d semipublic buildings such as AIA
adquarters and the Kennedy Center. D

Whydomost
architects sn
Gookson rol ng doors?

Guafity featunes
such as
PRE-PAINTING
ASASTANDARD FEATURE, ALLCOOKSON STEEL ROLLING DOORS
ARE SHIPPED PRIME PRE-pAlNTED. Each gatvanized steet door cur-
tain is treated for long term weather resistance with a corrosion inhib-
iting epoxy primer and a thermosetting polyester top coat. At a cost
of less than 400 per square foot, it is the best protection money can
buy. while the standard tan with bronze trim doors look attractive in-
stalled without further painting, the factory finish has been designed as
a prime coat when changing colors at the job site is required. ioot<son
pre'painted doors are designed for greater protection, longer life and
less maintenance.

\t fp Cookson Company quatity is of prime importance.
ooot(son's_comptete line of rolling doors along with rotting
grilles, rolling fire daors and couiter doors rebresent the-
l!?:g gt t!1e.art in design, eqgineering and mdnufacturing.
w th tactories on the Easf Coast a nd West Coast Cooksbn
is the preferred name in the rolting door industry.

Write for a lree catalog, orsee Sweels g.7/Co.

'The Gookson Gompany
700 Pen nsylvan ia Ave / San Flalqisco, C A g4101 / phone (41 S) 826_ 4422
800 Tulip Drive,z Gastonia , NC 28052 / phone (204) 966_gf +6
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Instores:
Carpets ofAntron*
performwittr style.

JC Rnney is sold on carpet of Du Pont ANTRONI So
much so that carpet of ANTRON nylon is ncnv the standard
specification for all JC Rnney stores. And in shopping
malls, departnent stores, fumiture stores, boutiques and
other retail outlets all over the counfiy, the carpet fiber that's
specified most is Du Pont ANTRON.

The reasons: styling and performance.
The camel carpet shorvn, for example, is a high-per-

formance, plush-look cut pile made of ANTRON Continu-
ous Filament fiber. The unique shape of the Continuous
Filament provides soil-resistance even in heavy faffic areas
Wear-resistance to survive the Christnas crush. rcar after
year. Plus a clean, smooth texture that won't fuzz or shed"

What's more, Du Font ANTRON gives you more
styles, colors and textures to choose ftom than any other
carpet fiber.

It's no surprise that Du Font ANTRON is America's
most specified carpet fiber. Because forperformance and
stylq *rere's no better choice.

Du PontCarpet
For a fiee copy of ow new Specification Guide, write:
)ont Carpet Fiben. Rm. X-39830. Wilminston. DE, Rm. X-39830, Wilmington, DE

19898.

+Du Pont registered tradema*. l)u Font makes fibers, not carpets

DUPONT ANTRONJ
AMERICAS II{OST SPECIFIED

CARPET FIBER.
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lVlarc Chagall's Spirited Le$acY
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flying cows. rooftop fiddlers. weightlessly
floating lovers. and levitating rabbis, sur-
vived to the age of 97 and then peacea-
blv left the earth late this March.

He was born to a poor Hassidic family
of 10 children in Russian Vitebsk. "The
sad and joyful city'." Chagall called it. a

f';$;lklilF;ff ,r,nliT*diH,-
provided Chagall with a lifel'rng 1sps1-

tory of images (sometimes criticized as

too sweet and insubstantial) informed b-v

an 18th centur.v Jewish mysticism that ele-

vated spontaneous. playful emotion to
spiritualitv.

Often as mournful as it is whimsical.
Chagall's art celebrates and memorializes
in paint, ceramics, stained glass. and murals
an Eastern European Jewish world shat-
tered in Russia by revolution and obliter-
ated on the rest of the continent b1' Hitler'

After studying with a provincial painter
in St. Petersburg for which Chagall gained
permission from the authorities by dis-
guising himself as the servant of a patrtln -

I08 ARCHITECTURE/MAY I985

and getting his first glimpse of the new
French art. he was given a stipend to go

to Paris in 1910. There his colors and use

of light gained intensity from contact with
the fauvists. while cubist influences firmed
up his sense of structure. But he eschewed
the abstract rationalism of modernism in
favor of storytelling, which, especiall-v in
his early'vears. was appreciated less by'

artists and art critics than by poets. such

as his friend Appolinaire.
Through Appolinaire, Chagall became

known in Berlin, and it was from there that
he departed in 1914 for what he planned
as a short trip to Vitebsk. Detained by the
First World War. he welcomed the Russian

Revolution. which for the first time gave

citizenship to Jews after a periocl of insti-
tutionalized and bloody pogroms. and
in 1918 he was made art commissar for
Vitebsk and its neighborhood.

"When government officials came down
to Vitebsk to see how things were shap-

ing up." writes art historian Lionel Ven-

turi. "the1' found the city decorated not
with oortrails of Marx and Lenin. but with
cows and horses flying through the air."
Ultimately. Chagall was eased out of



Across page: 'Purim'o.f I()16-18, oil on canva.s depicting
the Jeu'i.sh hart,e.st fe.stiy,ol. Le.ft. 'The Dream o.f Jacob.'
l9(t0. .stained gla.s.s. Belot, ttlso a l(.)b0 stained slas.s.
'The T'ibe of Joseph.' Bottom. from l9l9 a,, oil. 'Tho
S mo le n.s k N e tys tt o p e r.'
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Mtebsk by artists he had lured to it, espe-

cially Kasimir Malevich. Moreover, the
new freedom for Jews was shortlived, social

realism soon prevailed in art, andin1922
when Chagall obtained an exit visa for
Berlin he departed disillusioned with Bol-
shevism. The next year he returned to
Paris where he remained until 1941, when
France caved in to Nazism.

At the invitation of the Museum of Mod-
ern Art, Chagall came to the U.S. and,
isolated frorn the world he knew, painted
sorrowful pictures first in New York City
and then in Connecticut and designed
the sets and costumes for a Balanchine
production of Stravinsky's "Firebird"
ballet. In 1945, he returned to France,
settling in St. Paul de Vence. A wealthy
and acilaimed artist by now, he had major
exhibitions during '46 and '47 in New York,
Chicago, Amsterdam, and London.

This page, two early pieces: above' a pen,

ink, and wash on paper called'Visit to

the Grandparents,'and below, 'Half Past

Three lthe poel).'on oil on canvas. Acros:
page, the Paris Opera House rotunda, com
pleted at the height of Chagall's career.

In Vence, he began doing ceramics and

in the'50s and'60s received major com-
missions for the interior of the Paris Opere

House rotunda and Metropolitan Opera
House in Lincoln Center and for stained
glass panels, the most renowned being 1l

*lndo*s. one each for the 12 tribes of
Israel, for the Hadassah-Hebrew Univer-
sity Medical Center in Jerusalem. In 197-

a small Chagall museum was opened nea

his home in Vence, and soon afterward
Chicago gave the artist a number of pub
lic commissions.

By coincidence of fate, the first retro-
speitive of Chagall's work in nearly 40

y-ears opened this year at the Royal Acac
-emy 

in London and will be at the Phila-
delphia Museum of Art from MaY 12.

through July 7. It is a fitting time to reviv
and reassess his prodigious life's work'
ANoxoa OppENurIvnn DraN
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For personral -effects storage
in any field, Rerpublic offers the
broadest lockerr line available.

This flexibility means you can
meet any space or design
requirement.

You can choose from our
advanced MOI!DRIAN@ series,
coin-operated SENTI N E L@

lockers, Designer, and Quiet

lockers. Plus our Standard units
and new heavy-duty ventilated
lockers.

Republic leads the way with
the highest quality and security
line available, too.

And no one offers as many
accessories, colors, and options.

To find out more about
Republic lockers, call your Republic

stocking distributor-he's in the
Yellow Pages. Or write Republic
Storage Systems/LTV 1 038
Belden Avenue N.E., Canton,
Ohio 44705.

Or call 800-321-0216 (Ohio:
call collect 21 6-438-5800).

SENTINEL is a registered trademark of Tiffin
Metal Products.

other locker line opens as many doors.

Republic Storage Systems
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A Seleetion of State and Local
Avard Winners
By Lyrur iVesrrrillr

!

!
!

Each yeaq as companions to the nationa
honor award winners, we present building
that have been honored by AIAs state
and local component organizations.
Although space limitations prevent pub-
lication of all the winners, the selection
that follows represents a cross section ol
geographical areas, building types, and
approaches. The presentation starts here
and continues through the issue; a listinl
of included components is on page I18.
Wyoming Chapter. Cadillac Grille, Jack-
son Hole, Wyo. Atelier One, Ltd., Jack-
son, Wyo. The strict architectural guide
lines of this resort community led the
architect to give the new facade of
this renovated restaurant vernacular
detailing reminiscent of a Western cow-
boy town. The building is clad with red-
wood siding and stone veneer and has
stainless steel molding that outlines the
fascia. To blend with the art deco inte-
rior designed by Harold Tubbs, curving
glass block walls with backlighting were
added on either side of the entrance, an

light valances on the vaulted arch were
installed to highlight the curved soffit.

II6 ARCHITECTURE/MAY I985
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Component Pages

Wyoming Chapter
Central States Region
Kansas City Chapter
Texas Society of Architects 124,
Fort Worth Chapter
Houston Chapter
San Antonio Chapter
Mississippi Chapter
Florida South Chapter
New Orleans Chapter
Georgia Association
South Atlantic Regional Council
North Carolina Chapter
Virginia Society of Architects
Tidewater Chapter
West Virginia Chapter
Baltimore Chapter
Pennsylvania Society
Pittsburgh Chapter
New York State Chapter
Central New York State Chapter
New York City Chapter
New Jersey Society of Architects
Boston Society of Architects
Maine Chapter
New England Regional Council
Architects Society of Ohio
Michigan Society of Architects
Chicago Chapter
Wisconsin Society of Architects
Minnesota Society of Architects
North Dakota Chapter
Portland Chapter
Colorado Chapter
San Francisco Chapter
California Council 360,

116
rr9,120

r20
126, r28

124
126
r28
t34
140
r40
t45

148, 150
150
153
153
156
156
158
158
160
162

164, 167
r67

168,342
342
345
346
348
351
3s4
354
356
358
3s8
360

363,366
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Central States Region. Kenne Residence,
Crested Butte, Colo. (above); Bahr Ver-
meer & Haecker, Omaha. This seasonal
vacation house with sleeping accommo-
dations for 12 has the main living area,
dining room, and kitchen in a linear space
with an exposed wood truss. Bedrooms
open onto a hall that runs the length of
the upper level. Skylighrs are placed at
the peak of the main roof.

Boys Town of Missouri, St. James (be-
low); Ittner & Bowersox, St. [,ouis. A res-
idential treatment center needed a design
plan to unify the complex. An existing
stone building was renovated to house the
administrative functions, a pedestrian mall
was created in place of a gravel road that
ran through the wooded site, and a kitchen,
lounge, and dining hall with seating for
160 were added.

F
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Central States Region and Kansas City
Chapter. Mast Advertising and Publish-
ing headquarters, Overland Park, Kan.
(above); PBNA Architect, Kansas City,
Mo. The six-story building, located on a
9.4-acre, wooded site, has a granite base,
a curtain wall midsection, granite and pre-
cast concrete panels, corner bay windows,
and a glass "attic." Two wings of offices
are connected by a vertical circulation

core that is carved away to provide four
additional corners. This core serves as a
reception area on the entry level and on
the top floor houses the executive suite
and the building's only tenant. The nine
executive offices in the west wing sur-
round an open air courtyard with a roll-
ing skylight. A conference room and com-
mon library are located within the core
on the other floors.

I20 ARCHITECTURE/MAY I985
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AIA C owtp ortent Atnar ds

Texas Society of Architects. Children s

playroom, Midland, Tex. (right); Mark
T. Wellen, Midland. In convertingalarge
attic to a playroom for three young boys,
the architect replaced a maze of support-
ing wall studs with a heavy post and beam
system and sheathed walls with lightly
stained, rough cedar boards. Elevated plat-
forms enclosed with mesh fencing were
added in the reaches of the gabled roof,
and casement windows were installed in
the enlarged dormen. A repointed brick
chimney, stepped platforms, and geomet-
rical cutouts create a series of "nooks
and crannies."
Fort Worth Chapter. Browning residence
addition, Fort Worth (below); Bransford
Architects, Fort Worth. The owners of a
nondescript house in an affluent neigh-
borhood wanted to make substantial addi-
tions with a "bold contemporary archi-
tectural statement." The focal point of
the new exterior is a formal, two-story
skylit entrance gallery flanked by two
porches. A three-car garage whose sec-
tion doors with panel windows blend with
the fenestration of the house was added,
as were a gourmet kitchen with breakfast
area, a dining room, and a large bath-
room, all of which brought the total area
to 6,000 square feet.

t
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Houston Chapter. Friends United Church
of Christ, College Station, Tex. (above);
Clovis Heimsath Associates, Fayetteville,
Tex. A congregation that included many
former Easterners wanted a chapel that
would evoke the traditional New England
church on the green, and a tight budget
required the main worship area to also be
used for social and educational functions '

The predominant glass facade floods the
main interior space with natural light and
recalls the Palladian windows of Victorian
churches. Classrooms extend back into
two wings that define a garden space. The
chancel furniture was designed by the
architect and hand made by a craftsman
in the congregation.
Texas Society and Houston Chapter.
Crocker National Bank Interior, Hous-
ton ( left); Gensler & Associates, Hous-
ton. The 3,000-square-foot branch head-
quarters of a major California-based bank
is located on the 49th floor of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill's Allied Plaza. The en-
trance foyer has a winding glass block
wall that plays off the curvilinear form of
the building. It is backlit with natural
daylight and has a freestanding marble
partition with a "crumbled" edge that
defines the library and conference area.
Private offices along the main circulation
corridor have glass block corridor walls
and formalized doorways opposite the
structural columns.
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San Antonio Chapter. Trinity Baptist
Church's Ruble Center. San Antonio
(above): Chumney. Jones & Kell. San
Antonio. The renovation of a 1930s ele-
mentarv school and a 9,500-square-foot
addition met the communitv ministry's iow
budget and requirement for a low-profile
image. The front of the school was ex-
tendecl with matching brickwork, the col-
onnade rvas filled with transparent glass
block. and the original Romanesque arches
and cartc-ruche keystones were retained.
The addition. a pre-engineered metal build-
ing frame and roof , was placed in the
c()rner of the existing L-shaped school.
and the stucco frieze was wrapped around
three sides to unify the mass. The addi-
tion's fourth wall has a band of textured
glass block above transparent glass block.
Texas Society, Maxine Harvey's sculpture
studio and gallery, San Antonio (left);
Chumner'. Jones & Kell, San Antonio.
Locatecl on a busy street in a predomi-
nantlv industrial area. the building is
divided into two adjoining 1,500-square-
foot. shed-like "pods" with pre-engineered
steel frames, metal roofs, concrete floors,
and galvanized doors. The walls are made
of clay tiles with brightly colored detail-
ing. An exposed tubular roof truss was
placed across the top of the structural
frame to provide bracing for glass clere-
stories. The modules were arranged to
preserve several large oak trees and to
create an exterior landscaoed courtvard.
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HI,JRD RE.DEFINES
HIGH PERFORMANCE.

Many windows make claims about newly
found high performance, but none
claim to be better than Hurd.
Hurd wood and aluminum clad
wood windows;with Heat Mirror'"
transparent insulation outperforrr all
othen, with R-Values abole 4.0. Hurd
windows insulate a home or building
nearly 25 percent better than the sup-
posed "high p,erformance" glazings.

HURD HAS A WINDOW
FOR EVERY CLIMATE.

New Hurd Sunbelter" is speciallymade
for hot climates and sun-drenched

S

ffiHEI
MCHOICE

Hurd is rcll above Inw-E glass. (Ref: l98l ASHRAE; l'
insulating glass, winter conditions.)

2 % Air conditioning seved compared to double-pane
window (RHG:186). Sunbelter is true high per-
formance. (Ref: l98l ASHRAE; l" insulating glass,
summer conditions,)

3 
Feelabte diffcrtnces of 16o over double aad 6o over Low-E
glass makes Hurd the comfortable choice. (Samc Ref. as l.)

exposures. A denser Heat Mirror
blocks the sun's heat, yet allows a

clear view-unlike tinted glass. The
ter saves air conditioning like
Hurd Heat Minor saves heat.

HURD IS THE
ABLE WINDOW.

urd Heat Mirror windows maintain
inside glass surface temperature

to room temperature-so those
the window are more comfortable,

or night. No more thermostat

roulette. constant tem-
perature control without shuning any
blinds. Compare quality, product lon-
gevity and value. The choice is Hurd.

E
e2
8f;ZE
AF(tt=
Ex
s

RELA'IIIVE HEATGAIN

Hurd manufacturcs a distinctive line
of windows urd patio doon for
quality residential and com-
mercial applications.

For more information about
Hurd product and performance,

call: I-800-2BE-HURD.
Q23-4873)

Heat Mirror is a trademark of
Southwall Technologics

BEHT.RD.
Circb 73 on infarmation c@d Hurd Millwork Conpaoy, Medford , VI 5,145I
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Mississippi Chapter. Mississippi Pavilion,
New Orleans (right); Joint effort by Sam'
uel Mockbee, AIA, Communication Arts
Co., and 3Dllnternational. The second
largest exhibition at the 1984 Louisiana
World Exposition, this 20,000-square-foot
temporary pavilion housed a 550-seat,
multimedia theater with a l40-foot-wide
screen. Recognized by the jury as a
"poignant interpretation of Mississippi
memories," the design echoed Southern
architectural forms, including columns,
gazebos, a courthouse cupola, and trellises
covered with wisteria.

Archer residence, Meridian, Miss. (be-
low); Archer & Archer, Meridian. The
architect's own two-story house has a
porch on the north elevation that pro-
vides a formal entry and an anchor to its
sloping, wooded site. Double French doon
in the living and dining areas open onto
alarge screen porch that extends across
the back of the house. Forty operable
windows and ceiling fans throughout take
advantage of prevailing southwest breezes.
The ceiling heights vary: 20 feet in the
foyer, 10 feet on the first level, and nine
feet in the bedrooms on the second level.

!
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'ch itectu ral

Vhat better way to present a proposal
a new building design than to show it
r precision detail in its intended envi-
ment! The Rapidograph@ technical
can help you create such renderings,

rslating good ideas into the best visuals
sible. Whatever the project - a mid-
n highrise, a restoration, conversion of
rld house into a nursing home or com-
rity center - the precision of Rapido-
rh@ renderings puts it into its best
ipective.
Rapidograph@ ink drawings can be
iely constructed, or developed with
ugh detail to enlarge portions of the
inal for close study, as the tower and
:orniced window, above, are lifted out
he drawing of the old house.
ubular nib (available in l3 line widths)
ws the Rapidograph@ pen to glide in
direction over drawing surfaces with
:ase of a pencil. Just the weight of the
itself and the hold to keep the pen
t are sufficient to provide a consistent
laydown. The designer, drafter or

rt has only to guide the pen with an
, non-fatiguing hold. The patented
f DOUBLE-SEAU" cap keeps ink

!->+;!1=r==:

by

throughout the balanced ink-flow system
ready for instant startup, contributing to
optimum drawing time. Refillable ink car-
tridge also helps keep productivity high.

You might now be using Rapidograph@
precision for clean, crisp floor plans and
elevations; so let exciting Rapidographo
renderings present your design proposals
in their best possible light. Look for the
Koh-I-Noor Rapidogroph@ on the pen to
be sure of the dependability and ease of
performance that make the Rapido-
graph@ pen the most widely used technical
pen in the United States and Canada.

"Get-acquainted" packaging (Product
No. 3165-BX) offers a special saving with
pen/ink combination. Ask your dealer, or
send the coupon for details about Rapido-
graph@ pens, pen sets and the largest selec-
tion of drawing inks available from one
source:

Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc.,
Bloomsbury, NJ 08804

(20r) 479-4t24
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr.,

Mississauga, Ont. L5T lG3
(416) 67t-0696

Circle 77 on information card

Richard DeSpaindetailing

l(c)H-l-NooR
RAPIDOGRAPH'
Please send me complimentary Koh-l-Noor Catalog A,
describing Koh-l-Noor Rapidograph technical pens,
point sizes, Koh-l-Noor and Pelikan inks and other
materials.

tr | would like th€ names of Koh-l-Noor dealers in mv
area.

NAME
(please prinl or type)

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE_ ZtP

Koh-l-Noor Rapidograph, Inc.,
100 North St., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr.,
Mississauga, Ont. LsT 1G3 A-5/85
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Florida South Chapter. Concourse B
Miami International Airport, Miami (left);
Bouterse & Fabregas Architects, Coral
Gables, Fla. As part of a major expan-
sion at a busy airport, this three{evel ter-
minal has a steel and concrete structure
with textured stucco interior and exterior
walls. A controlled lighting system and
large windows with motorized sunscreens
activated by photocells allow 100 per-
cent natural lighting on sunny days. The
architect was also responsible for all inte-
rior spaces, graphics, furniture, and light-
ing fixtures.
New Orleans Chapter. Vatican Pavilion,
1984 Louisiana World Exposition, New
Orleans (below); Blitch Architects, New
Orleans. The program called for a museum
appropriate to exhibit a collection of reli-
gious art spanning 2,000 years that could
later be converted to a permanent reli-
gious center. An airy llGfoot-high dome
paraphrasing Michelangelo's dome of St.
Peter's Basilica crowned the building that
was clad in white enamel panels. Low
voltage lights traced the 16 ribs of the
dome. Simplified interpretations of Carlo
Maderno's facades of St. Peter's framed
the building. Bright yellow canopies
against the white panels recalled the
Papal colors and provided outdoor shad-
ing for visitors waiting to view the exhibit.
Subdued colors were used throughout the
six galleries, and glass block was used to
provide diffused natural lighting.

T

I
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Georgia Association. Airport Terminal,
San Antonio, Tex. (above); Heery/Marmon
Mok/Simpson, Atlanta. A streamlined glass
and metal roof with delicate truss web-
bing and large vaults was designed to
reflect the "image of flight." It is set atop
a contrasting pedestrian base constructed
of richly colored stone and tile with
trellises and plantings reminiscent of his-
toric buildings of San Antonio. The jury
commented on "the successful dialogue
between the aerodynamic forms of the
roof and the orthogonal forms on the
ground."

Piedmont Arbors, Atlanta (left); Taylor
& Williams, Atlanta. The program called
for 40 condominium units on a .Gacre
urban site that dropped off 12 feet from
the street. All parking was placed on grade
in the natural depression and covered with
a precast concrete deck configured to save
seven large hardwood trees. Each of the
one- and two.bedroom units, ranging from
450 to 800 square feet, opens directly onto
a central brick plaza that provides pedes-
trian access from Piedmont Avenue to
I lth Street and the parking area below.
Exterior colors and detailing (gable roofs
and entranceways, trellises, boxy chim-
neys, and porches) reflect the context of
the downtown neighborhood and contrib-
ute to the pedestrian scale.
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South Atlantic Regional Council. Cupola
House. Fripp Island. S.C. (right): Dowiing
Architects. Atlanta. This single famil-v
oceanfront house is a whimsical allusion
to the shingle style. The house is raised
on treated wood piles and secured with
steel, wood, and plyvood supports for hur-
ricane resistance. High ceilings slope to
the cupctla that serves as a ventilation
chimney'. and numerous casement windows
are arranged to take advantage of natural
breezes. Three outdoor spaces are oriented
towarcl the ocean: a shaded screened porch
off thc nruin living arear a sunning ()pen

deck on the second level; and the cupo-
la's observation deck. The exterior is fin-
ished with cedar shingles and cypress trim
painted white.

Grand Cypress Clubhouse. Lake Buena
Vista. Fla. (below); Diedrich Architects.
Atlanta. Located u'ithin a resort commu-
nity with a [J0O-room hotel, the clubhouse
has tile roofs. beige stucco walls, and
glazed tile trim that recall the 1920s Medi-
terranean revival hotels in southern Flor-
ida by Addison Mizner. The golf club-
house has an open plan interior with a
grand hall, which serves as the lobby and
lounge and provides circulation, empha-
sized by' a colonnade and exposed fan
trusses of lightll' stained wood. Numer-
ous fan windows and exterior doorways
provide natural lighting.

l-..;l
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South Atlantic Regional Council. One
Colsgate Place, Charlotte, N.C. (above);
Jenkins-Peer Architects. Charlotte. The
owner wanted a 16,00Gsquare-foot spec-
ulative office building with a "distinctive
design" that would relate to its commer-
cial suburban site and an adjacent resi-
dential neighborhood. The architect used
a Palladian villa as a reference but chose
a rectilinear form to keep construction
costs down. The exterior is finished with
creamcolored stucco. Both elevations have
the repeated curved windows and the large
arch. (A large Palladian window is set
behind the arch on the front facade; the
rear arch serves as the main entryway.)
Classical detailing is repeated throughout
the interior.
North Carolina Chapter. Roger L. Stevens
Center for the Performing Arts, North
Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-
Salem, N.C. (left); Calloway Johnson
Moore, Winston-Salem. Converting a run-
down vaudeville and movie theater into
a 1,380*eat performing arb center required
removing the theater's lower balcony, rais-
ing the stage to street level, opening space
under the orchestra pit for dressing roons
and support functions, and improving the
upper balcony's sight lines. The street level
lobby was enlarged, and a separate lobby
to serve the balcony was added. Craftsmen
restored original ornamental plaster de-
tailing, and a forestage sound reflector with
detailing based on a shell-motif pattern
of the original theater was added. The
interior was painted in shades of dark
green and soft rust, with gold accents.
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Mrginia Society of Architects. Firehouse
1416, Richmond (above); DePasquale &
Associates, Richmond. Sleeping spaces,
locken, and offices (with color accents
that differentiate the two companies that
share the facility) are grouped around the
main apparatus room, which accommo-
dates two fire trucks and other equipment.
The second floor houses the shared activ-

ities room. To reflect the character of the
older, residential neighborhood the archi-
tect incorporated large overhangs, dormen,
and a front porch. Passive energy features
include an earth berm and windows ori-
ented to the south with shading devices.
Tidewater Chapter. Barrier Island Station,
Duck, N.C. (below); Architectural Ven-
tures, Virginia Beach, Va. l,ocated on an

oceanfront site with rolling sand dunes,
the 138 units in eight buildings were
densely clustered to retain as much natu-
ral landscaping as possible and have var-
ied heights to flow with the slope. Each
unit has balconies, a private entryway, and
an ocean view. The architect used ver-
nacular details that recall the early Coast
Guard stations of the Outer Banks.
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Look closely. This is Fineline@ slotted,ceiling grid. It costs little more

than conventional ceiling grid. Not a big difference.

But the look. Now, thats a big difference.
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ARCHITECTURE and ARCHITECTI,JML

TECHNOT OGY. 'fwo publications that keep
today's architect up-to-date on skills and
topics ranging flom design ability to man-
agement sense. They are brought to you
by TheAmerican Institute of Architects
and together they will sharpen and focus
the full spectrum of skills needed for
mastery of the architectural profession.

ARCHITECTURE deals with the built
environment. It examines new buildings
and works of urban design, and also ana-
$zes earlier stmctures according to how
they've stood the tests of time and use.
Attention to corrtext and user need are
hallmarks of ARCHITECTURE's coverage.

ARCHITECTURE is also the principal news
medium of the profession. All this in a
colorful single source that is easily one of
the most beautiful and engaging maga-
zines in any profession.

Designed and created at the request of
practicing architects, ARCHITECTURAL
TECHNOLOGY brings the "how-to" as-
pects of today's architecture to life with
easily understood illustrations and con-
struction detail drawings.lt explains new
products, materials and processes in a
"nuts and bolts" way. Specific cost and
technical details give start-to-finish
guidance.

ARCHITECTLTRAL TECHNOLOGY also

keepsyou up-to-date on the business
of architectural practice with articles
ranging from project management to
employee relations.

Together the AIA magazines offer the
best of both worlds available to members
of the American Institute of Architects as a
membership benefit.If you're not already
an AIA member, they're two good reasons
to consider becoming one.

The American Institute of Architects
Service Corporation

1735 New YorkAvenue, N.W
Washington, D.C.20006
Membership information: (202) 626-7351
Subscription information : (202) 626-7327
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West Virginia Chapter. Harpers Ferry
Montessori School, Harpers Ferry, W. Va.
(above) ; Stowell & Hart, Harpers Ferry.
A one-room addition is appropriately
scaled for the young children who attend
the school and incorporates indigenous
forms and materials that relate to its his-
toric neighborhood. Wood logs were cho-
sen for economic and esthetic reasons and
because the preschoolers could relate to
the "Lincoln L,og" type construction. The
building has a pyramid and geometric
forms and detailing that relate to the
adjacent houses.
Baltimore Chapter. Broadway Market, Bal-
timore (right); Michael B. Amos Archi-
tects, Baltimore. The addition establishes
a positive identity for the Fells Point mar-
ket complex and creates a catalyst for
further commercial development. hcated
on a 5O-foot median strip of a busy city
street, bollards at the perimeter of side-
walks were added to define the market
and to separate pedestrian and vehicular
traffic. The brick masonry, stucco exte-
rior walls, and the three large arches
recall the original market.
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Pennsylvania Society. RPI Playhouse, Tioy,
N.Y. (above); Bohlin Powell Larkin
Cywinski, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. A World War
II USO building that had been used by
the campus theater group for several years

was renovated to become the school's per-

forming arts center. Although the 30Gseat

auditorium was not expanded and the
exposed wood trusses were retained, the
interior was painted pastel colors, special
lighting was installed. the procenium open-
ing was enlarged, and wainscot trim and
molding was added. A heightened gable

roof addition along the back of the build-
ing increased backstage and support
spaces. The stepped, curved front facade
was painted red with white trim, and a

wood trellis was added along the north
side facing a main pedestrian artery.
Pittsburgh Chapter. Market Square reno-
vation, Pitaburgh (right); UDA Architecs.
Pittsburgh. This prominent urban space

has undergone numerous changes in the
city's almost 20fJ-year history. Several his-

toric buildings are being renovated to their
original condition, including the 1902

Landmark Thvern and Nicholar Coffee
building. Bracketed cornices, window
detailing, and raised gold lettering were
restored, and new graphics were added.

158 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985
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New York State Chapter. Westover School
additions, Middlebury, Conn. (above);
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates, New York
City. The program started as a renova-
tion of an infirmary but was changed to
a campus planning program with substan-
tial new construction. The 40,00Gvolume
library with study spaces and a science cen'
ter with laboratories for three disciplines
are housed in a new building referred to
by the architects as a "loft." It has a flat
roof, high ceilings, and stucco exteriors.

A 395-foot arcade that extends from the
1909 eclectic stucco and slate roofed clois-
tered complex connects the new building
and successfully integrates a'60s gymna-
sium and redefines the western edge of the
playing field. Mahogany furniture, detail-
ing, and cabinets, made by a local crafts-
man, are used throughout

Saratoga Springs City Center and
Ramada Renaissance Hotel, Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. (below); Planned Expansion
Group, White Plains, N.Y. The mixed use

development is part of a community effort
to rejuvenate this historical tourist area,
which had its heyday around the turn of
the century. The ovencaled loggia
provides a focal point for the two com-
ponents of the complex, serves as a tran-
sition between the old and new, and estab-
lishes a presence on the street. Through
appropriate building materials (brick and
copper) the architect translated the urban
Mctorian context into a more rigorous,
geometrical design.

a 1,f
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Central New York State Chapter' First

Utica Presbyterian Society restoration'
Utica, N'Y' (above); Stetson-Dale Archi-
tects. Utica' The renovation of a 1922

church designed bY Cram & Ferguson'

which had iGeorgian revival steeple and

elaborate plasterwork. required substan-

tial work on the deteriorated slate roof
before restorative work could begin in the

7,800-square-foot sanctuary' Plaster mold-

ings, damaged by water, were repaired and

162 ARCHITECTURE/MAY I985

where necessary duplicated to match the

original detailing. Cracked, peeling' and

fadld wood and plaster surfaces were

restored and refinished. Portions of the

22-foot-diameter plaster barrel vault above

the chancel were replaced using molds

ma<le from existing plaster medallions' The

original hardwood floor was refinished'

ne'i aisle carpet runners were added, pew

cushions were re-upholstered, and the light

fixture pendant was restored'
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New York CitJ- Chapter. Lawson resi-

dence. East Quogue. N.Y. Robert A. M'
Stern Architects. New York Cit-v. Set on a
narrow, oceanfront lot. the house recalls

both the traditions of the shingle style
and the simple beach cottages of Gustav

Stickle-v. Ovencaled front steps with views

to the bay provide access to the principal
floor with the living and dining rooms. The
master bedroom. located on the attic{evel.
has a large arched window that provides
abunclant natural light and commanding
views of the ocean. Guest bedrooms are

on the lower level shielded by high slop-

ins sand dunes. The jury said that "one

of"the things that is fascinating about this
house is the kind of scale o[ spaces and

scaie of cletails."
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New York City Chapter. Robert Moses
Information Desk, Central Park, New York
City (left); Richard Oliver, New york City.
A U-shaped counter flanked by two wall
units is placed symmetrically at one end
of the restored interior of The Dairv. a
recreational building designed by Calvert
Vaux. The gabled storage units and dis-
play turrets have stenciled ornamental
detailing in six Vicrorian colors. The iurv
said it creates an "inreresting dialogue . . .

a kind of Gothicized little buildins inside
another building."
New Jersey Society of Architects.
Moorestown Emergency Services Build-
ing, Moorestown, N.J. (below); Herman
Hassinger, FAIA, Moorestown. After res-
idents refused to approve a modern design,
a Victorian house on Main Street was
restored and a sensitive addition was built
to house the fire department and rescue
squad. The architect used appropriate
materials and detailing and scaled the five
engine bays to blend with the historic res-
idential neighborhood. A brick tower
serves as an anchor between the addition
and the converted house, which contains
offices, training rooms, and public meet-
lng area.

E

J
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Boston Society of Architects. Downtown
revitalization, Newburyport, Mass. (above) ;

Anderson Notter Finegold, Boston, and
Sasaki Associates, Watertown, Mass. The
first phase of' a23-acre waterfront rede-
velopment included traffic reorientation,
landscaping, and parking and street im-
provements. Cobblestones and bluestone
pavrng were installed to emphasize pedes-

trian areas. A traffic circle was converted
to Market Square plaza, which leads to a

I68 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985

pedestrian mall created by closing two_

itreets to vehicular traffic. A fountain made
from granite bulkhead blocks from the
waterfront and a timber play structure were

incorporated in the mall. Other planned
improvements include bulkhead recon-
struction, a boardwalk promenade, and
facilities for docking pleasure boats. To
preserve the seaport character of the area

ihe architect also established guidelines
for future development.
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Gail stretches your imagination
to anew creative high

An extremely wide range of colors'
sizes and textures offered bY Gail
Architectural Ceramics is being used
by architects to express their creativity
in designing tile faces for buildings
from Coast to Coast. There are almost
seventy colors in the Gail Brickplate
Glazed and Unglazed series alone'
And the palette is designed so that
colors with the same family or different
families can be color coordinated for
almost unlimited combinations to make
dram atic architectural statements.
There are seven sizes: (4"x4"' 4"x8",
6" x 6", 8" x 8", 21/2" x1O,5" x 10" and
10" x 10") .

Some of these buildings are low-rise;
others are medium- or high-rise. Some
are faced with tile conventionally
installed on the job site; others are clad
with different panelized tile systems
utilizing the unique dovetail keyback
design of Gail Brickplate to provide

maximum bonding strength. (The in-

the-wall cost of Gail Tile on Tampa Bay

Medical Towers installed in 1984 was

onlv $15 per sq. ft.)
Gail Tile is made with frostProof '

vitreous bodies and glazes that are
resistant to acid rain and alkali. Unsur-
passed quality, coupled with design
tlexibility, makes Gail the architect's
choice for beautiful, durable, and

easily-maintained tileJaced buildings'
See Sweet's General Building File or

call Sweet's Buyline for your nearest

Gail distributor.
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Gai Lnrcnitectural ceramics

14791 Myford Road
Tustin, CA 92681
Telephone (714) 731 -8361

Member of Ceramic Tile Marketing Federation

and Ceramic Tile Drstributors ol America

Circle 99 on information card

Tampa Bay Medical Tower. Tampa Florida

Architect: Fleischmen Garcia Architects
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The Eighth
fuinualReview
Of l[ewAmeriean
Architecture
"The intent of this special issue is a simple
one: to bring together in a single place a suffi-
cient sampling of recent buildingjto show and
discuss directions in American architectural
design. Regular readers of the architectural
press will have seen some of these buildings
before. Our effort here is not to seek novefty,
but to pu.t them in conjunction-and in per-"'
spective."

So began the first of these annual reviews
in 1978 (can it be that long ago?). The pur-
pose-is precisely the same-now as it was then,
but the issue has glown steadily so that now
we are able to show a wider range of work. It
includes a set of buildings of the EaitorS choos-
ing, on following pages; the national AIA honor
awards (page 252); anda selection of AIA com_
ponent awards, front and back.

- Th9 years since we began the annual review
have been a time of ferment for architectural
design. Between the buildings in this issue is
a notably penetrating and diverse set of essays
on where, if anywhere in particular, this ferj
melt may be leading.

!g alalyses of the buildings themselves also
provide insights in this regard. Ftor the build-
rngs. are analyzed, even sometimes criticized,
lot ju9! presented. Among other things, in
fact, this issue could be seen u, ,or"ihing of
an anthology of current experiential archltec_
tural writing. D.C.
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The Rice Universitl'campus is an oasis of Beaux-Arts tranquil-
it1 in a tangle of freewal'loops. The main source of this calm
is a 1910 master plan by Cram. Goodhue & Ferguson. which
established the succession of greens and quadrangles that are

among the institution's lasting glories. Any architect who builds
here must somehow come to terms with this superb arrangement'

ir,lanl.architects from the 1940s onward did so only in the

loc,sest u,a). respecting the general scale of existing buildings
but ignoring the underlying principles of balance and axial align-

meni. ancl deviating markedly from the overall detailing and

imagerl,of the original campus. The result was a succession of
dull, ploacling buildings, often poorly sited, that turned their backs

on the design opportunities provided by Cram's plan.
ln the last few years, how'ever. architects of Rice have been

rediscovering the l'irtues of contextual design, with the most
disr.inguished architects leading the way. James Stirling, Hon'
FAIA, and Michael Wiiford produced a discreet and self-effacing
aclclition to Anderson Hall in 1981, in which from the outside it
is virtually impossible to tell where their work starts and that of
the.rr preclecesiors leaves off. And now comes Cesar Pelii, FAIA,
with i considerably sportier but no less thoughtful building for
the Jesse Jones graduate school of administration.

Abctt'e. Herring Hall, right in photo, asseen Q('t'o\r the'lreetI'
Left, the north side opens ottto a terrace and latttt. Right. lrom
the sortthea.st, the exterior i"s ulive ttith decoratit'e brickw'ork'

c, Prul Hestcr
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Herring Hall is a taut, three-story building containing class-
roms, faculty and administrative offices, a library, auditorium,
omputer lab, and related facilities. The south or public side of
re building holds tight to the street, in the best Rice tradition,
'hile the n6rth side opens onto a terrace and broad, shaded
rwn. In Cram's original plan this lawn would have formed the
'estern end of the majestic main quadrangle, dominated by the
rnate Lovett Hall, with buildings arranged along the edges in
risp linear fashion. Few of the proposed buildings were actu-
Ily built, and in the mid-1940s the lawn was bisected by the
niversity library. The undistingushed Rice Memorial Center,
hich Pelli is renovating, came a few years lateq deepening
re impression of unrealized potential that hovers over the space.
Herring Hall consists of two offset rectangular forms, one

rpped with a vault and the other with a pitched roof, connected
y glass enclosed corridors. The offset rectangles recall the plan
iAnderson Hall but are not typical of the campus as a whole,
hile the connecting corridors are reminiscent of the bold cur-
.in walls on many Pelli buildings, including Four Leaf Towers
Houston. The gesture is repeated above the entrance on the

ruth side of the building in the form of colorful steel and glass

rnopies that give the building a bolder public profile than is
rstomary at Rice.
The exterior of the building is finished in Rice's ubiquitous
it. Joe" brick. On the long sides it is laid horizontally, inter-
rpted by bands of raspberry-colored glazed brick that mark
e divisions of floors. But on the blunt east and west facades
e brick has been arranged in a distinctive crosshatch or dia-
ond pattern. Hence the campus sobriquet "Herringbone" Hall.
In his efforts to deepen and intensify some of the traditional
:tailing of earlier Rice buildings, Pelli occasionally turned the
:corative throttle up too high. The glass canopies and corri-
lrs, striking though they are, seem somewhat gratuitous, even
rlemical. But in most other respects Pelli has gone to com-
endable lengths to make Herring Hall fit in rather than take
ref.

Rice is a campus of loggias, arcades, colonnades, and terraces,
Mediterranean sort of place that is open to the elements yet
which the sense of protective enclosure is strong. Pelli has
spected this tradition by designing a terrace and colonnade
r the first level, with an interior arcade linking the east and
:st ends of the building. All of this is on axis with the en-
rnce to Memorial Hall across the green, though in another of
s "then and now" juxtapositions of materials, Pelli has clad
s columns half in steel and half in brick and limestone. (Three

cross page, notched southwest entrance and the expanse of
e south.facade. Tbp, detail of the north facade. Right,
ceted window over the southeast entrance.
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Left, tranquil lecture hall on ground level. Above and right,
two-story vaulted reading room with decorative patterning.

mature live oak trees, planted decades ago to mark the inner
edge of the quadrangle, have been preserved as part of the ten
race design.)

Though Herring Hall appears dense and solid on the outside,
one experiences it as light and airy, with large windows and nu
merous small balconies and terraces that provide unexpected
glimpses of the outside. There is a delightful serendipitous qual
ity to the interiors that one doesn t ordinarily associate with
high-powered business schools.

The first floor arcade is taken up mainly with lecture halls
and small seminar rooms. On the second level it is lined with
administrative offices, which have splendid views of the green.
There are also large terraces at either end of the corridor that
have a casual, relaxed, informal feeling. r

This feeling of spaciousness extends throughout the buildingq
The corridors are wide and generous;the stairwells, ordinarilyl
the most neglected of spaces, are also wide and brightly de-
tailed, with windows, no less!

1 Reading room
2 Courtyard
3 Lecture hall
4 Arcade
5 Caseroom
6 Sominar
7 Mechanical room
I Mezanine

9 Student lounge
10 Conference
1 1 Dean's suite
12 Secretarial pool
13 Administrative offices
14 Computer lab
15 Admissions and placement
16 Faculty otfices

Much of Sterling's budget on Anderson Hall was eaten up
trying to match existing exterior finishes, leaving him little io
work with on the interiors. If he did as much as could be ex-
pected with wallboard and white paint, nobody would call the
interiors distinguished. Pelli had a somewhat larger budget, re.
po_rtedly around $5 million, and he spent it very wisely. 

-

_In 1983 Pelli presented his master plan for the Rice-campus
ytrigh ygs actually an elaboration of his numerous planning itud
ies for Herring Hall. It is a conservative documeni-in the bes
sense of the term-in that it calls for building upon Cram's oril
inal scheme. In practical terrns, this means more trees, greens
and quadrangles, new buildings arranged in accordance with
Beaux-Arts principles, a respect for order and proportion.

Among the many virtues of Herring Hall is that it shows hor
this c-an be accomplished without resorting to mindless copy-
ing of the past. In the materials, massing, and siting of the build
ing, Pelli has deployed many of the traditional elernents of the
Rice campus in new and imaginative ways. It is not simply an
isolated example of enlightened contextualism, it can serve as
a paradigm for development in the decades ahead.

ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985
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An fadier Era
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The Tiansco Tower in the Post Oak sec-
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peaked-cap roof, Tiansco looms on the

rorizon from all over the city, serving as a homing device, an
nstant landmark to orient lost Houstonians. And at night, this
ruilding-as-a-beacon actually becomes one, with a revolving
rearchlight at the top visible for miles.

The 64-story building is much more than just another sky-
rcraper. In addition to its massive physical presence, Tiansco
rffers amazing visual ambiguity, in both materials and form.
fhrough a number of sleight of hand tricks, John Burgee Archi-
ect with Philip Johnson (Morris/Aubry was the associate archi-
ect) has created a structure for its pre-eminent client, Gerald
). Hines Interests (see April '84, page 49), that constantly con-
ounds its viewers with the seemingly opposite qualities of trans-
)arency and opaqueness. From a distance, the building facade
'esembles stone, the shiny aluminum mullions serving as joints
or the oversized blocks (five feet wide by four-and-a-half feet
righ). But the skin is not stone; up close, one sees that the blocks
rre actually panes of silver mirror (one can barely discern the
lifference between the viewing glass and the spandrel panels).
fhis glass enables the building to change color almost instantly.
)epending on the light, at one moment it will be blue or green,
rt another gray or black. At sunset, notes William H. Cook, a
lransco vice president, it resembles a "gold ingot."

Reflecting the technology of today with a step-back design
rom yesterday, Tiansco is an evocation of the art deco lime-
tone skyscrapers of the 1920s and '30s. As in that era, there is
remendous upward thrust to the structure, an effect accentu-
ted by several design elements. A variety of bay windows-large
nd small and triangular and flat and glazed in gray-tinted glass
rith dark anodized mullions to add to the verticality-run up
,ach side of the symmetrical tower and grow out of larger bays
rn the north and south facades. The tower shaft is progressively
:ut back at six levels, reinforcing the verticality. The look is that
rf the past, but one clothed in a high-tech material of the pres-
,nt. Thansco's Cook likens the building to "a shimmering new
lress on a Gay Nineties model."

The architects freely acknowledge a debt to Bertram Goodhue
nd Edwin Lutyens for the design, which, it has been noted,
)ears some resemblance to the Panhellenic Hotel in New York
)ity, a 1928 building by John Mead Howells that is visible from
he architects Seagram Building offices. Although Tiransco's foot-
,rint and overall profile have changed little from the architects'
,riginal model, the flat top did evolve into a pyramidal form;
iansco has a series of microwave dishes to communicate with
s various operations and, rather than have them disfigure the
leek design, the architects after much work were able to hide
hem behind squared openings in the sides of the peaked roof.

From the start, Gerald Hines wanted a monument, a crown

light, tower sweeps up from green, open space to peaked cap.
lbove, glass skin resembles stone. Left, granite entry arch.
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Courtesy of 3 D r' International
jewel for his burgeoning real estate empire, now pegged at some
$4.5 billion. In Tiansco Energy Company, a diversified firm with
interests in natural gas pipelines that wanted to consolidate its
headquarters, Hines found a partner willing to create a con-
temporary landmark. Transco Chairman W. J. Bowen prevailed
rupon his friend Hines to move the Hines Interests offices there
as well, a factor that allowed for even more of an esthetic input.

John Burgee, FAIA, recalls that a glass tower was consid-
ered from the start because of the potential for extensive views,
but Thansco had its own special needs, and the deceptively sim-
ple facade belies an exceedingly complex program. For a vari-
ety of reasons, mainly securiry Tiransco required a separate lobby,
elevators, garage, heliport, loading docks-in short, its own build-
ing. But Hines Interests also wanted a speculative office build-
ing that it could lease. Louis S. Sklar, executive vice president
of Hines Interests, describes the resulting design as a building
on top of a building. Tiansco has the first 39 floors, and other
tenants the next 25. Sklar points out that the final height was
determined by elevator efficiency, noting that Burgee and Johnson
were able to adjust the 1.6 million-square-foot building's exter-
nal proportions without difficulty. Separation of the tenants and
visitors is realized with a two-level lobby wherein Tiansco spaces
are accessible only from the upper portion and the remainder
of the building only from the lower. Ease of movement within
the speculative space is achieved with a "sky lobby" on the 51st
floor that acts as a transfer point to elevators.

A five-story bustle on all four sides at the base of the build-
ing provides space for a bank on the ground floor as well as

needed extra room on the levels above for Tiansco's computer
spaces, a health club, and an opulent company cafeteria. The
bustle is the same height as the massive, l2-level garage-it
holds 3,200 cars-at the rear of the building. The architects
originally wanted the elegant tower totally free from external
additions such as a mundane and economical garage, but the

flazed linkage, which partially incorporates a bridge to the adjoin-
ing galleria, seems a not unreasonable solution. The garage iself
is constructed of precast concrete double tees with a white lime-
stone aggregate; in a typically Johnsonian touch, the ends of
the columns are finished off as stylized Gothic pinnacles'

The architects also used the garage as the basis for a touch
of wit in their design of the tower. Noting that nearly all
Houstonians travel everywhere by car, they suggested a mam-
moth, over-scaled arch for the main entry. Johnson justified the
90-foot arch to Hines by telling him he needed something ap-
propriate when the President of the United States came to call.
In fact, this frontispiece to the tower is the "Presidential
Entrance,"

The granite provides an appropriate contextual connotation,
one suggested by Tiansco's Bowen. He wanted to use Texas
pink granite, a native stone quarried about 125 miles frorn
Houston. "That romance was abandoned," says Louis Sklar, when
the cost came in at approximately three times the figure for a

similarly colored granite quarried in Spain, cut and finished in
Italy and shipped to the Houston. Hines Interests was not willing
to pay that much of a premium for what is not an insignificant
quantity of stone. In addition to the arch and exterior base course
of the building, the entire 40-foot-high lobby is covered with the
material, which is cut in the same module as the glass.

The rough-surfaced stone does provide a pleasing textural con'
trast with the smooth, glass curtain wall but leaves the lobby

Across page, front lobby with arch framing entrance; top,
employee cafeteria: right, above, upper level of the rear lobby;
right, middle, Hines' office with Japanese screen.
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somewhat chilly and forbidding, despite the addition of color-
ful art exhibits and some plants. It is a feeling that a few ficus
trees-even 12 Ieet tall-could not ameliorate, and one of which
the architects are aware. According to Johnson, .,We now use
marble in lobbies and granite outside." There are touches of
visual interest in the lobby, such as in the gargantuan, stylized
capitals on the forest of hexagonal columns and in the decoesque,
etched glass half-circles that identify floor destinations of the
elevators.

The interiors of many spaces are pleasantly respectful of the
building's architectural theme. The design of the ground floor
bank by Pierce, Goodwin & Alexander employs grids that pick
up the modules in the glass and stone and is mosf assuredly
not treated as an architectural afterthought. On the floors above,
the 32 setbacks in the facade create a variety of layouts, and
the designers of the Tiansco interiorc,3D/Internaiional, took
particular cognizance of these shapes by utilizing them in the
coffered ceilings on the executive floor and in thi cafeteria.
All interiors feature floor-to-ceiling glass. On the democratically
laid out Tiansco office floors, corner spaces are reserved for
secretaries'offices. In the Hines Interests interiors, by Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill/Chicago, these same corners are utilized as
conference rooms. An exquisite-looking contemporary adapta-
tion of a translucent Japanese screen wall throughout ihe Hines
Interests executive space brings light to the interior.

I86 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985

Above, fountnin composed of horseshoe-shaped waterwall and
Roman-inspired arched screen is at end of long park. Right,
garage is linked to tower rear at same height as bustle.

And then there is the mandatory public sculpture used every-
where these days. Bowen describes Tiansco's as ',our answer
to Miro or Dubuffet," a reference to the artworks outside other
Houston buildings. But unlike those, which are only for looking
at, this one works. Dedicated April 15, the huge, horseshoe- -
shaped waterwall60 feet high (Johnson is upset, saying it should
have been 90 feet) has what Johnson describes as a scbnae frons,
or sort of Roman arched pediment, acting as a foil in front.
This strange-looking assemblage is located some 300 feet from
the tower down a plush green lawn with allees of trees on either
side (Zion & Breen were landscape architects). Neither part of
the fountain design bears any relationship to the building, but
Johnson revels in "the lovely contradiction of Renaissanie to
glass."

Houston, as well, seems to revel in the Tiansco Tower. Hines
Interests reports receiving fan mail about the building, one of
the best in the recent string of office towers by Burgee and
Johnson. When the architects presented the fint model to Hines
and Bowen, the dual clients both said it reminded them of the
pmpige S_tate Building. Bowen adds that even today,,,people
look for King Kong." E

l
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0pera House as a,Civic iVlaglnet
TrdnoW Mu:vfu Centnr. Archifuct: Benlmwin Thampsan & Assoc. By Joanna Ba,UftwiVpr

There was a tirne when a city's opera house was the citadel of
its social life-when attending the opera was as much a perform-
ance as being on stage. That was before suburban movie houses,
records, and satellite dishes. St. Paul, which always looks to its
future with a fond eye to its past, is trying to bring that time
back.

Its new Ordway Music Theater, designed by Benjamin Thomp-
son & Associates of Cambridge, Mass., does just that.

The Ordway is the newcomer, and clearly the scene-stealer,
among the stately historic landmarks and newer civic buildines
lhat surround Rice Park in downtown St. Paul. At night, whei
its 3O-foot-high faceted glass curtain wall glows with light, the
Ordway bestows upon the state's oldest part its intended, but
never realized, prominence as a true European-style town square.

That is just what St. Paul's emerging Rice Park cultural dis-
lrict needed. A city reputed to roll up its sidewalks after 5
P.M. now finds nighttime parking at a premium. The Ordway
.s drawing people downtown.

And that is just what 3M Company heiress and arts patron
Sally Ordway Irvine had in mind when she approached the city's
lrts council five years ago and pledged substantial support for
l new theater downtown. Mrs. Irvine and members of her fam-
ly, along with 15 Twin Cities corporations and foundations, are
.he principal funders of the $45 million complex, the most ex-
rensive privately funded arts facility ever built in the state.

The new Ordway is the long-awaited home to three princi-
)al tenants: The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Minnesota
)pera, and Schubert Club will all present their major seasons
rere. Ironically, their needs for ideal performance space and a
)ermanent home weren't the driving force behind the Ordway's
rriginal premise. But between groundbreaking in December 1982
rnd New Year's Day. 1985, when the building opened to the
rublic, its purposes and attendant costs had changed rather dra-
natically. What began as a modest proposal for a $21 million
:ommunity theater had metamorphosed into a highly sophisti-
:ated multipurpose facility for two specific purposes: orches-
.ral and operatic performances. The fast-track construction went
.hrough more than 300 change orders as the design altered and
.he budget nearly doubled.

Now that it's finished, no one's complaining about the price
ag. They're too pleased with the results. The building is an
mportant and handsome new landmark; and it works. What
ooks like a graceful invocation of classical simplicity is, under-
reath, a 20th century masterpiece of technical flexibility. Audi-
:nces love the public spaces; musicians love the sound.

The Ordway Music Theater is actually two theaters. The larger
ruditorium, or main hall, will be used primarily by the orches-
ra and opera. At 1,815 seats it is large enough to accommo-
late both groups' requirements but small enough to feel inti-
nate to concert goers. A smaller studio theateq designed for
rse for theater, dance, film, and vocal recitals, seats 317. Sup-
nrt facilities for both halls include large (3,600 square feet)
rnd small (1,200 square feet) rehearsal rooms that can double
rs banquet halls, spacious dressing rooms, a green room, tick-
:ting offices, complete support facilities, and administrative offices
or the Ordway's staff. It's also one of the few maior auditori-
rms in town designed with adequate restroom facilities to meet
he half-time rush.

rls. Baymiller is deputy director for planning and development
Lt the Minnesota Museum of Art. St. Paul.

Across page, top, opera house's stepped facade from south, with
Cass Gilbert's Landmark Center beyond; bottom, entry from
across park; above, entry with inteior stnir up to mezzanine level.

Without pulling any high-tech or postmodern architectural
high jinks, Benjamin Thompson, FAIA, has achieved an uncanny
and elusive combination of intimacy and grandeur with this build-
ing. It has a warmth and richness of detail that is pervasive, yet
understated, and a sense of exterior and interior spatial drama
that is powerful, yet very refined.

On the exterior, handmade New Hampshire brick set in Flemish
bond is strikingly contrasted with the finely sculpted sweep of
copper-trimmed windows spanning the entire lobby like a fac-
eted iurtain and creating uninterrupted panoramic views of Rice
Park and its stately architectural dowagers. From one corner
of this wrap-around lobby, you can see the Mississippi River;
from another, downtown St. Paul's tallest building, the First
National Bank.

It's truly a civic structure, in the best sense of the word. Con-
scientious of the importance of this site, the architects stepped
the theater forward to its edge on the park's west side, creating
the sense of enclosure the park lacked. Yet the bulk of the build-
ing is stepped back, its high fly{oft put way back in the center
of the block. There's nothing aggressive about this newcomer. Its
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exterior surfaces, instead, create a handsome addition to the
marble, granite, brick, and curtain wall facades of its neighbors.
The copper trim on the Ordway's window wall will age to match
the green copper turreted roofs of Landmark Center. Its north
wall, facing a glass and aluminum office building, offers a sin-
gle jutting window in its otherwise formal brick surface, a kind
of wave of the hand.

The Ordway's entrance, spiraling grand staircase, and spa-
cious lobbies are designed-like so many of Thompson's suc-
cessful urban spaces-for people. The unusually large lobby and
second level grand foyer, which wraps the main hall, are (at
38,000 square feet) larger than the main hall and studio theater
combined. From the time one steps inside to the Welsh tiled
entryway, to the brightly colored, custom-designed carpeting,
past Honduran mahogany wood railings, baseboards, and door-
ways, the journey from sidewalk to box seat is a carefully orches-
trated procession of ceremonial spaces designed for sheer visual
beauty: an architectural sonata.

The main hall, which evokes memories of the great 19th cen-
tury European opera houses upon which it is patterned, is a
warm and intimate space. Color and wood are used lavishly.
Three shallow, curving balconies extend in an uninterrupted
line to tiers of private box seats located in two rows on either
side of the stage. A warm shade of dusty rose is used for the
velour covered fixed seats and for a number of free-standing
armchairs located in the fint two rows of the balconies and in
the box seats. Additional armchairs are bright blue. The car-
pet, in a predominantly blue pattern, is a much more subtle
and pleasing choice than its boisterous red, blue, and black cousin
in the lobbies. Dark red velvet lining the tops of the parapets
at the front of the balconies and the low partitions dividing one
seating area from another is a somewhat startling choice. Tongue-
in-cheek, perhaps?

The hall is lit by clusters of tulip-shaped light fixtures set in
clusters and attached to the plaster surfaces of the balconies
by curving brass handles. More than anything else, they evoke
an era lit by the soft glow of gas lamps.

The centerpiece of the main hall is the proscenium. Sixty-
eight feet wide and 41 feet high, it is framed by alternating strips
of mahogany and gold{eaf in a "sunburst" pattern and bordered
in a deep blue that is also used on the walls on either side. The
sunburst pattern is used in two soaring arches that frame the
two-tiered box seats on either side of the stage. These and the
mahogany latticework used extensively on the walls are among

I90 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985

Left, view from third level to grand foyer which overlooks entry
and park. Across page, top, procenium arch; bottom left, main
hall from babony; bottom ight, view of house from rear

the most attractive features of the main hall. Should the action
on stage happen to lag, there is no lack of visual beauty for the
viewer's eye.

Aside from how it looks, the principal achievement of the
main hall is how well it works. Acoustical consultant Lawrence
Kierkegaard has designed a variety of devices that together
achieve the "warm" sound that has been used to describe the
Ordway's acoustics. No electronic amplification is used. Rather,
plaster and wood surfaces are sculpted to distribute sound
throughout the hall. The mahogany latticework hides undulat-
ing plaster-on-concrete surfaces designed to balance sound dis'
tribution. Absorptive fiber panels in the ceilings and behind these
wood screens are yet another device. Motorized, they can be
repositioned in a variety of configurations to provide longer or
shorter reverberation times.

The most conspicuous acoustical device, howevel is the 44ton,
3S-foot-high acoustical shell, designed as both a functional and
visual centerpiece. One of the largest of its kind in the U.S., it
is a massive, one-piece construction that "floats" on air cast'
ers, allowing it to move forward for orchestral performances to
become an orchestra shell, or backward to its recessed hous-
ing at the back of the stage to give the full sweep of the 68-foot
stage for operatic performances. Under ideal circumstances, the
hall can be converted from one configuration to the other in
15 minutes.

Two fully adjustable lifts in the orchestra pit are another fea-
ture of the main hall-an ingenious answer to the need for flex-
ible staging required by orchestra, music, or dance. These lifts
can be electronically lowered or raised. In their upper posi-
tion, they create a thrust stage that extends from the main stage.
In the middle position, they become continuous with the main
floor. And in the lowest position, they create a recessed orches-
tra pit.

The small, 315-seat studio theater, designed for intimate, more
informal performances by theater or modern dance groups, has
a wide proscenium stage, side boxes, and a "mini-balcony." Like
the main hall, it is beautifully detailed and highly functional.
Its stage floor, for example, is a resilient surface of oak strips
mounted on neoprene rubber, the type preferred by dancers.
And it. too. has a technical control booth for film screenine
and audio recording.

Thompson gets both mystical and metaphorical when he talks
about his intentions in designing the Ordway for music. The
building's flowing curves were inspired by the shapes and rhythms
of sound. Thompson compares it to building an instrument.
Coming to the Ordway, he says, should be "like walking into a
harpsichord." Pinchus Zukerman, conductor of the Chamber
Orchestra, has called it "an absolutely true sound . . . what we
all hoped for. It's a blessing."

But it is Thompson's desire to make the building a "presence
and a place" that is his most visible gift to the city. The St. Pau
native wanted a building that was "new and fresh and exciting,'
and yet one that "did not run away from everybody."

St. Paul is certainly not running away. It's chuckling, in fact,
as St. Paul-shy Minneapolitans venture downtown to take part
in the celebration of St. Paul's cultural renaissance and watch
this important new symbol tune up and play for a discerning
public ear. !
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This is a strange and paradoxical building, partly because it is
composed of only three major events. One comes upon the fint
with some sense of dislocation from a winding, rural New Jer-
sey road. It is a formal, long, and stony, two-story elevation in
two symmetrical wings centered on a high and bold aqua-tiled,
Rossi-like portico with a Dali-esque clock in is gable.

Sweeping back from this vertical, which appears draped over
the building, are facades of rose-colored concrete block inge-
niously composed to give the appearance of a rusticated Renais-
sance garrison or palace, depending on one's mood and mindset.
And running like a belt through its middle is a thin band of
black granite, which, from a distance, looks like a narrow cleav-
age over which a second story seems to float. Behind this mute
exterior are double-height gymnasia, an auditorium, and other
spaces requiring neither natural light nor views to the outdoors.

In startling contrast is the school's rear elevation of classrooms,
the building's second significant event. Its composition, unlike
that of the front facade, is an informal zigzag of sand-colored
industrial and comrgated stainless steel. In section, this elevation
is twice peeled away and bent forward on the horizontal to screen
two continuous bands of mullioned windows. It could be extended

The focal element of the entrance facade, across page, is a high,
robust, peaked form, while that of the rear elevq,tion, above, is
a composite of peaked and triangulated shapes.
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almost indefinitely or its ends chopped off without appreciably
altering is composition, and is, in fact, intended to be seen only
from the classroom windows where its setbacks create courtyard-
like spaces.

Mriually all outdoor activity takes place at the front of the
building where playing fields and parking lots are located. And
since few people ever walk around to see how the two odd bed-
fellow facades come together, they miss what Hugh Hardy, EAIA,
calls "the broken candy bar" effect, "where the two things meet
in a deliberately ad hoc way,letting you see what's inside." At
the building's ends, metal and masonry skins bang up against
bare concrete walls.

The rear elevation is topped by huge, snout-like ducts and,
again, a central glazed element that steps back and wraps over
t6e building at the front portico. It also serves to dramatize the
building's central and only really eventful interior space.

But before going indoors, a word of explanation about some
of these rathei odd images and discrepancies. Norman Pfeiffer,

EAIA, partner in charge, explains that local concrete block was

chosen-for economy, as was the industrial metal, "because both
are very straightforward materials used in nonstandard ways."
Hardy adds that a symmetrical composition, an unusual choice
for HHPA, was used to "create a sense of public presence from
the approach road." They justify the blue-green portico as pro-

viding symbolic recall of the traditional Georgian building that
had earlier housed the school, and as creating an echo for the
small, centrally focused church on axis across the road. ,And
they explain that their use of a rusticated, classicized front
elevation-with base, middle, and top all clearly stated-was a
logical way of breaking down what could have been a dull, for-
biddingly massive wall. The device succeeds though any num-
ber of otlers would have been equally logical and probably done
the trick as well.

Can it be that the firm of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer & Associ-
ates, which made a reputation for its wild and uazy ways, is
turning in its golden years to a remembrance of times past and
seemingly more pleasant? Well . . ., says Hardy, "one of the
reasons we did what we did is that we were told not to do it."
And the reasons they did it, he says, were the same reasons
why they left mechanical ducts exposed, painted them funny
colors, and used inexpensive materials before it became the
trendy thing to do: economy.

In fact, one of the reasons HHPA received this commission
from the old and traditional Pingry day school was that the firm
promised (and managed) to execute it at lower cost than any-
one thought possible. Chuckling and only half in jest, Hardy
says, "Amazing,whatthose good people did to themselves."
But it wasnt as though they hired HHPA unwittingly. The chair
man of Pingry's board of directors during architect selection,
design, and construction-Fred Brandenstein-made a pilgrim-
age to Columbus, Ind., to see work by leading architects, includ-
ing HHPAs Mount Healthy school. Brandenstein does talk abut
how landscaping will soften the building's somewhat raw image
but is otherwise pleased, especially with the interiors.

Inside, the building's principal event resides just behind the
portico as one penetrates the second story entry. Cascading down
are differently shaped and sized triangular skylights, to either
side are stairs, one set rising to the library another descending
to a common space with a snakelike long sofa having a broad
view of meadows and trees. The organizing principle and main
event within the building is circulation-the central stair; plus
two sets of smaller stairs in either wing; the zigzag route on the
entry level that follows the shape of classroom spaces and skirts
a pool, two gymnasia, and an auditorium; and the straightaway
on the lower level. Varying patterns of square black floor tiles

Above, the formal, mute front elevation sweeps back from its
vertical centerpiece in simulated rusticated masonry. Right, the
informal rear facade is a zigzag of industrialized metal bent to
screen two bands of windows.
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Middle level

Above, the common area with serpentine so.fa at the .foot o.f
the central stair. LeJ't, a.found space for small grouping.t at the
bottom o.f a side .stairtvay'. Across page, a viev: .f|om the secortd
story entr.r' o.f overhead skylights, dov,n to the cornmon area,
and out to a meadov, throug,h peaked glazing. Stairs on either
side lead up to library. 

i

on white mark the route at every step, while a basically open 
I

plan of public spaces and color coding of the building's ex- 
|

posed innards make the interion quite transparent-and sociable. 
I

Students, visibly moving in all directions, add color and life, ll
and HHPAs sense of scale and proportions is sure throughout. ll

Orientation is not easy for a visitor, though, and one finds I

surprises. What building have you visited lately where you've 
ll

opened an ordinary-looking door and found yourself within div-ll
ing range of a swimming pool, for example? 1

The Pingry school is, in essence, a pleasant, lively journey, 
ll

in which one passes in and out of spaces as in a funnel. But 
ll

Gertrude Stein's familiar plaint about Oakland having "no therq
there" also applies here. Hardy says that the original hope had I
been to create a number of pavilions, which was vetoed by cost 

I
constraints. The only sense of drama or extravagance they werel
permitted was at the entry. The result, as a photographer who 

I

recently visited the school said, is'Aldo Rossi meets Caudill 
I

Rowlett Scott." n 
I

I
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Architecture on
ARemote Island
Stunrt Islnnd, SchooL Architp.ct:
Larse:n Lagerqtai,st Murris, AIA
By Dona,ld" Cantg, Hon. AIA
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The San Juan Islands sound quite tropical. Actually, they are a
(or just past) the northwest tip of the U.S. They are a string of
variously sized, heavily wooded islands off of the shore of Wash
ington state, continuing northward to Canadian waters. Actu-
ally, the border between the two nations snakes irregularly amon
them.

The San Juans are sparsely populated and relatively i
sible, but their rugged beauty draws a considerable number of
summer visitors from throughout the Northwest, and the
around them are one of the continent's great natural cruising
areas for sailors. If the islands were a thousand miles farther
south, in fact, they would almost certainly be overrun.

Stuart Island is the northernmost of the San Juans in U.S.
waters and therefore one of the quietest. Unlike some of the



ther islands it is not served by ferries. There are no power
nes or telephones and only tire ruts for roads. (At one point a
rreat to pave them brought islanden up in arms.)
Stuart has some 60 permanent residents, and in the late '?0s

rey,were struck by the consequences of the baby boom. The
nrollment of the island's single one-room school, a white clap-
oard structure built in 1901, swelled to 12, rendering it
radequate.
The regional school board proposed to bring in trailer mod-

les to replace the old school, bul residens balked, insisting
rat something be built that would harmonize with the woots
n all sides of the school site. They got a commitment of funds
om the state to build a 1,000-square-foot classroom facility.
he architects, long-time frequenters and admirers of the San

The new school and its white clapboard predecessor

Juans, assured them something suitable could be done within
the modest budget.

And did it. The school was built for $45 per square foot, wirh
wood posts, light timber trusses, shingled walls, and a painted
metal roof reminiscent of farm buildings. In a place where some
families have lived for more than a century. "the new school
immediately looked as though it had beenon the island for
some time," the architects maintain with justifiable pride.

And there are extras: The fan-shaped plan encouiages the
little building's use as a theater and meeting hall as wJ[ as a
classroom-it is, in a very real sense, a community center as
well as a school. A raised platform in the single big room is
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Platform (right) has many uses. Desks are from old school.

used as a stage, a rostrum for town meetings, and a bandstand
for hoedowns, report the architects.

Generously proportioned double-hung windows face south,
as does a double clerestory maximizing solar gain. This is appre-
ciated by the islanders, "who consider the noise of power gen-

erators a public nuisance," in the words of the architects'
The new school is artful as well as congenial to its setting.

The red roof outside and aqua posts and trusses inside nicely
complement the natural wood and shingles. The roof has a defi
nite flair, the big room a pleasing sense of volume. The skirt of
the exterior walls has a decorative band of shingles that seems
a quotation from the 19th century but actually was designed
by the architects. It has since, they say, become something of
a trademark of their work.

In fact, the Stuart Island school, as tiny and isolated as it is,
has brought them more work. A school superintendent in a
remote Alaska district heard about it and asked them to build
one for him as much like it as possible. The second was an
equally economical and appealing variation on the initial theme
and has led to others. Stuart Islanders apparently are not alone
in the Northwest woods in valuins architecture. E
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Distillation of a
Paradoxical CitJ'
Loyokr, Law School, Los Angelc,s. Architnct:
Frank Gelny, FAA. By John Pastinr

As a city that first flourished through the efforts of real-estate
promoters, and then through the rapid growth of the entertain-
ment industry, L,os Angeles owes much of its character to the
remarkable human capacity for hope and imagination. Here
people's dreams are projected upon a highly malleable reality.
The results can be magical, surreal, frustrating, or merely banal.
We hear mostly about the first two qualities and less often about
the latter pair, for this is America s great illusionistic metropo-
lis, and is myth is more easily perpetuated than confronted.

After four decades in the city, Frank Gehry FAIA, understands
all four aspects of the Los Angeles character. He rejects the obvi-
ous romanticism that makes up so much of the built environ-
ment and attempts a more difficult transformation of the banal
into the poetic. This is a high-risk approach that has won him
both unreasoning enemies and worshipful acolytes. It is a diffi-
cult way to work, especially since Gehry seems bent on con-
founding the expectations of the world with respect to virtually
each new building, almost as though he is testing the steadfastness
of his friends and his foes alike.

Loyola Law School is a vivid illustration of all these phenom-
ena. Dedicated just a few weeks ago, it is profoundly contex-
tual, not so much in the specific and literal way its designer
suggests, but more as a distillation of the city's own paradoxi-
cal variety. It provides grist for supporters and detractors alike,
as well as food for thought for those who would like to assess

each Gehry project afresh and on its own merits.

The institution iself poses some interesting anomalies. It is
part of L,oyola Marymount University, a Jesuit body with a main
campus on the posh west side of town. The law school, how-
ever, has a largely non-Catholic student body and a largely sec-
ular faculty and is located in a poor neighborhood on the fringes
of downtown. Interestingly, when Gehry's family moved to Los
Angeles in the 1940s, the family's first home was an apartment
just three blocks away.

Until recently the law school was housed in two structures: a
nondescript (but architect designed) 1964-vintage building that
had been added onto once but was still too small for a growing
student body that eventually reached 1,300 and, of equal neces-
sity in Los Angeles, a somewhat newer above-ground parking
structure. In 19'77 the school decided to expand on adjoining
property within the same block.

Its architect selection process was both methodical and astute.
A faculty architectural selection committee made a list of all
architects who had won design awards from the local AIA chap-
ter in the previous three years, then boiled down the list to
about a dozen, and then to about half that. Upon interviewing
the finalists, the committee found that Gehry stood out from
the others in several respects. His presentation was refreshingly
informal, he was clearly used to dealing with restricted budg-
ets, and the committee was impressed with his "creativity." (One
member, Professor Robert Benson, still recalls a slide of a baby
elephant standing atop a piece of Gehry-designed cardboard fur-
niture.) In this outspoken advocate of "cheapskate architecture,"
l,oyola saw a designer prepared to give it something that was
both exceptional and within its means; accordingly, in 1978, the
selection committee chose him by unanimous vote.

One of Gehry's prime goals was to create a place and there-
fore give the institution a physical identity. While not large, the
site provided sufficient space for such a goal, and a basic design
decision to separate long-span and short-span interior spaces led
to a multibuilding design that permitted flexible definition of
exterior spaces and also kept construction costs down. The pro-
gram requirement of just under 57,000 square feet is accommo-
dated in five separate buildings. Three lecture halls and a chapel
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total a bit less than 8,000 square feet, while a four-story build-
ing housing faculty offices, administration, small classrooms, and
a bookstore contains the rest of the space. This arrangement
also permitted phased construction when funds materialized more
slowly than expected.

The largest building, named after donor Fritz B. Burns, was
built first and was completed in 1981. It seems a simple, straight-
forward volume, but in fact it is complex and filled with inci-
dent. Its Valencia Street side is plain and gray to the point of
drabness-Gehry says he did not want to upstage the neighbor-
hood but now feels that he could have done a bit more on the
street side-while the inner facade is warmly colored and
brilliantly articulated. A loggia occupies most of the first flooq
its columns clad in unpainted galvanized steel that has weathered
to a splendid patina. The second floor has large, squarish win-
dows on the same spacing as the smaller ones of the third and
fourth floors. The building is cracked open near its center by a
lightning-bolt grand staircase and a greenhouse aedicula that
serves as the top floor elevator lobby. Near the ends of this
2lO-foot-long wall, metal exit stairs are cantilevered from the
building in bold irregular zigzags. As a totality, this courtyard
elevation deftly walks a tightrope between being a backdrop,
which it is for the neighboring lecture halls and chapel, and
being a composition capable of standing alone esthetically, which
it was for several years before those smaller structures were built.

There is more to the Burns building than its facade, however.
lnside, it is quietly inventive. Natural lighting, brought in through
glass-enclosed wells, enlivens the corridors of the top two floors.
Muted green walls in the halls give the light an underwater qual-
ity. All the corridors also have exposed ductwork and ceiling

Left, looking north into the campus with the Burns Building on
the left, the chapel in the middle, and the South Instructionql
Hall on the right. Above, the large, central courtyard.

structure, an arrangement that paradoxically proved too expen-
sive for application in the offices and classrooms, as Gehry had
wished. Instead, those spaces have standard acoustic tile ceil-
ings. The disarmingly simple greenhouse elevator lobby is a superb
space, possibly the best on the campus, which leads to small
adjoining outdoor terraces and to the central stair. There are
larger top floor terraces at the ends of the building, and these
also lead to exterior stairs. Thus, in one stroke repeated in trip-
licate, Gehry was able to provide usable outdoor space, legally
required exits, and bold sculptural elements.

When the Burns building was finished, it was easy to imagine
the eventual campus as a magical place. Since the backdrop
structure had such a clear poetry of its own, the smaller, more
fanciful little buildings that were to come would surely provide
a splendid conclusion to such a good start. Oddly and dis-
appointingly, that never quite happened. Those smaller build-
ings are more individualistic and more overtly symbolic than
the Burns building, and they are clearly more intimate in size,
yet their forms and placement don't quite coalesce into a fully
realized whole. This phenomenon must be observed directly,
since skillful photography can make the spaces created by these
buildings seem more convincing and eventful than they are.

It is easy to see what Gehry tried to accomplish. The cam-
pus was to be a little town with stree8 and squares and evocatively
shaped buildings and towers. The client had a leaning toward
classical forms. and, in the smaller buildings, the architect obvi-
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ously tried to accommodate that predisposition within his own
esthetic. Here, Gehry may have been too accommodating. for
he is not only not a historicist clesigner. but is unusuallv out-
spoken in his conclemnation of that movement. Although the
chapel and lecture halls are unsentimental and free lrom the
quasi-literalism of stock postmocJern classicism, the,/ are clearlv
not unfettered Gehry' either. He is a cleft reductivist r.r,orking.
on this occasion. in an idiom that relies on erplicit detail that
cannot be reducecl very far without becoming arid. J'he north
instructional hall is almost anc)nvnrous. lvhile the south one
strenuouslv seeks identity through insufficient architectural nteans.
Comparecl to his best r.l'ork. these forms are diagramntatic ancl
underdeveloped.

There is an exception to this tendencv. The chapel is a chikl's
drawing of a church that has been built half size. It is clacl in a
glowing reddish-brown Finnish plywoocl. spcciallv surfaced and
normalll' usecl for concrete formwork but hcre polished to the
luster of fine furniture. Its front and two siclcs.if itr; adjacent
square tower are faced with plexiglass, allowing the space of
the former and the structure of the latter to be revealed clearly.
The tower is built in five diagonally braced stages, each one
taller than the one below. This is a *,orthv little builcling whose
virtues are obscured by its siting. an issue that will be discussed
shortly.

Merrifield I-lall, the central builcling in the contp,osition. urrs
originally programmed to be a moot court where studenls would
argue cases before iudge and jury. Gehrl therefore intencled it
to be Loyolas grancl symbol of the law. 'fhe client found its inte-
rior insufficiently courtroom-like and therefore clcsignatecl it as

a lecture hall. The moot c()urt was shifted to the thircl ohase of
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Above, the Burn.s Building act,\ as u bac'kdtolt tct Merrilield Hall.
Right, .stoir.s lead to the Burn.s Builclirtg'.r gluss utrium lobb.v.

the construction program, a remodeling of the original builcl-
ing. u'hich is norv unclerwav. (ln it. Gehrv is providing a skvlit
library' and a more conventional moot court. He has also been
retainecl for phase four. which rvill involve an eastward expan-
sion ol the campus.)

l'he slmbolic courthouse is a brick box that is gablecl ancl
colonnaded on the end that faces the main plaza. but rvhich
also happens to he its rear and contains only a half-hidden pair
of exit cloors q.'ith small rvindou's above. lts front. far less archi-
tecturally ambitious, faces the old builcling and a secondary plaza.
As the most overtly symbolic campus structure, Merrifield can
onlv raise questi()ns of what it represents. Its nearly blank walled
"front" that cannot be enterecl suggests an inaccessible legal svs-
tenl \\'orthv of Kafka rather than the iclealistic and lucid vision
that one would expect to find symbolized in a university. ILs min-
imal colonnacle, poorll' finished and lacking entasis. base. capi-
tals. entablature. and pecliment. implies major cleficiencies in
traditional lcgal irrstitutir rns.

Likewise. the chapel's siting. six steps below the level of the
plaza ancl pushed deeply back into a pocket between two larger
buildings. could easily be seen as a comment aboul the periph-
eral role of religion in a secular. legalistic societl'.

Are these really Gehry"s thoughts on the subject'? I doubt it.
His architectural interests are not intellectual or symbolic. but
tangible ancl experiential. His architecture derives principalll''
fronr the phvsical rvorld and tl"re worlcl of art. and as such is a
matter of construction,light. space . materials, "moves." and care-



fully judged effects rather than any desire to express ideas or
philosophies. At its best, his architecture communicates on a
personal level rather than on a societal one. His work method
is not to proceed methodically from a preconceived set of prem-
ises (as a lawyer might) but to work visually and intuitively, pri
marily with models, pulling them apart and putting them back
together until he is satisfied. It is a serious and challenging game
that he plays better than anyone else, but it is not inh-erenily
suited to social comment or rigorous symbolism.

That much said, what does Loyolas metaphorical townscape
really signify? Four things, all interconnected: It is the reflecl
tion of the strengths and limitations of the clients; it is a mani-
festation of Gehry's art world values and of his need to be pro-
vocative; it is an Italian reverie that drifs in and out of surrealism;
and it is a contextual statement about its citv. not in the literal
sense but in the psychic one.

As a client, the school was willing to take risks and set its
sights high despite severely restrictA resources. (The cost of
the first five buildings has been under $5 million.) This gamble
has produced a campus that is attracting unprecedented atten-
tion to the institution. l,oyola s strengths come largely out of
the specific challenges of the problem: a nondescript neighbor-
hood, a somewhat encumbered site, a low budget, and a desire
for _excellence despite those constraints. Gehry was given a gen-
erally free hand-the client's principal concern was economy
rather than esthetics-but there were also times when Lovola's
conservatism had visible results, such as the freestanding tlass-
rooms that wear their semiclassical academic robes so uncom-
I"{qPtV. (Gehry was also largely prevented from siting those
buildings at his customary irregular angles, a freedom that might
have produced a more convincing ensemble.; Nevertheless, lnfola
has proven itself an adventurous and enlightened patron; few
other institutions have made such a commitment to avant-sarde
architecture. The law school also has instituted a vigorous-art
program that has resulted in the installation of many works of
living local artists in the Burns building. It plans to commission
three law-related murals for the side of Merrifield Hall. and. if
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Right and below, the plexiglass and
plywood chapel, a'child's drawing of a
church that has been built half size.'
Far ight, view of the courtyard looking
toward the South Instructional Hall and
chapel reveals the de Chirico spirit that
permeqtes Gehry's design.

the money can be found, will acquire a Claes Oldenberg sculp-
ture that will form an ironic sixth element in the colonnade.

Gehry has been an interested participant in the art program,
for his architectural approach derives at least as much from art-
ists as from his colleagues. In explaining the basis for his site
plan, he cites an old photograph of Constantin Brancusi's
sculpture-filled studio that served as his general inspiration for
Loyola s building placement. How literally true this is is hard to
tell, but the site plan does have arbitrary gestures that are diffi-
cult to explain in rational architectural terms. Gehry exhibits a
frequent tendency to be rebellious and confound his audience,
which, though usually counterproductive to an architectural
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career, is almost conventional behavior in the world of contem-,
porary art. This accounts for many of the misfires in his work
and a good part of its brilliance and inventiveness as well. In
L,oyola, it produces the paradox of simple, decently budgeted
buildings of interesting function (the small freestanding struc-
tures that were built for $143 a square foot) that are estheti-
cally inferior to the programmatically dull, $76 a square foot
Burns Hall, which steals the show

Whatever Brancusi's role may be in Loyola, the artistic spirit
that seems to permeate the design is that of Giorgio de Chirico.
The exaggerated perspectives, the colonnades, the plazas, the
oddlv blank facades. the mvsterious towers. and the muted se
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rf the surreal that col.lectively permeate the painter's best work
:an all be found at L,ryola. Of course, many of these features
rre found in nearly every older Italian city of decent size. Other
-oyola elements that recall Italy are the Burns building facade.
:learly descended frorn Aldo Rossi: its second floor piano nobile;
Lnd its ochre stucco, an old Roman standby. Gehry built the
owers of the chapel and South Instructional Hall in response
o downtown skyscrapers a mile away; medieval Italian clans
rractice<l similar "contextualism" by matching the self-aggrand-
zing tower constructjon of their neighbors. Why is Loyola so
nuch like Italy'/ Because its architect has been there and has
)ecome fascinated by what he has seen. It's that simple.

And that simplicity and directness of motivation is part of
what makes the Loyola Law School such an authentic Los
Angeles building. This cit-v is home to virtually every style of
building because people here are not afraid to act out their fan-
tasies and are relatively unconcerned over what othen may think.
Beyond this. Gehry has achieved a contextualism that transcends
the mere mimicking of adjacent phvsical fabric or regional build-
ing forms. He has taken the ultimate Southern California build-
ing tradition-illusion-and applied it to a profession that seeks
to bring order and rationality to human affairs. This may not
be the wa-v that things are done in other places, but there's no
law against it in Los Angeles. f
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Lake Hi,co Park. Juckscttt. Mrss.
Archituct: Sumu.el Mocklrcn. AA.
By Lynn l{esmi,th

Mississippi is not often viewed as a progressive state, but any-
one familiar with the work of Jackson architect Samuel Mockbee,
AIA,_would agree that he is heading the stare in the right direc-
tion. He designs appropriate buildings by drawing from South-
ern vernacular architecture and a sensitive understandine of the
needs and requirements of the users.

Working with landscape architect Overton Moore, Mockbee
transformed an abandoned field, owned by Jackson and located
in a minority neighborhood, into a simple yet elegant public
recreational facility, Lake Hico Park. The park is turned inward
because its namesake lake, used by an electrical power plant, is
surrounded by a high fence and closed to the public. .,Itk unfor-
tunate that we were not able to take advantage of the adjacent
lake," said Mockbee. "But that's the way politics ran."

A looping quarter-mile concrete pathway for circulation, jog-
ging, and bicycling is the primary organizational element of tfe
l3-acre park, while the steeply pitched roofs and bold colors of
the bathhouse and picnic pavilions provide its festive identity.
Built of the most economical and durable materials (concrete
floors, concrete blocks, steel scissor trusses, and metal roofs).
the simple buildings create a powerful form on the open land-
scape. Their parallel placement near the center of the park
creates a symmetry against the curving walkways and popular
circular "spraypool," a shallow wading pool that measures 60
feet in diameter. It is surrounded by six concrete columns with
oscillating irrigation nozzles that are programmed to spray for
two hours in the morning and afternoon. The park also con-
tains a regulation basketball court, a children's playground with
a prefab play equipment, and a large playing field that accom-
modates football, softball, and soccer. The total construction
budget was less than $200,000.

Lake Hico is a simple project that makes an architectural
statement, but more importantly, said the architect, "the neigh-
borhood residents love it and have enjoyed it." !

Left, the park's four simple buildings and the wading pool. Bot
tom, looking through the play apparatus to the picnic pavilions.

Architecture llflade
Of Tiny Shrrctures

1 Picnic pa\r'ilions
2 Spray and wading pool
3 Comtort station
4 Play apparatus
5 Football and baseball field
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Nlusions to
A\hriety of
llistoric
hma$es
Tiuererest Country CLub,
H suston . Taft Arcluitprts.
8y D. D.

The popular image of a country club includes soft manicured
greens and fairways, ringed by ancestral oaks, and all anchored
by a low sprawling clubhouse designed in a familiar period style,
preferably Georgian or colonial. White columns are de rigueur,
along with traditional furniture and a grand staircase from which
brides can toss their bouquets.

River Crest Country Club in Fort Worth used to look that
way. Now it looks better, thanks to a superb exercise in histori-
cal interpretation by Taft Architects of Houston, in collabora-
tion with Geren.A,ssociates/CRS of Fort Worth.

The new River Crest-a $7 million replacement for one that
burned in 1981-evokes numerous historical antecedents with-
out mimicking any particular one. In the combination of brick,
tile, gables, arches, and hipped roofs we may see allusions to
schoolhouses, town libraries, train stations. the work of H. H.
Richardson or Edwin Lutyens. Yet these historical details have
been so abstracted and streamlined that there can be no doubt
that this is a contemporary building instead of a period piece.

Such sophisticated results didn't come easy. Shortly after the
disastrous fire, the River Crest board of directors approached
Philip Johnson, FAIA, about designing a new building. Johnson
begged off, saying that he was already overcommitted, but
recommended the Taft group, which was making a name for
itself with innovative town houses and institutional buildings.
After some preliminary fencing (the board demanded predesign
renderings and the architects refused), Thft was hired, then
presented with a mandate from the membenhip that the new
club be traditional in design. Taft interpreted this to mean either
a reincarnation of its predecessor-a stage set version of Mount
Vernon-or something in the southern colonial mode.

"We made several slide presentations on the history and devel-
opment of various country club styles," the architects said, "includ-
ing one for a traditional, low rambling colonial structure. 'No,
that's not River Crest,'the members said. So we kept on work-

Across page, the gracefully curved east side, which overloolcs
the 18th hole; above, left, the north side from the fairway; above,
right, the palatial south elevation as it fronts the swimming pool.
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Lower floof

1 Loadrng dock
2 Recelving and storage
3 Employee dining
4 Laundry
5 Mechan cal
6 Bakery
7 Employees lockers
8 Members entry
9 Men s locker room

10 Women s locker room
11 Adm nistratron
12 Card room
13 Exercise
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r 14 Terrace
i 15 Cocktail lounge
16 Dining room

r'17 Private dining room

i 18 Lobby

/ 19 Kitchen
' 20 Tavern

21 Mixed couples
22 Men's card room
23 Lounge
24 Pantry
25 Ballroom
26 Mechanical and storage Ballroom floor

ing until we found something that evoked the appropriate asso-
ciations yet represented a new interpretation."

The new building, set on the site of the previous club, is an
imposing structure of red brick, green terra cotta tile, and exposed
concrete. The basic colors, though unconventional by traditional
country club standards, give the new River Crest a suitably
patrician bearing. The architects have incorporated numerous
traditional architectural elements, including columns, balconies,
a grand porte-cochere, and an impressive grouping of gables,
towers, and parapets that pile up into a picturesque mass. The
building's compact, vertical organization is a direct response to
the existing site, in which the landscaping is mature and specific
key elements, such as a swimming pool and tennis courts, are
already in place. Yet because most of the first level is below
grade, behind an earth berm, the building seems to rise naturally
from its surroundings instead of being dropped arbitrarily on
top of them. It might have been in place for decades.

Just as construction was about to start, however, the building
committee got the fiscal jitten. In a meeting described by a num-
ber of participants as a "drunken brawl," the members voted to
ilash the budget by l5 percent. The result was a shrinking of
the club from 58,000 to 51,000 square feet and the elimination
rf a golf shop and other amenities. But the essence of the Taft
lesign survived intact.

Architecturally and socially, everything at River Crest revolves
lround the kitchen, which sits dead center in the building. Around
t on three sides are the various dining rooms and lounges, while
rn the fourth or lobby side a grand staircase rises semimajestically
.o a gran{ ballroom above. This sensible and functional arrange-
:nent grew out of the board's desire not to repeat a chronic prob-
,em in the old club, namely that the formal dining room was so
i,ar from the kitchen that the Beef Wellington got frostbite before
:lt reached the table. In the months preceding the fire, the for-
ilnal dining room had been closed altogether.
j Guests can now follow a pleasant and logical route from the
:fntrance to the various dining rooms and lounges, then later
:iscend the grand staircase to the ballroom for dancing. Service
orridors are neatly separated from other passageways, and for

rfrand occasions all rooms can be opened up to create a large,

lestive space. And the food arrives hot.
But there is something schizophrenic about the rest of the
teriors-as though having decided to be adventurous with the

verall form of the building, the building committee got cold
et and became as conventional as possible on the inside. Thft

'[esigned the ballroom and the mixed couples dining room, which
r[ke the building as a whole display a sure grasp of classical

fetails 
and their application to contemporary architecture. The

ll

l4"rott pogn, lounge with its grand staircase down to tobby; ight,
fobove, the ballroom, with view through glazed wall toward stair

f^" 
""0lounge; 

right, the 'mixed couples'dining room.
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Below, the monumental, oval-shaped board room. Right, elevator
lobbies clad in marble. Across page, a typical office floor
with columns thqt hqve playfully overscaled capilals. Z
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the facade, unadorned columns are used on alternating bays to
lift the lofts. The columns are repeated as supports for a trel-
lised entrance pavilion that is vaguely reminiscent of the prai-
rie school idiom.

The vernacular imagery is carried inside, where the cedar
walls, floors, ceilings, and accessories evoke a sense of rustic
warmth, in some ways a feeling of being in a summer cottage
rather than a barn-or an office. The centrally located lobby
is a two-story, skylit space running the width of the building
and is bisected vertically by the elevator shaft (even the eleva-
tor cab is entirely clad in cedar) and horizontally by a bridge
linking the lofts on either side.

Perhaps the interior's greatest success, though, is again the
visual reduction of bulk. Besides space for a cafeteria, com-
puter room, and storage and mail rooms (all of which are housed
in the level set into the hill), the building contains 375 work
stations (the majority of which are on the first and second floors).
Rather than having a labyrinth of partitions, only a maximum
of 20 cubicles can be seen at any one time. This is achieved by
the retention of each loft's party walls between which are the
cubicles. Tucked into corners, executive offices have glass par-
titions, and scattered throughout are small conference rooms,
the walls of which create additional visual barriers. Connect-
ing the lofts internally is a "street" that runs the entire length
of the building and slightly zigzags as it passes the elevator in
the lobby's atrium.

The loveliest spot in the building is the limestone patio located
just outside the employee cafeteria. It overlooks the two{evel
lake that was created for storm water management and to be a
source of irrigation water for the 36-acre site. tr

Left, above, the wood-trellised main entrance, and, below, the
cedarclad, two-story main lobby. Below, an interior'street'runs
the full length of the building, connecting the eight lofts at the
second level. Right, the 'street' zigzags as it passes through the
building's lobby. Interior decorations are meant to evoke the
area's Amish tradition snd the compsny's history.

o

o

a
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South elevati

Iietorian
\brnacular

Sayuibel Islmd, CiW HalL Arcluitut:
The Sfuwart Corporattion. Bg Ar.R.G.

Until the early'60s, Sanibel Island, the southern-most tip of bar
rier islands in the Gulf of Mexico off Fort Myers, Fla., was a
tranquil unspoiled paradise. Its fate significantly changed when
a causeway connecting the island to the mainland was completed
in 1963. Nondescript condominiums spmng up as rapidly as the
tenacious Brazilian pepper tree, a plant dreaded by island resi
dents because its thick, persistent growth chokes out the native
vegetation. Now, however, the tide is shifting again as Sanibel
has placed strict limitations on the amount of future growth.
Perhaps most indicative of its yearning for the past, for a sim-
pler life more in harmony with the extraordinary natural set-
ting, is the new city hall, the design of which reinterprets the
vernacular Florida cracker box style.

Designed by the Stewart Corporation of Tampa, Fla., the
18,102-square-foot building sib on a site removed from the townk
commercial district. In a way, then, "it turns its back on urban
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oposite page, right, the cupola-topped courtyard entrqnce as
en from a small like.side wildlift observatory that is also adorned
tth a cupola. A more formal pavilion serves as the city hall's
ain entrance, es seen in elevation drawing across page, top.
he building's circuls.tion is entirely outdoors on veiandah, ,hnf
red by a metal roof with deep overhangs.

y with forms reaching out to gather nature to its center," in
e architect's words. Its configuration is U-shaped, set back
) feet from the banks of a lake so as not to disturb the natural
tting. Island building codes call for new structures to be placed
I feet above grade; the city hall is 17 feet above mean sea
vel, lifted on cast-in-place concrete pilings. One wing (total-
g7,ll4 square feet) has concrete floor slabs set in ri;id steel
lmes instead of the wood floors set in wooden trusse-s found
the rest of the building. This area is the island's .,hurricane

rgluge of last resort" and is designed to withstand winds up to
155 miles per hour. The building has everything you would expect
of this vernacular type-verandahs, which in this case become
the main circulation route; deep overhangs; rough-sawn cedar
siding stained bluish-gray with white trim; metal roofs; high ceil-
ings complete with paddle fans. Adding formality to thislow-
key structure is an entrance pavilion that on the courtyard side
is topped by a cupola, a form that is repeated in a small wild-
life observatory at lake side.

Landscaping is strictly native vegetation. And of symbolic note,
at the center of the courtyard is a stylized Caloosa Indian mound,
recalling that of the island's first inhabitants. The Caloosas built
huge, terraced mounds of shell and sand upon which rested their
temples and the chief's dwelling. It seems appropriate that the
citizens of Sanibel would do the same with their humble vet
elegant new seat of government. !
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valleys, and the approach to the house is a geography lesson, a

game of hide-and-seek. Starting down the half-milelong gravel

driveway, one sees the house almost entirely. Farther along it
begins to sink, and around a curve it disappears altogether. Then
itslow roof pops up again, and the house rises to meet you.

Designed by Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, the house is in
form a reference to the 18th century vernacular farm buildings
of the region, explains Venturi. "In eastern Pennsylvaniaand
northernDelaware, in the barns and to some extent in the houses

too," he says, "there is a generous, low, stretched-out propor.

tion. We didn't want to put a pert house in these gentle hills'"
Extending across the south side, a pent eave (a common ver-

nacular element) underlines the horizontal theme and brings
the broad roof down. The exterior materials restate at a smaller
scale the farmhouse esthetic: a textured, wood shingle roof;
multipaned, double-hung windows (with counterweights!); ship-

lap siding; and a buff-colored masonry base.-This 
iJnot really a farmhouse, of course' The family of three

(a couple, Peter and Karen, and their son) are not farmers nor
do they fancy themselves as such. But they enjoy the solitude
and quiet of the rural setting, are not ostentatious, are attentive
to the natural wonders beyond their doorstep. Thus, around an

accommodating interior suited to their particular wants is a farm'

house wrappeiwith just enough quirks to keep it interesting- 
.

For example, the semicircular window screen on the east sides

upper story, behind which is a large window, looks like a mis-

piaced piece of Viennese pastry just floating there above the

ioof, hung on the house's sturdy steel frame. Venturi refers to il
as a "lunette," and it has a baroque flourish. As it turns out,
Karen studied music in Salzburg and performs in a baroque cham-

ber group. What at first appears as an arcane classical refer-

ence is actually a little homage to the client.
The other side of the house has another surprise, this one in

the form of three chubby Doric columns, seemingly paper thin,
standing on guard for whatever might creep out of the woods

nearby.-Two-of them (and a sliver of a third) support an arch
(which, according to Karen, creates great patterns of moonlight)
while the last holds up the end of the roof' The columns under-

went a considerable metamorphis. Venturi originally intended

them to be fully round, which would have rendered the shal-

low porch behind them unusuable and made them look like a
ro* bf Claes Oldenburg milk bottles. In a cardboard model they

were simply cut out in profile for representation. Karen remem-

ben Venturi looking at fhe columns in the model and then saying,

"Let's do them flat," The effect is all at once humorous and

troublesome, eccentric and endearing; they're like a funny old
aunt in a George S. Kaufman play who comes for a visit and

decides to settle in.
The clients say that they chose Venturi because they saw in

his work "a lot of warmth, and the use of design that makes it
friendly and comfortable." This sentiment aptly describes the

interioi. One enters through a wide' teal-colored door just under

the pent eave. This is the "back door" and the first one you

see. The front door is tucked around the other side of the house

hidden from view. This is the "trophy front door," as Karen

calls it, and a small wooden arbor near the driveway labors-to

entice the visitor toward the unseen main entrance. More often

than not visitors head straight for the back door instead, and,

as Venturi points out, "That's the way it is with country homes

in America; you usually go in the back door'"

ou might miss this house from the main road in that it sits

way off, down at the end of a cornfield. The land in this
part of Delaware is a blanket of rolling hills and shallow

Preceding spread, the eqst elevation glows at night, nearly reye!'
ing the pian of the house; left, approach [r2m the winding driue

wiy; rtght, tip, east side during day with floating lunette .and
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Across page, the JAnciJul music room on the second floor with
windows that open to dining hqll below. Section drawings at
lnlt oJ the music room show star stenciling )'et to be added.

Inside, to the right is a small nook with a built-in bench and
cabinets on either side. To the left is the kitchen with its large
pantry dining counter, and breakfast nook. which is surrounded
on three sides with six-over-six double-hung windows. One of
the family's favorite pastimes is birdwatching, and this house is
filled with windows, most of them robustly mullioned, each light
framing a view and lending a delicate texture.

A straight shot from the back door delivers you to the din-
ing hall,with an unassuming living room at left, both with walls
alive with yellow and white stenciled flowers. Above the din-
ing table is a two-story space. This volume is light-filled from
the lunette-hidden gable windows, directly across from which
is found another set of windows on an interior wall. What's
going on upstairs, behind those windows? As if overhearing the
question, a grand staircase offers to help solve the mystery.

After ascent, we are under the broad, low roof whose ridge
lines cross in a room alive with color, sunlight, and music. The
music room seems like aprized possession from an earlier time,
its decorative roof braces arching above your head, its wide-
plank oak floors spreading beneath your feet. This is where they
keep the "toys," fine instruments that require careful climate
control. The windows across from the lunette can be opened to
allow views and music down into the dining hall, while the whole
room can be closed off with a wide pocket door. The music of
preference performed here is baroque, and as Karen demon-
strates the acoustics on the organ, the braces'jaunty and colorful
stenciling seems to dance to the music.

iii.=
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To the south of this room is a backstair to the kitchen (with'
out which no good farmhouse would be complete), an office
with a large west-facing window low to the flooq and a bed-
room that makes sensible use of the ample space under the roof
with a loft. A large bedroom to the north of the music room
seems top-heavy with "left over" space, but it's pleasant enough
with a wide, built-in window seat and a broad band of windows
for eyeing the wildlife (even the bathroom has two big windows
for spying bluebirds).

The entire house, as well as its placement on the site, has a
playful quality to it, but not at the expense of some very liv-
able spaces that are tightly designed and function well. "We
didn t want the house to be uncomfortable just for the sake of
looking good," says Peter. It isn t, and it does. !

Above, the dining hall with
tnble. chandelier and built-in
sideboard designed by Ven-
turi. Blue tile floor desig-
nates dining from living (to
right in photo) and gives
the feel of an entrance hall.
Right, living room framed
by its ghostly columns with
view out to the bounding
site. Across page, back
porch with decorative mill-
work and'floating' columns.
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Serene Community of Worship
St. Meintud Xlutttstetg. At'cltitert: Woul,k;tt. X[ol,zrnt, & Purbters. B11Nft.(i.

Firet lloor

Despite the resurgence of Christianity in this country, it is dif-
ficult to find monasteries that are thriving and even rarer to
find new monastic architecture of sensitivity and vision. A tri-
umphant exception is the new monastery at the Saint Meinrad
Archabbey and Seminary, located in the rolling farmland coun-
try roughly midway between Louisville, Ky., and Evansville, Ind.
Designed by Evans Woollen, FAIA, of the Indianapolis, Ind.,
firm Woollen, Molzan & Partners, it is appropriately neither of
a modern nor postmodern genre but has an almost timeless qual-
ity. It is a highly personal statement that at the same time is
remarkably respectful of the 1,500-year-old Benedictine ordeq
of the site and the existing church and seminary, and of the
rich traditions of monastic architecture.

Woollen's success might be traced to the extensive ritual he
engages in before any design is drawn on paper. The late Wil-
liam Caudill called the process "squatting"; Woollen calls it "sym-
pathetic identification." In the case of the monastery, he lived
among the monks for two weeks, participating in their daily
routine that was set down by St. Benedict of Nursia (480-circa
543 A.D.): five to six hours of liturgical and other prayer; five
hours of work (in the case of Saint Meinrad, much of the work
is connected with the seminary); four hours of reading and writ-
ing. In addition, silence is maintained from the evening meal

Above, placed on a blunted point where two slopes meet, the
monasterv takes the shape of an equilaterial triangle with
'houses'inserted into the triangle's points. Right, the polygonal
refectory extends into the open-air cloister and has a copper roo/
as does the original abbey church in the background.

i.,,:,
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to the breakfast hour. So communicative was Woollen's stav
that b-v the end of his retreat he actualll dreamt of the config-
uration that the monastery ultimately would take. Next. Wool-
len traveled to Europe to expkrre the roots of the Benedictine
orcler. visiting the medieval and Romanesque Italian monasteries
and the baroque Our Lady of Einsiedeln Abbey. the abbey
located on Mount Etzel in Switzerlancl from u'hich Catholic emi-
grants set out to founcl Saint Meinrad.

The nen' monastery's site lies just north of the Romanesque
abbey church that was completed in 1907. Here two steep (60
degree) slopes meet at a blunted point. Woollen delicatelv set
the monasterv on the high point of the slopes. offering views
over the countryside and the tiny town below (population 500).
As a result the monaster!' takes the form of an equilateral tri-
angle with its center carved out for an open-air cloister of approxi-
mately 17q acres. By setting two of the triangle's legs at the slopes'
edges. it allowed for a floor level to be tucked into the hill.
thus offering more volume with less bulk. One leg has three
stories on the cloister side with four on the other side: the other
leg has two and three stories. respectiveh'. The third leg. which
sis atop the hill. is one story rising to two as it nears the church.
This arrangement allowed the long views to and from the church
to be maintainecl-because of its hilltop perch. the church can
be seen as far as l0 miles away.

Rather than have the 250-foot-long legs simply intersect at
the angles, Woollen cleverly inserted into each point a two-story,
63-foot-wide building (that became the entr)' house. the belve-
dere, and the calefactory). With this stroke. he risuallv trans-
formed what might have been a rather monoton()us repetition
of like elements into a varying fantasv of different pieces held
together by the symmetry of its parts. The image becomes that
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Across page, bottom, the entry house with its medieval-looking
wooden doors on the monastery's exterior and, top, with glass-
\qned doors on the cloister side. Above, the huge belvedere as

wen from the cloister and, right, from the exterior

pf a small village of warm and inviting dwellings clustered around
rn open courtyard. But the drama is not complete. It needs
contrast and contradiction. So, Woollen added a circular, skylit
stair tower next to the entry house (a form recalling that of a
late 19th century water tower at the other end of the abbey
qomplex) and extended into the cloister a polygonal refectory
with a steeply pitched, conical roof, "a freestanding circle mov-
ing across the cloister," in Woollen's words. Program require-
ments dictated a small kitchen, square in plan, attached to the
refectory and a passageway, in this case diagonal, running from
the refectory through a vesting room housed in one of the trian-
gle's legs and into the church.

In delightful ways, the monastery's design teems with sym-
bolism. For example, the 30 "cells" tucked into the hill are for
the novices. Once professed, each monk moves into one of the
130 cells level with or above the cloister and, in essence, "joins
the community," says Woollen. The three houses are meant to
symbolize the outside world (the entry house), the relationship
between the outside and the monk's inner sanctum (the beF
vedere), and the inner sanctum (the calefactory). Msiton' access
to the monastery is very limited; they are welcomed through
the northwest-facing entry house through a small door set into
a dramatic medieval door (symbolic of a monastic gate?). Cut
into the northeast-facing house is a huge belvedere-26 feet 10
inches high, 13 feet wide, and 47 feet deep, offering a small
window to the world. To complete the Tiinitarian geometry the
calefactory, where historically monks would congregate to warm
themselves in front of a fire, to read, and to associate, is at the
southeast-facing point. At Saint Meinrad, a great sandstone
hearthed fireplace is bookended by a wooden inglenook. Three
glazed archways line the wall opposite the fireplace and over-
look a lovely, intimate garden tucked behind the church. As a
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plavlul gesture. the guest ntaster's quarters in the entry house
is markccl br the onlv diantonrl-shapecl r.r'inr-lor.l, in the complex.
The onlv othcr oclcl-shapecl winclow odd in that it is used only
oncer in {he nt()nasterr'-is a circular uindou announcing the
abbrrt's room. Ancl. appropriatclr'. the abbttt is housed in the
southr.vcst-facing leg. the ning ntost 

"isible 
to thc rest of the

abbe1. In a uar'. then. he lives as the overseer of the entire
grounds.

One thing that Woollen was convincecl of from the start was
the neecl for single-loadecl corridors in the clormitories to "do
arvay with the motel-like setting that would result from double-
loaded corridors." Onlv thc "houses" are double-loaded. A nice
side effect is the abunclant natural light that warrnly floods the
hallways. Also, the corridors line the cloistcr sicle. prom<>ting a
sense oI communitv in passage ancl of isolation or solitude in
the monks' cells. The monks are particularll pleased by their
escape from the old monastery's dark and noisv dc'uble-loaded
corric'lors.

Throughout. simplicitv is the ruling esthetic. followed b-v a
concern for solitude and silence. Walls between the unDreten-
tious monk cells are six feet wide. and each cell has its rtwn
tiny "Pullman" bathroom. Simple materials were chosen to match
those found on other buildings sanclstone exterior u'alls: wood-
frame windows: lerra-cotta tile roofs: concrete floors. which in
some areas have a pebbly, polished surface. (The sandstone founcl

l.r3 .\R('IllfE( t t_Rt: \t.\\ lgfl

Le.lt. tt t.t'1tic'ul monk'.s cell, in this cu.se with tt t'iex' out to the
cloi.ster. Above, the interior o| the pol.t'gonul re.fectctr.t' tt'itlt
its u'ood-tini.shed, conicall.v shaped roo.f. Right, the colefactor.t.
the ntonk's liring room, overlook.s cr srnoll. intimote garden
tttc ked be hind t he ab be.t, c' httrc h.

on the olcler buildings was mined by the monks in a nearbl'
quarryi the sandstone on the new monastery is the same generic
ty'pe.)There are a few exceptions to the rules. The refectory's
roof is clad in copper, recalling that of the church's steeples.
While the monastery s outside walls are sandstone. the cloister
walls are stucco. As Woollen explains. "There appeared a donor
who would give enough money to sheathe onl1" the outside in
sandstone. This proved a happy limitation. The inside of the
large cloister court could then be a smooth creamy white plas-
ter. the soft underbelly of the building." The result is exactly'
as Woollen describes-the cloister has a much more intimate.
softer, and brighter feeling than it would if the walls had been
clad in sandstone. which offers a much colder. but more appro-
priately formal, appearance to the monaster)''s exterior.

Overall. the monastery is a sparsely adorned but not an aus-
tere place. It is restful and offers opportunity for solitude but
also promotes a sense of community. More subtly. it is an
extremely complicated program resolved by masterful strokes
of simplicity and elegance. I
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Part of the annuql review each year from its inception has been a set of essays on
current directions in American architecture, sometimes by architects and sometimes delight" trio is clearly there. Actually this
by commentators from outside of the profession (artists, clients, authors, etc.). This category should be subdivided. Charles
year we turned to architects and critics, noting thst "recent years have been a time Moore (a Dionysian Historical Romantic
of pluralism and eclecticism in American architecture: every)one was trying every- Collisionist, my partner and penonal favor.
thing at once." And then we invited their answers to and comments on the following ite, of course) pays a lot of attention to
questions: "Do you see any new directions coming out of this cacophony? Any coa- context but also makes numerous forays
lescence around new ideas and themes? If so, what are they?" The responses follow. into just about every other group I will
We feel they are unusually thoughtful and are deeply grateful to their authors. D.C. mention. That is because hds a Collisionist

of style as well as of form. While he has
many imitators, none of them seem to do
that. Frank Gehrv (a Vernacular Con-

Mark simon:'It is apprc- ^ A. tw. [:ff.|ff:l)i::'rt:Jj'il:tT:l;#l''!:
priate that American archi- V ffi}.1:K ",t:::g::",T_,1',f*l:_Y.:'^:.^Y::*:;sis or Frederick Fisher in Los Angeles to
teChffe be eCleCtiCl '.Hl i o form splinter sroups. All of these people

of architecture whose conflict and mud- , "C.FJs,$$:**".]tf.I+'i-*F who are purely abstract,like Richard Meier
diness are uncomfortable for architects L-*.-r,^- .:"7.'v'_,.:r' or Peter Eisenman, who see their white

IA+=F4!a

-fil-J.
=-- {:+r"F

use a mix of representational and abstract
We are in the middle of an eclectic period \" -}! --i I lf "i i" / l**il-J "" forms. There are Collisionists, of course,

with excessive cravings for order. Many 9ran6r+t h2)acg1er4 work as a new classicism but are perhaps
of them are eager to resolve it at all coss best called Corbusianic Anti-Sensual

Collisionists.and develop a uniform architectural style.
I disagree. It is appropriate that Amer- n | ,.- Erosionism: The apparent obverse of

ican architecture be eclectic-we have a .--. J-"[ '; Collisionism, this is really just a step away
history of that. More importantly we are il'"-'-' t* i (I've seen desparate Cofiiionists resort 

-

a country of many peoples, cultures, and )?fi \ I to it). Romaldo Giurgola is an I-Kahn-ic

'Do You See New Directions?' ings or rooms together with extraordinary
skill for romantic purpose. Though I
believe both of them are deadly serious,
they seem to have fun doing it-the delight
part of the "commodity, firmness, and

regions. bur 
"urr"nt 

di'fferences, it seems ,-/U\ \ r"{ "",y\ i Erosionist, Gwathm{ Siegel are Classic
tome.comefromayearningforasense '\ . I \ I t -- "t, CorbusianicVoidiss.Bohlin/Powelletal.
of history and place not founl in the same- \ tt ,I - t*" -:*b- are Romantic Sensate Dentists (they are
ness of the modern movement and since \ ;F--+.-:''--"*- I occasionally also known to do bumfs and
we have a multitude of pasts and pres- -Y grinds).
ents, I see no way those achings can be 6a.te,eCou+az*lts^4 I-atent(non)Modernism: Complexity and
satisfied by a new common style. contradiction live with Venturi, Rauch,

The present architectural mix is com-
posed of many small movements, most of
which would like to see themselves pre-
eminent. Those abhorring the confusion
would like to abolish all the rest. Present
day eclecticism ain't what it could be (with
each architect working in several styles),
but rather this second phase of the post-
modern period is competitive eclecticism

architects, not a chart of the most dis-
tinctive, but certainly the most distinct.
Here goes:

Romantic Collisionism: Charles Moore
and Frank Gehry use vernacular or his-
torical precedents and bang their build-
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& Scott Brown, who are still decorating
sheds but also eroding them; in any case,
crafting them better and better iinto buildurarrrrrB LrlEllr uriLrgr arrq ugLLcI urLU uullu-
ings that look suspiciously modern these

i , days. So does the work of those early
masters of Collision, Hardy Holtzman
Pfeiffer.

Postmodern-Formalism (A.K.A. PoMo.

us with dreariness.
The Authentics (or the Prehistoric

Movement): Robert A. M. Stern is doing
his wonderful Hampton houses so they
look as though they've been there for.50

Qu-t+tottrcrtl Post Mod): The most famous of this larg-
(it is a second phase-even the original est of groups is Michael Graves, whose
postmodern architec8 have transformed plans relive the Beaux-Arts but whose ele-
their styles substantially over the past 10 fl vations are a consistently inventive ab-
years). Post postmodernism,like Off-Off ffi1q1114F,r{ sftacted historicism. Other exceptional art-
Broadway, should be particularly lively. r n*{Tfi1flfi1 i, ists working in this vein include Thft

To scorekeep this heavenly fray, I've CflTJfii-.-+ i i.t-:.1 : : : : i,. Architects, Helmut Jahn, Cesar Pelli,
organized architects and their groups into \l-|-t1!13' i 1\^: { '' i t *,i 4--.-r Stanley Tigerman, Kohn Pedersen Fox,
my own personal pantheon according to I.' i-j-iL Ii I\k: I i I f.l I l:;.L:il}/ Kliment & Halsband, and of course the
their formal preferences-the way I see ::1_j H++#+*J godfather, Philip Johnson. Symmetry is
them arrange their buildings and spaces very important here. Many not-so-talented
(which does not necessarily agree with Atn-*rrlr.l A))aoNtrlyl imitators of these people are making sym-
what they claim to do). I do not include metrical buildings too, perhaps because
here many master architects, refiners, or r{, it seems like an easy way to give a build-
those who are in between categories. This .T_.,-r_ ing a sense of order. In fact, I think it's
is not a "best dressed" list of American E-----H i hard, and many lesser imitations will leave

d
\\Ll
WoEta4 t6;t'1 or 60 years; Allen Greenberg is doing his
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Drawings by Mark Simon, AIA

Stanley Abererombie:'...
architechrre has recovened
its sense of humon,'

The 1970s and'80s have produced some
exceedingly silly buildings and many pre-
tentious ones. If Louis Kahn had lived
longer and produced more (he would have
been 83 this year), the picture might look
different; as it is, seen at close range, the
period looks a mess. Even so, the future
seems full of promise because of some
recent shifts in attitude. There have been
at least two or three pretty good develop-
ments and one great one.

One of the pretty good ones is that
architecture has recovered its sense of
humor. Not all the jokes are funny, unfor-
tunately-a price one must expect to pay
if one hasn t cracked a smile in 40 years.
But in addition to a lot of ponderous
"ironic references" there are now some
buildings that can really make us smile.
Stanley Tigerman and Charles Moore are
the great stand-up comics of the lot, but
there is also some more gentle humor in
the work of James Stirling, Graham Gund,
and Frank Gehry.

i
i
I

i

+

t
I*.*+

Another good development is an in-
g they lool< like they've been there for som€ very talented American comers like creased tolerance for variety. Gwathmey
00 yean. Thomas Beeby is ingeniously Andrew Batey and Mark Mack or Siegel and Richard Meier plrform bril-"
oing his so you can t tell when they were Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and Andres Duany lianlly within the modern fradition, and
one. Some wonders come in small pack- are taking clues from them. Neverthelesi Mario Botta continues to find eloquence in
ges-Gerald Allen and Kent Bloomer I suspecithey won't play well in America Euclidian geometry,others have raced off
ave reincarnated art nouveau in a Cen- as an all-coniuming order. They want in every neiv direction imaginable. The lack

{fa1t lamppost. 
- churches to look lilie churches! They're of a dominant style .uy 5" temporarily

Pandemic Abstract Regionalism: Yllig- just too moral; after all we've learnedirom discomfiting, bui it proLably eases the"
brnbull in the West, Anthony Predock Las Vegas. They'll end up as just another way for theimergente of something new.
l the Southwest, Graham Gund in Boston, style tochoosein our caialogues. it is probably ilso healthy that aichi-
.rchitectonica in Miami, T[rner Brooks So_ther-e you have it; it is iot u u".y tecture has losi some of its missionary
t Vermont, some of my friends and part- neat list. In fact it is a damn mess. I do zeal. It can still serve social reform ai
Ers elsewhere in New England, and all not think we should worry about it, how- well as it can rapacious development,
lhicago architects seem very, proud of ever, and demand that ev;rybody get in but we no longir think of architecture
le]r ro9q,(.ogcasionally dyed). line. The last time that happen"i iuur primarily as a"social instrument. Le Cor-
Occult High-Tech: Peter deBrettville is during the modern e.a and, as I noted, I 'busier's 

'Architecture or Revolution' ulti-
te West, Alan Buchsbaum is the East, don't think-that experiment worked out matum of 1923 is hardly understandable
td Krueck and Olsen are in between too well. The highiy organized architec- in 1985. Other illusions have faded also:
cing amazing things with metal, glass' tures ofthe pqst, wtrictr we marvel at- It once seemed that technology and struc-pne, or anything they can get wholesale. those of the Greek and Romans, for tural engineering, by dictatinlg materialsAlien Influence: There are certainly for- instance-were indeed ordered, bui by the and thefi efficieii a'irp"rition, would im-
FT|.t. Yho 

are infl,uencing American slow development of cultural tradition, pose a new discipline, and at times an'lchite-cts protbundly like.Collisionists grown organically-not selected in a dec- bngineer/magician such as Nervi or Otto
rmes Stirling, Hans Hollein, or Arata ade or imposed from without. And that hal made thii possibility seem real. But
gzaki, or Post-Kahn-Formalist Mario natural development, the unity of archi- technology hai proved ioo flexible in its
otta. The Neo-Rationalists like Aldo tectural style, may occur in our culture demands to desirve such obedience.
ossi, O.M- U1g9rs, or Leon Krier claim sooner or iater. If lt has come from within, Function, too, is too easily accommo-
b.future, implying they have discovered then it will be a good thing. Tiue classi- dated to be a primary determinant of form.'chitecture's truest originL-(ann--a1e11ly cism is not a style. when our culture A designer r"jao. iu""r u problem for
i"_:",l"^T?:l.iig^Y:yd like all build- evolves into a less pluralistic one, so will which ihere ir ."rv ."" poisible parti;
g reduced to its archtypal essence. While (and should) our aichitecture. almost always, there is i number of
any architects here write these "Neo- schemes thai can be made to function
xt" Europeans off as being simply over- Mr. Simon's firm is Centerbrook, formerly *"tt. W" have returned to the realization
rme by de Chirico's nightmare paintings, Moory Grover_Harper, in Essex, Conn. that beautiful and meaningful form is not
qY clearly have an influence-(when was Mr. Abercrombie is editor of Interior De- stumbled upon during a search for some-
d last time you saw-or design^ed-a , sign and a former senior editor of this thing else but must bE pursued as theble roof with a round window?). And magazine. archltect,s chief goal. fh" n"* genera_

'tnEE oc fu-W <:',Mry.eaz-./ aq \6e.r_
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tion no longer feels embarrassed to explain
a design decision on the basis of esthetics.

But the really great thing that has
happened is that architecture s amnesia
has been cured; we are reacquainted with
our past. Robert Venturi's Compbxity and
Contradiction in Architecture, now almost
20 years old, showed us an alternative to
modernisrn's simplicity, but it was also
important for making its point with an
impressive battery of historical examples;
the book helped re-establish the respect-
ability of architectural history.

Even so, we are still a bit selfconscious
about our familiarity with past styles and
a bit vulgar about flaunting their trap-
pings. But we can expect to become
increasingly more comfortable with his-
tory, for it is legitimately ours and legiti-
mately relevant, particularly the classical
tradition, from which Western architec-
ture will not, cannot, should not even want
to escape. What continues to be accessible
and useful to us in the classical language,
of course, is not its vocabulary but the
syntax that organizes these details. It is
far easier to mimic a Corinthian capital
than it is to exercise principles of hierarchy,
subordination, proportion, and inflection,
and some architects design now in the
hope that only a symbol will suffice for
substance. It never will.

We can be confident that architecture
will return to enduring principles. It always
does. The classical rules are still valid,
the current enlightenment about history
has opened our eyes to them, and some-
where among the young architects are
those who will assimilate and demonstrate
them in a convincing new architecture.

We have left the clean, tidy, but uni-
form little village of modernism, and we
have wandered, between cities, in a be-
wildering suburban sprawl. But we are
on our way home. Already the air is
clearer, and on the horizon we glimpse
again the beauties of Vicenza, Rome,
Paestum, and even faraway Karnak.

Right, top to bottom: Daniel Solomon's
Glover Street house; Gwathmey Siegel's
Westover School addition: Kallman McKin'
nell & Wood's American Academy of Arts
and Sciences.

lationship to both modernism and history
are unique to our own time.

More than at any other point in the
20th century buildings today can be seen
as part of their immediate environment.
This is not a simple matter of aligning
floors or window heads or matching col-
ors, nor is it a question of applying a
pastiche of the architectural vocabulary
of the neighboring buildings. Contextual-
ism today implies a serious investigation
of site-specific architectural qualities, a
commitment to the broader questions of
urbanism, urban fabric, scale, and mate-
rials. It adheres to the particular place-
ment of the building in both time and
space and its multivalent relationships to
its context. At its best, contextualism
represents a conceptual leap, a focused
extension of program and place into a
physical object that redefines the meaning
of both. Many examples come to mind,
such as Daniel Soloman's Glover Street
house. Robert Venturi's Wu Hall at Prince
ton, and Gwathmey Siegel's additions to
Theodate Pope Riddle's Westover School.

Precedent has a new importance for
us. Buildings are seen not only as spe-
cific objects but as part of the continuity
of architecture over time. In common
practice, architecs deal with problems
that have been addressed again and again
by their predecessors, such as placing a
large house in a landscape or building on
the corner of a busy city street.

Investigation of precedent offers us two
distinctly different kinds of information.
The first and most obvious of these con-
cerns the specific building type (if it exists)
and its variants in both recent and dis-
tant history. If our project is a library
for instance, the past is rich in examples
offering insights into both the practical
and philosophical aspects of that kind of

Cathy Simon: 5...w€ have :l'Jili.ffitf,3#ffi'ffiT'#:J:
WitneSSed a fekindled intgf. dent, the analysis and reinterpretation of

est in mareriatsr 3i",l'n:ff*3T:ilffilH?,'l1T'',H":''
River Crest Country Club exemplifies this

It is a challenging task to consider what direction (see page 210). Here history in-
an age of pluralism makes available to us. forms a building that, in turn, abstracts
On the one hand, the multiple directions and reinterprets it.
explored over the past 10 years in Ameri- Over the past 10 years we have wit-
can architecture seem too various to nessed a rekindled interest in materials,
count, too divene to categorize, often too their capacity to categorize and enliven
superficial to regard as other than fashion. architectue, their importance as the vehi-
On the other hand, pluralism's investiga- cle of architectural expression and imag-
tions have generated suggestive approaches ery, their role in place-making. This new
to architectural problems. Some of these materiality extends from the use of very
are not new buf are rooted in the con- expensive, inlaid marble or granite clad-
tinuum of architecture from past to pres- ding as symbols of corporate status and

ent. Others, because of our particular re- wealth to the imaginative use of ordinary
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)heap materials in new ways, character-
zed by Frank Gehry's early adaptation
rf chain link, or Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer's
ralette of concrete block in Pingry School
see page 192), or Zimmer Gunzel Frascas
rse of terra cotta in their building for the
)regon Health Services Univenity. The re-
wakened concern for materials has been
tccompanied by a desire to decorate and
:laborate buildings, to move away from
he simple diagrammatic planes of mod-
:rnism toward more patterned, layered,
)rnamented building surfaces. By using a
'icher palette of architectural elements
han in the recent past, architects have
reely transfigured cornices, rustications,
oof overhangs, belt courses, and window
rames into a new kind of ornament, giv-
ng buildings both a sense of historic con-
inuity (detail and scale) and intensified
'isual interest.

It is their juxtaposition and relationship-
o architectural modernism that height-
:ns the importance of the significant
rluralistic trends described above. These
.pproaches-serious consideration of con-
:xt, precedent, materials, and ornament-
hould be looked at in the context of
nodernist principles of space, structure,
nd light. Their grounding in the basic
nodernist lesson of responsibility to the
Luman environment givis them their sub-
tance and meaning for architecture today.

In conclusion, two contrasting buildings
ome to mind as illustrative of the poten-
ials and pitfalls of pluralism. On one hand,
levin Rochds corporate headquarters for
ieneral Foods is designed according to
Iassical principles of axiality, symmetry
nd hierarchy. It attempts to float above
s man-made lake like the "great castles
f the Loire Valley." With its overscaled
rtunda and flanking wings, it is meant
r symbolize wealth and power. Whereas
le great chateaux reflected personal nobil-
y and the complex social and political
rder of 16th century France, the Gen-
ral Foods building is an inflated, over-
earing statement about a huge conglom-
rate that makes Tang, Dream Whip, and
)ountry Time.
In contrast, the American Academy of

,rts and Sciences by Kallman, McKinnell
, Wood demonstrates brilliantly how
rchitecture can be invested with mean-
rg through precedent study yet avoid the
appings of eclecticism and fashion char-
cteristic of a more superficial relation-
rip to history. The building itself ech-
es and reiterates its generating principles
r its form, plan, materials, and details.
hough clearly specific to its time, it has
timeless quality that stirs our collective
remory.

ls. Simon's firm is Marquis Associates
L San Francisco. Mr. Rankine is a prin-
pal in Cambridge Seven Associates,
ambridge, Mass.

Although major changes seldom occurred,

G.rryTbryRankine,Not ffffi:,'*Hil"jl,['J*i#l#Sji;
Onlyffa,S mUCh OfOUf Ufban across Europe three and four centuries

b,tifdi"g boring...it was 
-- 

il:#hi""t"::9"",:#;*,?nTffi.
happenlngeveryvherer :il::Llfi:;'.1,:#:::T,lli"?3JT;jl'

years apart in time, and often physically
Rush seems to be essential to our profes- close to each other, were very different
sion now. We rush our designs. We rush in style and approach.
to change one architectural fashion to But once a new style was accepted, it
another. We insist on overpowering our seems to have been given time to develop.
dgsrgns with every idea we currently have. The Renaissance styles were slowly as-
We seldom let the place tell us what is similated into English building, for exam-
needed. And our hyperactivity shows in ple, and the resulting Georgian and
jangling compositions and lack of rela- Adamesque styles were refined for over
tionship in our urban design. a hundred years, not only by architects

A long time ago, before we started our and designers but also-and this must be
own office, I was working as a job captain very important-by the builders and
on a number of projects at a New England craftsmen as well.
prep school. The jobs varied from large Although return to the past is impossi-
to small, new construction to renovations, ble, perhaps we can learn something from
science labs to art studios, theaters to the way that styles were developed. Obvi-
dorms. In the midst of this, the school ously, circumstances were verydifferent.
asked us to convert the lower level of the Previous styles were often what they were
large chapel into a small contemplative because of a very limited access to mate-
chapel for all denominations. Someone rials. Georgian bricks were fired from local
had donated money, so they wanted it clays. Limestone and slate came from no
quickly. We were asked to produce a design great distance.
and contract documents in weeks. We can now choose materials from all

After visits to make design proposals over the world. we clad our buildings
and to supervise construction on the other with the thinnest of Italian marble, cover
projects, the partner-in-charge and I would the floors of public spaces with Welsh
go over to the chapel to get the feel of quarry tile, and use glass and stucco that
the place. In early morning and again in can come from anywhere.
late afternoon, the sun played patterns How can we develop style slowly and
with light and shadow across the floor with the delight and assurance that comes
and on walls. The patterns varied with from knowing and loving materials, in the
the time of day, the weather, the seasons. midst of this abundance? How can we

It would have been good to have taken take time to develop quality in architec-
time to watch the light as seasons changed, tural language when we are constantly
before working out wall positions, floor bombarded with new ideas and new fash-
patterns, and seating. But we did not have ions? And how can we improve our designs
the time. A design was produced by the and develop our skills when our backers
team, and it was a good one, but I was insist on getting into the ground fast before
left with the feeling that it could have the price of money increases?
been better if we had had the time to see Even in the period of my relatively short
and feel the space in all of its moods. lifespan-and I am by no means finished

A chapel for contemplation seemed the yet-there have been two great abandon-
last place to rush design. I remembered ments of architectural philbsophy, as well
the Quaker meetings of my boyhood, as the discarding of many more side trips
watching the sun angle change on the in style and approach. I started my archi-
floorboards and hearing the crackle and tectural education within the then--current
sputter of the fire-little things that made Beaux-Arts system, studying classical de-
the silence more meaningful and the expe- tails, Tiajan alphabets, and the orders, as
rience more rewarding. well as rigorous courses in building con-

In the days of the cathedrals, did they struction, composition, and history all of
not take time to think of shadows on floors this accompanied by a tremendous amount
and columns? Did they take a year or of drawing. This curriculum was inter-
more to think where tie sun would strike, rupted aftEr a year and a half by a stretch
where the windows should be, or how a in the Navy. when I returned, all was
cloister-garth would relate to a transept? changed. Beaux-Arts had been routed by
Or were they rushed every bit as much as Bauhaus, and it was as if nothing of clai-
we are and as a result had to devise quick sical architecture remained. Even the
w.ays of calculating effect rather than expe- analysis of architectural composition with
riencing it? the use of contrast, balance, texture, pro-

It is obvious that we cannot return to portion-all the basic esthetics that I
the past when fashion changes were few. had thought applied to everything-was
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gone. All our previous work had been
abandoned. Everything was thrown out
and replaced by function.

In many respects I welcomed this
change. During the nights of endless draw-
ings of classical details in the Beaux-Arts
period of my life and during the even
more boring nights on and off duty in the
Navy, I, like many others, had been over-
whelmed by Corbusier's books and dia-
grams, and by the humanitarian attitudes
of Gropius. After the Navy,I longed to
get on with things, and "modern" archi-
tecture suited my mood. I enjoyed prob-
lem solving, the analysis of programs, the
evaluation of posible solutions, the effects
of climate, and the analysis of sites. I
liked the way all of these things were ana-
lyzed in an orderly progression of steps.

But,luckily for me, I was doing this
after the discipline of a classical archi-
tectural education. Without thinking, I was
applying the laws acquired from the
courses on proportion and composition.
I knew my history, and I could draw well

-or at least I thought I could.
But most of the others were coming to

this cold. The new courses were good,
and they were very new and very differ-
ent. The basic first-year design course that
I missed-for I jumped back into second
year-was excellent and I envied many
of the beginning students. l,ooking around
the school, nothing from the old era had
survived.

Perhaps the old and the new did not
mix well, but surely there was something
worth keeping. We had learned some very
useful things as we plowed our way through
classical analysis. There were rules for
proportion that had been established over
centuries. There were some beautiful meth-
ods for emphasizing entrances and win-
dows with detail and decoration. There
were ways of ensuring proper scale. There
was balance, contrast, texture, and the
use of shadows, decoration, carving, and
moldings. Under the new regime our plans
worked, the circulation worked, rooms had
the right relationship to each other, and
we were very, very serious about it all. In
retrospect, our subsequent flat, modular
elevations were joyless things compared
with the richness that had come before.

Now we are returning to decoration, to
color, to texture, to some degree of clas-
sicism. mannerism, and historical allusions.
We are also returning to yet another
abandonment of a previous discipline.
Once again it seems that we are keen on
throwing out everything learned in a very
short but intense period of architectural
history a period of design philosophy that
lasted only three or so decades-less, if
one thinks how short a time it was in
accepted usage.

In many respects, it is good that this
change has happened. In the 1960s we
were very limited in our vocabulary and
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very solemn. Ponderous elevations with
one universal detail wrapped repetitive
floor plans. Without doubt we had solved
many of the program problems, circula-
tion diagrams were logical, and, if one
ignored sun angles, climate, and the
amount of fuel needed for heating and
cooling, the constructions were efficient.
Our client developers loved them and
bought and built them like yard goods.
We designed them using varying permu-
tations of catalog details, hardware, and
materials.

To our surprise, after a few years we
discovered that we had painted ourselves
into a corner and that all that was availa-
ble for our use was the univenally accepted
structural frames, curtain walls and skins,
steel studs and gypsum board. Not only
was much of our urban building boring
and joyless, but it was happening every-
where. All our cities seemed bent on
becoming similar. There was little differ-
ence in new buildings in New York,
Hamburg, San Francisco, or Singapore.

I, for one, now find myself glad that
change is with us. To some degree I feel
liberated and no longer feel forced and
expected to design within a very con-
stricting vocabulary. At the same time, I
am very upset that in the process, many
now seem convinced that little in the
Bauhaus years, as they seem to be called,
will be allowed to survive.

Just as it was an appalling waste of tal-
ent and ability when we threw out our
Beaux-Arts learning in the '20s and '30s,
so it is now that we seem determined to
let little that is functional survive. And it
is perhaps an equal concern that an old
constricting vocabulary is being replaced
by a new one that also seems limited.

Is it not possible to enjoy fully the enor-
mous breadth of our vocabulary and with
great care and intellectual consideration
use all that we have learned from the
past? It must be possible to use arches,
columns, balustrades, and podiums and

Below, R. M. Hunt's Beaux-Arts Colum'
bian Exposition Administration Building.

use them within a functionally planned
and well-worked-out circulation system.
There must be appropriate materials for
each region that give us leads as to style
and proportion. Climate must still affect
appearance. The logic of our mid-century
pragmatism must be able to live with a
richer vocabulary both from before and
after is single-minded time at the top.

We must be wise when we build in con-
text, taking leads from surrounding scale,
color, and proportion. When we have as

a gift from the gods a project that must
stand alone or dominate its neighbors, we
surely must be even more wise. It is not
always necessary to overpower everything
we do by using everything we have, and
especially by using everything that we feel
reflects today's shapes and detail.

Architects, when they have built up their
background of learning, studying from the
past, and analyzing the reasons of, for
example, successful proportion or the
sense of rightness in great design whether
by Palladio or l,ouis Kahn, are equipped
to do much more than follow blindly. Per-
haps they need more time to design build-
ings well. If that is not always possible,
perhaps they need time between projects
to think design and materials and all of
the things that make up great architec-
ture, so that when asked to design quickly,
they can with clarity and assurance.

We are in a period of change-change
that is greater and quicker than we have
known before. And it is happening to all
the arts, not only to architecture. In the
last 20 years we have traveled beyond our
planet. This has allowed us to achieve
many things; but two of them, I think, are
quite remarkable. One is that with our sat-

ellites we can dispense enonnous quanti-
ties of information around the world with
great speed; we all know what each other
is doing instantly. The other is that we have
seen that the world is a unique and a com-
plete and separate entity. We knew it
before, but seeing the photographs from
space brought it home to not only schol-
ars and astronomers, but to all of us.

Our systems give informational retrieval
to an amazing degree. We can summon
to our drawing boards all that is known
about historical building and design and
all that is happening around the world
today. We can get all that we need to
know from Doric temples to African huts.
As a result, we can play leapfrog with
history and geography and, if we allow it,
put things together that have little or no
real relationship. All is possible.

We need to give all of this time. We
should be wise and selective to think our
way out of this superabundance with great
care. We can do it. We are relatively well-
educated. The real need is to be aware ol
it all but not to rush into half-conceptions
that lead us to the unrelated cacophony
that seems to be much of modern cities.
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Ioseph Giol-arurirri:'Archi-
tecfurc has become quite
literallv artisticl
Modernism and postmodernism are no
onger an academic debate: Corporate
)atronage of postmodern design over
.he last five years has taken it out of
rcademia, legitimizing it with major struc-
:ures built under marketplace circum-
;tances. American cities like Houston,
3hicago, New York, San Francisco, and
;econdary cities like Knoxville, Louisville,
vVilmington, and Stamford all boast impos-
ng buildings that are historicist, symmet-
'ical, decorative, monumental, and rich.
3uildings again have weight and again a
loman notion of civitas-their charisma
s reinvigorating the city. Just as corpo-
ate support of modern architecture after
rVorld War II established it as the reigning
;tyle, corporate support is again confer-
'ing approval on postmodernism. Mod.
:rnism iself is much invigorated for the
:ompetition.

But postmodernism has triggered other
:hanges that are not postmodern; the
:hanges seem to be proliferating and the
ate of change accelerating. The search
or what a building should look like is
eading into sources of images beyond
he traditional ones used by architects,
:ven beyond eclecticism. American archi-
ecture is no longer either modern or
)ostmodern; some architects are now also
ooking to graphics, the decorative arts,
rnd art for other images and approaches.

If postmodernism has brought back the
vall as an enclosing surface that can be
lecorated; the modernist skin has also
:volved and is now decoratively liber-
rted through the graphic manipulation of
urfaces: Hard-edged, cblorful graphics
row decorate taut building skins. In many
rffice buildings-in cities, office parks,
rr just off the highway, regardless of
:ontext-strips and patterns of color ani-
nate the surfaces of buildings that other-
vise remain very simple. They might be
ed or blue dashes across a facade, or
.lternating bands, or plaid compositions
rf opaque glass; but whatever the design,
lis flat, mechanically drawn and could
re on a page. A sculpturally shaped vol-
rme does not accept graphics as much
s a simple volume, since complex pat-
:rn and complex shape compete.
The use of the graphic skin is hardly

ew Cesar Pelli was one of the first to
xplore the skin as independent of the
oor slab, giving the skin great freedom
:om the building. His Mondrianesque
urface on the MoMA apartment tower

{r. Giovannini writes about architecture
)r the New York Times.
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Above, Robert Graham's Doumani house;
right, top to bottom, Gehry influences:
Robert lrwin's '9 Spaces 9 Tiees'at City
Plaza in Seattle: Kenneth Price's'Untitled'
of glazed and fired clay; Larry Bell's plate
glass sculpture, 'The Cat.'

is one of the most conspicuous applica-
tions, but they now abound and are a
way out of the design monotony militated
by most budgets for speculative office
buildings.

Perhaps the most innovative applica-
tion of graphics to architecture is the flat
surface made spatial-Eric Moss's "Petal
House" in Los Angeles has broad, flat,
colored surfaces that are not confined to
a volume, but are in fact many articulate
parts. An epherneral but more extensive
example was last summer's Olympics,
which was graphic for the first time rather
than architectural. The Santa Monica
graphics firm Sussman/Prejza, in associa-
tion with The Jon Jerde Partnership of
[,os Angeles, used broad sheets of colored
fabric, sometimes in uniform colors,
sometimes in prints, in three-dimensional
ways. Judges' stands, for example, had one
colored band as a front apron, parallel to
a backdrop and other panels in other
colors.

Architecture, it is said, has been the
mother of the arts, and certainly of the
decorative arts. Modern architecture, for
example, came first, and then the Cesca
chair and the Corb chaise. Knoll followed
architecture that followed function. TMav.
however, the decorative arts, themselves
allied with the fine arts, are inspiring some
architects. The quizzical concoctions of
Memphis- whether etageres by Ettore
Sottsass or ceramics by Peter Shirer-have
engendered a vocabulary of imbalanced,
clashing, and acidic forms that many
architects are using in their architectural
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speech. James Stirling tosses improbable
colors and shapes into his Stuttgart
museum-they are rapid, topical gestures
that animate the building even though
they have no effect on its organization.
Younger, trendier designen-Brian Mur-
phy in California-quote this vocabulary
playing, for example, shifted black-and-
white checkerboard grids off sheets of
translucent green ornite-they are spot
responses, sometimes humorous.

Peter Shirer himself designed two dis-
cotheques for the Olympics Villages at
UCLA and USC this summer, with col-
onnades of squiggles, and a small forest
of bent exhaust pipes-it is a flirtation
with chaos and an environment of energy,
and one with lessons. Craig Hodgetts and
Ming Fung were able to make architec-
ture out of this idiom in Cookie Express,
a roadside cookie hut that splices Russian
constructivism, McDonald's, and Peter
Shirer ceramics. The project was cited
this year by Progressive Architecture in
its January awards issue.

At its best, buildings inspired by deco-
rative arts are somewhat like Chopin-the
decoration has taken over the building
and is the architecture itself; the teapot
is now a building, and in the right hands
it isn't trivial.

For some architects, art and architec-
ture are separate. Despite his longstanding
interest in art, Philip Johnson looks to
other buildings rather than art as a source
of inspiration. Frank Gehry, on the other
hand, has looked to such artists as Larry
Bell, Ed Moses, Billy Al Bengston, Ken
Price, Bob lrwin, and Don Judd, and his
buildings reflect their work by exploring
architectural transparency, reflections, illu-
sionism, and materials. Some of these art-
ists create works that are environmental;
Gehry has simply made the environmen-
tal art habitable. Architecture has become
quite literally artistic; art is the mother.

It is perhaps because buildings have
always to finally account for themselves
to gravity that they have been rational,
but architecture inspired by art does not
acknowledge this necessity. There is no
clear line of weight in Gehry's buildings,
from top to bottom-his new aerospace
museum addition, for example, seems to
torque itself free of gravitational pull.

Gehry's buildings may look "cheap";
they may confront the loss of craft; they
may be materialistic in their display of
raw materials left raw. But they are intui-
tive rather than cerebral designs-done
from the gut. Their power lies in irra-
tionality.

There are other instances of this new
irrationality in architecture. The PA award
winning tower in Leonforte, Sicily, by
Jorge Silvetti-similar to buildings con-
ceived by John Hejduk-is, perhaps, a
regional or vernacular building, like other
postmdern efforts; but it is also a strongly
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poetic response full of connotations and
ambiguities, not at all a neutral object
without associations.

Some of the artistic architecture is actu-
ally the result of an architect and artist
collaborating at an early stage in the for-
mation of a project. Frederick Fisher and
the artist Eric Orr, both of [,os Angeles,
worked together on a powerful renova-
tion of a loft done in downtown Los
Angeles, and Fisher says that people who
do not know who did what would be hard
pressed to tell. Also in Ios Angeles, sculp-
tor Robert Graham designed the Doumani
house, and a group of artists has done
site-specific, house-bound works physically
part of the architecture.

In the design competition for a winery
in Napa Valley, five pairs of artists and
architects collaborated, and the collabo-
ration was more than a token one-the
artists did not arrive at an already de-
signed building ex post facto. Environ-
mental artist James Turrell and architect
Robert Mangurian produced a building
that shapes a hill and affects an entire
landscape; there are alignments to the
equinoxes and responses to the sun that
are not bids for saving energy, but an
architecture of metaphysics. The result is
a building that commands a landscape
shaped to relate to the stars. Head on, it
has a posture and directness similar to
Queen Hatshepsut's tomb and is more pow-
erful than Michael Graves'and Edward
Schmidt's more decorative and finally pic-
turesque winner.

This sort of environmental art dealing
with the earth has introduced consid-
erations of a larger order and a very dif-
ferent appeal, setting a precedent for
widening architecture's scale and scope.
Turrell himself has been working on the
Rodan crater in Arizona, incising and shap
ing its dish for astronomical alignments.
He is collaborating with Mangurian on
architectural components within the large
site. The "intervention" in the dish are
creating a physical intermediary between
man and something much larger-much
like Greek temples that, as Vncent Scully
has pointed out, mediated between man
and the larger landscape and its mean-
ings. The architectural earth works have
a quasi-religious significance, like Egyptian
architecture, rooted in the land but aligned
to the sky-where the wonder of the earth
has been brought to the individual
building.

At a building scale, there have been
other efforts that achieve the intensity
and concentration of religious space.
When Mangurian and Hodgetts, as part-
ners, did the Gagosian Gallery and house
in Venice, Calif., they created a cylindri-
cal outdoor space that related the house
to the sky by a strong vertical axis at the
center of the open cylinder. The roof ring
at the top of the cylindrical court casts

an elliptical shadow on its own circular
wall, and that ellipse moves mysteriously
around the court as the day progresses.
Some of the rigid geometric alignments
of the architects Agrest and Gandelsonas
have a cryptic quality that suggests spe-
cial meanings. With strong, unintem.rpted
walls that contain spaces, the rooms are
highly concentrational, with the intensity
of religious space.

An architecture of intuition like Frank
Gehry's and a metaphysical landscape like
James Turrell's are not easily rational-
ized and taught in school. Unlike the
vocabulary of modernism or postmod-
ernism, this is not a language that is read-
ily learned and applied. The risks are
great; only the enormously gifted need
draw.

American architecture seems to be
emerging from the style of eclecticism in
which it is possible to pluck a style out
of a book and apply it on a facade. It
seems, now, to be entering a period of a
less style-oriented pluralism, one inspired
not by different, out-of-context historical
styles but by different disciplines alto-
gether.

It is an exciting period.

Gerald Allen:'The mid-
1980s discovery...is
landscape desig;nl

I recentiy overheard two eminent critics
discussing the history of modern art.
"When," asked one, "did modern art actu-
ally begin?" "In 1815," replied the other,
"more or less." "Right," said the fint.

At the time it was a pleasant surprise
to hear two people who knew what they
were talking about agree so precisely on
a question whose answer I would have
thought a good deal more complex. But
as I think about it now, what pleases me
even more is this: If I was surprised, think
how surprised a person living in 1815
would have been. Did any student painter
rush into his master's studio sometime in,
say, July of that year shouting, "Modern
art just started!"? That we have no record
of such an event is undentandable, since
even though the birth of modern art
seemed to my two friends to have been a
definite historical occurrence, it actually
was, when it began to happen 170 yean
ago, no more than a few faint and uncer-
tain signals-intelligible, if they were in-
telligible at all, to only the most prescient
and the most attentive observers.

Mn Allen is an architect who practices in
New York City. This article is based on a
lecture given at the school of design at
North Carolina State University, where he
has recently been a visiting critic.



The signals were nonetheless really
there. One of them was an increasing inter-
est in Gothic, not just the then-familiar
"Gothick" of the 18th century revivals,
but "real" Gothic architecture from the
Middle Ages. From a close inspection of
it, the concept of "authentic" construc-
tion began to emerge-"true" construc-
tion, as Pugin and later Ruskin and Mollet-
le-Duc were to think of it. Such a concept
led by extension to the notion that mate-
rials have a truth of their own, and so do
the ways-by hand, for instance, or by
machine technology-in which they are
produced. It also led by extension to
the notion of the truth of the "impres-
sion" made by the light reflected from
these materials on the human eye and
brain. All of these ideas have figured
prominently in 20th century theories of
art and architecture, and they still do, of
course, today.

But back in 1815 their beginnings were
still nothing more than a few apparently
random phenomena in a cluttered array
of events and beliefs, of facts and allega-
tions, opinions and contradictions- not
just about art, of course, but about war,
peace, wealth, poverty, and all other sub-
jects with which people routinely concern
themselves.

It is therefore worthwhile to note that,
at least in the actual living of it, 1815 was
in all probability-if you will forgive me
for using the hackneyed phrase-a some-
what "pluralistic" year. So, in just the same
sense, were all of the years before it, and
all the ones since.

I suspect that major ethical features of
any era, things that are enormously eas-
ier to see in retrospect than at the time,
come in at least two varieties. An exam-
ple of one is our case of early modern
art, something of which there are at first
only hins and flickers in various quar-
ters, but hints and flickers that go on
increasing, ultimately to coalesce and
become coherent beliefs commonly held.
A second and perhaps even more elusive
sort of feature is, in essence, a matured
version of the first: those beliefs that are
io generally held that they no longer seem
rptional. Indeed at times they no longer
reem even worth mention; instead they
have become transparent, like a lens
lhrough which we more or less commonly
yiew the world. These are society's ver-
lion of those unconscious patterns of
oehavior in individual people that are often
ro maddeningly obvious to everyone else
rut altogether invisible to one's self.

So our own epoch, here in the United
itates in 1985, naturally seems pluralistic
ls we try to live through it. But like other
:imes it must have scattered about in it
rascent suggestions of important new pat-
:erns of belief that will fully emerge only
ater. Also our time must most assuredly
rave certain broad areas of consensus, of

Gersld Allen's Cherry Hill Concourse be-
side Centrsl Park Lake in New York City.

deeply shared beliefs as obvious as the
noses on our faces and as unlikely to be
particularly noticed by us.

In our recent history these commonly
shared beliefs, whatever they may be, have
been especially unapparent. This is be-
cause for the past decade the pluralism
that was a matter of daily course in other
times became, in our own time, an actual
doctrine that was aggressively proclaimed
and aspired to. Doing this was doubtless
an understandably human response to a
previous decade s bitter disagreements over
fundamental matters of individual and col-
lective purpose. The doctrine of plural-
ism, which permitted the peaceful coex-
istence of a number of different points of
view, was an obvious solution.

It always did, however, drag along with
it one nagging question, which has con-
tinued to nag as time has gone on: Did
this attitude that we seem to have adopted
as a cultural ideal renresent a noble vic-
tory after previous etlhical struggles or was
it in reality only a somewhat ignoble truce?
Has our proud advocacy of it been the
expression of a laudable, Iiberal, and tol-
erant ideal for society, or is it little more
than a fearful avoidance of the tough task
of actually deciding for ourselves what
and who we really are?

I, for one, happen to believe that our
nation has an identity, just as a family of
separate individuals has a shared iden-
tity. It may not be readily apparent, and
it may not surface of its own accord, but
I believe that with a concerted effort the
identity of our national family can really
be grasped. And if it can be grasped, it

can be thought about critically, affirmed,
and corrected. And if it can be thought
about, affirmed, and corrected, then our
architecture can and should depict it.

A pluralism that masquerades as toler-
ance while letting us avoid the task of
deciding and depicting who we are seems
to me a pluralism that is suspect. On the
other hand, it does have to be acknowl-
edged that one of the problems of mak-
ing decisions of any kind is that in so
doing we run the risk of making bad mis-
takes. "There is a solution to every prob-
lem," H. L. Mencken is said to have said,
"quick, easy, and wrong." This is a fact
that greatly preoccupied, for instance,
Prince Hamlet but that so far does not
appear to have even dawned on the Rev.
Falwell, to his and, in my opinion, our
culture's disadvantage. I am no theo-
logian, but it does seem to me that a
rigid morality based on one group's inter-
pretation of holy writ is, literally, preju-
diced, in that it judges objective circum-
stance on the basis of preconceived and
inauthentic data. As an architect, I am
not convinced that making buildings based
rigidly on fothagorean formulas or on clas-
sical dogmas-or always (the current fad)
with square windows-is in principle much
different.

Leaving aside the Falwellian dilemma,
we can still ask how, at least in architec-
ture, we can make buildings that rise to
the challenge of depicting who and what
we collectively are and that do this in a
nonprejudicial way on the basis of authen-
tic data? I cannot, of course, claim to
know the answer to so bold a question.
But I do at least have one modest sugges-
tion: learn from landscape.

The subject of landscape is noq of
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course, all the rage in almost every archi-
tectural quartet having the kind of status
in the mid-1980s that historicism, struc-
tural expressionism, or vernacularism pos-
sessed in earlier stages in the evolution
of design trends. So to talk about a sub-
ject that is currently of such moment, it
would doubtless be only prudent to begin
simply by asking what it is.

What, then, is landscape? Our modern
word "landscape" comes from the late Mid-
dle English words "lands," which means
"land," and "skip," which apparently in
this context means "shape." So landscape
probably means "land-shape" or "the shape
of the land." I actually slightly prefer "the
lay of the land," which has the ability to
imply, correctly as we shall see, a human
situation as well as a topographical
configuration.

Landscape, as it is currently discussed
in architectural circles, seems actually to
be two basically different things. The fint
is a mainly descriptive and analytical dis-
cipline; the second is the more traditional
design discipline as practiced by archi-
tects and landscape architects.

The descriptive and analytical disci-
pline - sometimes called "cultural land-
scape"-is perhaps best defined in geog-
raphers terms. One of the basic branches
of geography is "physical" geography, the
study of the physical earth and the natu-
ral processes that operate on it. Distinct
from physical geography is "human" ge-
ography, the study of the earth as modi-
fied by people. Human geography is thus
a very inclusive subject, which, of course,
accounts for a large part of is appeal. It
is the study of people through the study
of the shapes people have made across
the face of the world, and thus it poten-
tially coalesces with human history iself,
since it is hard to think of many signifi-
cant human acts that, sooner or later, did
not result in some physical modification
to the earth. In practice, of course, hu-
man geographers focus primarily on the
more obvious modifications like fields,
roads, dams, bridges, towns, and, of course,
buildings. Human geography is, as I un-
derstand it, virtually synonymous with the
descriptive and analytical version of land-
scape that is sometimes called "cultural
landscape."

That this kind of landscape study has
come so vividly to the attention of archi-
tects at this point seems the more or less
direct result of the work and personality
of one man, J. B. Jackson. As editor of
Landscape magazine and as a teacher at
Harvard and Berkeley, Jackson long ago
had an early and, I suspect, radical influ-
ence on several important American
architects-among them Charles Moore
and Robert Venturi. But it was only in
1980 with the publication of. The Neces-
sity for Ruins, a collection of masterful
and elegant short essays, that his work
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became really widely known. The book
is now more or less required reading in
many schools.

One of the more obvious features of
the study of human geography as Jackson
and many other distinguished practition-
ers present it is simply that it is so inter-
esting, both to read about and ultimately
to learn to do oneself. And the more one
becomes intrigued by it, the more excit-
ing becomes the process of unraveling
whole skeins of meaning from the most
unprepossessing of physical clues.

However involved this pursuit may be-
come, though, it is in fact based on a
single quite simple axiom. This is that
the physical configuration of the man-made
world-any part of it, not just high-style
architecture or consciously designed
gardens-can be observed in the same
way that a chronicle of political or social
events can be read, and that the result
will be found to have human meaning.

This, like many other axioms, sounds
at fint so flat-footed and so obvious as to
seem almost not worth mentioning. Its
truth, though, is elaborated in its corol-
laries.

'Architects," the landscape architect
l,ester Collins recently noted, "spend much
too much time looking at their drawings
and not enough time looking out the win-
dow." A first corollary of human geogra-
phy is that the physical world and its
human implications can best be under-
stood in the first instance not by specu-
lating about them but by simply observing
them.

A second corollary is that a real under-
standing of the physical world will only
come from observing the whole of it, not
just the selected parts that may happen
to appeal to us. All of the physical world
is deemed relevant, or, as Peirce Lewis,
the Pennsylvania State University geogra-
pher, says, "there are no uninteresting
landscapes."

A third corollary is that in looking care-
fully at all aspects of the physical world,
we will find ourselves extending our views
not only outward in space but also back-
ward in time. We will be observing the
past as we observe the present, for in
almost any given human landscape there
are remnants of layers and layers of pre-
vious landscapes, hinting therefore not just
of what is, but also of the many other
things that once were.

A final elaboration of the basic axiom
of human geography, scientific in spirit,
is really an amalgamation of all the rest.
Earlier I claimed that our collective cul-
tural identities can reasonably be grasped
and understood and that it is architec-
ture's purpose to represent them. The ques-
tion was then raised of what kind of data
architecture will use in making such a
representation. The fourth corollary of
human geography, the corollary of authen-

ticity, answers this question. Antithetical
to prejudice and preconception, it holds
that what is authentic is what can be ob-
served objectively. Conversely, it implies
that what cannot be observed objectively
is, if not inauthentic, at least questionable.

The second of the two basicallv differ-
ent kinds of landscape tlrat I meniioned-
landscape design-is today of intense
interest to many architects who feel it is
a subject of vital importance, who avidly
study its history, and who assert some-
what tactlessly that its essence is some-
thing with which the actual profession of
landscape architecture has somehow lost
touch.

Architects, like everyone else, need ev-
ery so often to feel that they have dis-
covered something new. The mid-1980s
discovery it seems to me, is landscape
design, and in many ways it is not so much
a discovery as it is a somewhat new way
of reformulating old and enduring con-
cerns. I mean this in no disparaging way:
that the concerns are old and enduring
means only that they are significant and
difficult to solve; that landscape design is
a way of reformulating them means only
that architects have discovered a way to
introduce new zest into a traditionally im-
portant pursuit.

The pursuit, quite simply, is of a way
of understanding, then making, the con-
nection between individual buildings and
the rest of the world. The geographer
Peirce Lewis has suggested that architects
could better improve the world by paying
close attention to two things: centers and
edges. When he says this he seems to be
implying that architec8 have on the whole
done somewhat better at the former than
at the latter, and I suspect few would dis-
agree. Learning from landscape design is
meant to be a way of redressing this
imbalance.

In the process it offers some further
appealing insights, the first of which is
this: Once an architect's concerns have
been expanded beyond the perimeters of
an individual building to the edges of its
site, then there is the further hope that
they may be expanded yet further still.
Geographers use the distinction between
"site" and "situation" to characterize this
further expansion. "Site" is used when de-
scribing conditions within a building's prop
erty lines. "Situation," by contrast, is used
to describe all the conditions beyond, both
physical and otherwise, that have an im-
pact on the site, and also all of the con-
ditions of the site that have an impact on
the surroundings.

A second insight provided by landscape
design is that there is a variety of ways,
stylistic as well as morphological, to solve
a design problem and that no particular
onus need attach to choosing freely among
the various options in response to the
particular situation at hand. This is be-



cause landscape design seems traditionally
to have been somewhat less fervently doc-
trinaire about its methods, and somewhat
more accommodatingly circumstantial,
than architecture.

Still another insight, in reality just a
plain fact, is that it is difficult if not im-
possible for a landscape design to be an
object, but relatively easy for it to be a
space. As a space, it is something that in
order to be understood needs to be moved
through and experienced in time. The ex-
perience of landscape tends to be actual.
Idealizing and abstraction are discouraged.

Earlier I noted that the kind of plural-
ism that masquerades as tolerance while
letting us avoid the task of deciding and
depicting who we are is a pluralism that
is highly suspect. Let me conclude by
mentioning a kind of pluralism that seems
to me not suspect at all and instead seems
truly tolerant: It is the kind just implied
in the descriptions of both kinds of land-
scape disciplines-the kind that focuses
on actual experience and on what can be
objectively observed, regarding them as
authentic; the kind that extends outwards
from a physical site to a human situation;
and the kind that, with a new kind of
catholicity, searches outward in space and
backward in time for authentic clues as
to what we are.

It is not the quality of individual build-
ings that is at issue. Many are brilliantly
designed. But, separated and scattered in
both city and countryside, they remind
me of a Great Jeney Tiain Wreck, a frag-
mented hodgepodge of the arrogantly
assertive, the excessively private, and the
exquisitely disordered. The problem goes
far beyond different architects playing dif-
ferent tunes at different tempos. It goes
beyond their playing different instruments:
two violins, three trumpets, a piccolo, and
two drums. Not even Mozart could draw
harmony, let alone coherence, from such
a collection.

Nevertheless, this cacophony may be
misleading, drowning out a small chorus

of dismayed but dedicated architects. I
believe there is a growing body of archi-
tectural thought that, surmounting the adu-
lation for the single flamboyant building,
is once again paying attention to larger
concerns: to the historic organization of
cities, to landscapes, to streets, to con-
tinuities.

The new value placed on the continu-
ity of the street is absolutely clear. Once,
I-e Corbusier wrote a chapter on "The
Death of the Street." The modernist
sensibility focused on the free flowing con-
tinuity of open spaces, not on the contin-
uous street. Today, most of us are con-
vinced that the street is a fundamental
design element in cities. In that respect,
Jane Jacobs was right; but she was more
sociological than architectural. Today, we
are again engaged in the design of many
different kinds of streets-some pictur-
esque and medieval, some geometric and
almost baroque-to enliven our cities.
Now,I believe everyone will agree with
me: Great streets make great cities.

I find evidence of the emergence of
this new sensibility, this new vitality, every-
where. It is particularly striking in Phil-
adelphia, which has had a history of self-
awareness dating back to William Penn's
original plan in 1683 and to the 1960s,
when Edmund Bacons Center City plan
was presented to the AIA convention.
There is a very large contrast between

Robert Geddes:'...the those days and now. With our new sensi-
bility, architects today would design Penn

gl€ening of America is part *.'3:Tj-t.j:"-y Tl"t::j,I:'-:ll!:
of a new urbanimf

Flor example, many of us are now specu-
lating about the scale and appropriateness,
of Society Hill towers. Would they have
been better scaled to the riverfront itself?
Why are they standing up, when it is pos-
sible that they could be lying down on
their sides, harmonizing with the scale of
their neighbors?

A similar respect for the continuity of
buildings would rearrange the first blocks
of the 1950s Penn Center so that, instead
of having discrete buildings with space
flowing around them in an ambiguous rela-
tionship, architects today would organize
the structures and spaces along the streets
and around an open courtyard or atrium,
echoing the plan of D. J. Burnham's 1902
John Wanamaker store across the square.

The Municipal Services Building pro-
vides still another example of revisionist
perspectives. In the 1960s, this annex to
City Hall won the top award in the Pro-
gressive Arc hitecture design competition.
It features a free-standing, Greek Cross
tower plan. Such an approach would be
unthinkable today; the building competes
directly with City Hall and stands apart
from ir surroundings. Contemporary archi-

Mr. Geddes is a design partner of the
Philadelphia-Princeton firm Geddes
Brecher Qualls Cunningham.

tects, whatever their favored characters
and convictions, would design the Munic-
ipal Services Building as part of a civic
wall enclosing and enhancing City Hall.

I know first-hand that these are not
just abstract issues or wishful thinking
because, as fate would have it. the Phila-
delphia City Planning Commission has
retained Geddes Brecher Qualls Cun-
ningham's Robert Brown and me as the
urban design consultants for its new Cen-
ter City plan, scheduled for completion
by the end of this year. Our work will
stress both change and continuity, neigh-
borhoods as well as business, large scale
form and small scale detail. The new plan
will be designed to conserve as well as to
develop the now historical Bacon plan.
It will, however, also bring forth the new
possibilities that are emerging in archi-
tectural and social thought today.

Philadelphia s enlightened urban con-
sciousness is part of a widespread urban
sensitivity to street walls, streets, and urban
surroundings, which is now matched by
a newfound respect for the relationship
between buildings and landscape. Until
recently, most modern buildings were
designed to contrast with the surround-
ing landscape, whether naturalistic or pas-
toral. Many of today's architects are as
interested in the landscape being a for-
mal corollary rather than a contrasting
setting. Twentieth century architects are
profoundly interested in French and Italian
16th and 17th century gardens. The pho-
tographs of Ronchamp that used to serve
as pinups in architectural offices have

lcft, 'Great Jersey Ti"ain Wreck'; below
Philadelphia's Cily Hall area as it is, and
how it might be redesigned, bottom.
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been replaced recently by postcards of
Vaux le Vicomte.

Moreover, architects are again taking
on design responsibility for large-scale
landscapes. For example, I have had a
wonderful time designing Liberty State
Park, the new western shore of New York
inner harbor, and Robert Venturi has
designed the park to be built on top of
Westway, the highway projected for New
York City's waterfront. Moreover, in many
ways, architects are bringing the landscape
of the street to the indoors-into midblock
arcades, atriums, and courtyards. In work-
ing with both land and buildings, a large
body of American architects has moved
to close the gap that opened in the 19th
century between landscape architecture
and architecture.

Today, the greening of America is part
of a new urbanism. Nature is not only
the setting but the source of our ideas
for buildings and cities. The garden has
always been a critical model. Even when
individual buildings are cacophonous,
there is a profound search underway.
Architects have learned through actual
experience that Le Corbusier's high den-
sity, vertical garden city is as flawed a
model as Frank Lloyd Wright's lowdensity,
sprawling, uncentered Broadacre City.

But, in our metropolitan landscapes, I
must admit that the situation seems less
than encouraging. There is little or no
public intention to shape an order. The
Route 1 corridor outside of Princeton is
a prime example of the Jeney Tiain Wreck.
Recently, even here there is a struggle to
find ways to grapple with the wreckage.
A bill now before the New Jersey Legisla-
ture would establish the equivalent of a
Coastal Management Zone to oversee the
New Jersey corridor as carefully as has
been done for the Pine Barrens.

Finally, a welcome pluralism has
emerged among architects involved with
cities. Just as modern architecture has
been enriched by an understanding of his-
tory so alternate models of urbanism are
being considered. A close look is being
taken at the way streets and cities were
composed in the l9th century. Hegeman
and Peets Civic Art is the bible, again.
The portfolios of McKim, Mead & White
are being looked at as urbanistic works,
elements of the city. Both the Greek agora
and the Roman forum are seen as formal
possibilities for public life. Aldo Rossi's
The Architecture of the City, abook
that draws strength from the rich inherit-
ance of European urbanism, is exerting a
powerful influence. There is a new and
welcome awareness of how cities grow
incrementally, acquiring their own con-
sciousness in memory, engaged in a fas-
cinating but endless struggle between the
particular and the universal, the individ-
ual and the collective, the private and
the public.
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Charles I{ Moorei 6...oom-

plexity...becomes the
order of the day.'

I sat down to write an essay saying that I
did not see any new directions coming
out of the long cacophony of the present
excitements, but I ended up realizing that
I did. and do. see a new direction-and
that that direction is complexity; so this
piece becomes a plea for complexity. We
continue, I think, to look for the simple
and to believe that a time is coming when
the multiple voices that surround us will
coalesce into one great ringing harmoni-
ous chorus. I think we fool ounelves. We
fool ourselves because we are used to
the simple, the pure forms that Le Cor-
busier wrote so eloquently about in Ters
une Architecture. The simplicity did not
seem to affect [c Corbusier of Ronchamp
and afteq but it did certainly afflict our
cities and the minds of architects.

For all the years that I was growing
up, "order" was the goal, and architects
frequently bragged that they had achieved
it by leaving out everything that did not
fit. Frank Lloyd Wright noted that genu-
ine arrogance was more becoming than
false modesty. I think it has come to our
attention by this time that genuine com-
plexity is more becoming than false sim-
plicity, the kind that masks the complex-
ities of a house and private lives in a
highrise condominium behind matching
shades, so that we might conclude that a
condominium building is the branch office
of some insurance company headquartered
in Amsterdam.

Almost 20 years ago, Robert Venturi
wrote stirringly about complexity and
contradiction; even before that Bucky
Fuller pointed out, in one of his most
interesting images, that it is not a simple
visible world anymore. Fuller thought per-
haps the last men to be in full control of
others were the naval officers of any time
before World War I. Until then, they could
tell their men what to do, could see
whether it had been done, and generally,
until they got too old, in a pinch, do it
themselves. Since World War I, Fuller
points out, much of our world has gone
underground, where it gets to be far more
complex than previously. A naval officer
commands men, and now women, who
are adept at specialities of which he knows
far less than they, and he has to rule his
little world out of a fairly frightening spe-
cies of ignorance.

Unquestionably, most of the things on
this planet that we admire are the prod-
uct of simpler times. We, by now mostly,
all admire Georgian houses, which speak
of what l,ouis Kahn would have called
an"area of human agreement." When all

the buildings in a city could be variations
on a theme, rich variations agreeing with
each other about all the general princi
ples, even a Victorian "Battle of the
Styles," however the historical periods may
vary is representative of a highly discern-
ible framework for architects doing
battle on a known field with rules and
enthusiasms, it seems from here, clear to
everyone. Many of us expect that what
we all admire about Georgian agreement,
or even Victorian strife, will be repeated
in the period just ahead. I think not. The
image that the boys (and a few girls) "are
just playing around" and will shortly return
to their senses, not all their senses, God
forbid, in particular, not that sense of
order made simple that is our inheritance
from the years after World War II. That
image, I submit, is a false one. I do not
have an impressive record as a seer, but
it seems to me possible-even likely-and
by no means a cause for sadness, that
coalescence around a common theme may
never occur again (except locally) in our
vast country. The past is already gone.

There was a story that went around
Berkeley early in the '60s about a group
of architects who had come as part of a
large project to have their minds and tech-
niques recorded and analyzed. They were
given a set of colors and asked to arrange
them on a field. One by one they showed
their arrangements until one of the most
famous among them, it is said, proudly
showed his composition, from which every-
thing except black and white had been
expunged. Everyone gasped. He thought
he had won until an even more famous
architect showed his composition-all
white. In the'50s we thrilled to Stra-
vinsky's Poetics of Music in which the
point was made that the more skilled,
more directed, more moved the artist,
the more strictly he limited himself, so as
to make more with less.

But since Venturi served as the har-
binger of a new time, praising complex-
ity and messy vitality, that earlier notion
of the artist, at least the architect/artist,
as someone who withdraws from the com-
plexity of the world and limits himself to
just a few pieces, is gone. Joe Esherick
propounded an image some years before
Venturi's book came out. when first all
eyes had been turned toward computers,
that a factory run by a computer-let us
suppose it's miles long-would not turn
out a set of products all the same, as a
pre-technological factory might, but could,
certainly should, produce, every few inches
along its length, a product different from
all the others, in which complexity, and
not old-fushioned order, becomes the order
of the day.

I can t resist a plug here for our own
Wonderwall at last year's New Orleans
World's Fair. It is gone now, but I remain
proud of it, for its very complexity. It



was frivolous in purpose, in a sense, meant
not for the ages but for a summer's fair,
half a mile long, thin and not very expen-
sive. But it was enormously useful, I
believe, in its urban impact; for along its
great length it pulled many things together.
It served as a spine for the pedestrian
fairgrounds. Kent Bloomer and I, excited
by it, wondering why we were excited by
it, engaged in speculation (started, I think,
by Kent) that the reason that it worked
as a spine, a piece of city that pulled a
great many other pieces of city together,
was precisely because it was not simple
but was complex, almost to the point of
apparent chaos, but not quite. Complex-
ity (and I know many would disagree),
gave the whole ephemeral, probably friv-
olous thing a strength and usefulness, a
kind of reality.

The search for the real is certainly a
part of the turmoil of our times. I think
if I had one award to give for work in
recent years that builds in what is there,
what exists, what is real, and keeps and
enhances its realness, it would be to the
Pike Place Market in Seattle (page 274),
which manages to be new and complex
without killing the complex authenticity
of what was there. In a time when refur-
bishing, addressing the new world, too
often means the covering of something
unique with a set of altogether predicta-
ble boutiques, the Pike Place Market
stands out as the shining light.

The thing about boutiques is that there
seems always to be a slick, predictable
part in which one cannot help but sense
the designer's disbelief, perhaps a cer-
tain heartslickness. If there were a style
coming out of all this, the boutiques sug-
gest to us Californians, or former Califor-
nians anyway, that we are dealing in the
Aloe Vera style, a kind of architectural

Mr. Moore is affiliated with several firms
in the country and teaches at UCLA and
the University of Texas, Austin. Mr. Logan
is a principal of ELS Design Group,
Berkelev. Calif.

application that heals the hurts and
smooths off the sharp edges of our urban
scene and makes it all smooth. But I like
to think, or at least I like to hope, fer-
vently, that we are not heading for the
Aloe Vera style but are going to keep
right on making a wider and wider vari-
ety of buildings and cities, more and more
complex, full of surprises, exciting and
different, one from the other.

Ilorur Lo$an:'The ralue of
a building will be ih per.
ceived inevitability.'

The last decade has provided us with some
of the silliest and most self-indulgent
designs that have ever been seen, as well
as some of the most circuitous reasoning
that has ever been written (or translated
from Italian) to justify the designs. There
is plenty to be pessimistic about, and one
could dwell on the architecturally "half-
empty" cup. I prefer to optimistically assess
the half that is full of ideas and themes
that bear more than passing interest. So,
what current directions will inspire us a
generation from now? I see three maior
themes that are worth perpetuating.

Back to basics: One of the healthiest
trends in recent years has been a return
to basics. This direction says it is only
necessary to build well and thoughtfully.
In the hands of a talented designeq a
straightforward, problem-solving and envi-
ronmental approach can yield buildings
with timeless qualities that still meet cur-
rent notions of style and appropriateness.

The Bay Region tradition, which suc-
cessfully exploited this attitude many years
ago, can still produce works that make us
take notice. The spirit of Maybeck and
Wunter can be seen, for instance, in the
recently completed Montcicy Bay Aquar-
ium (Esherick, Homsey, Dodge, & Davis),
whose external modesty belieiits dramatic
internal function. In oiher parts of the

country buildings like the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences (Kallman,
McKinnell & Wood) and the Dade County
Cultural Center (Johnson/Burgee) promise
to be important additions to the built
environment for generations to come.
The Gainesway Farm in Lexington, Ky.,
(Theodore Ceraldi) and the St. Matthews
Church in Pacific Palisades, Calif., (Moore
Ruble Yudell) offer qualities of directness
in the manipulation of form and space
that will never be dated.

However, the back to basics attitude
can become a clich6 when taken to ex-
tremes. For example, the recent spate of
king post trusses and small square win-
dows used decoratively and casually can
be just as affected as the more exuberant
excesses of postmodernism. Few building
programs can be rationalized into a wood-
cutter's hut.

Technological modernism: The second
major theme that continues to have cur-
rency is the high-tech solution. The British
remain more entranced with this concept
than most American practitioners, to the
extent of using it inappropriately as a cos-
metic look rather than an essence. But
for certain assembly type and other long
span structures, American architects and
their engineer collaborators have been mas-
ters at producing structurally expressive
works of beauty and utility. A sublime
example is the Haj Terminal in'Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia, by Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill.

Expressive modernism: The third theme
may well be the most important and ubiq-
uitous direction. What I call "expressive
modernism" produces buildings that are
more rich, perhaps more decorated, while
keeping their roots in the functional tradi-
tion of the modern movement. While post-
modernism in its many forms has helped
to move many designen into a more ex-
pressive mode, it cannot take the credit
for the beginnings of "expressive modern-
ism." In Europe, we have the examples
of Alvar Aalto and even of Le Corbusier
in setting the stage. In more recent times,
the work of Ralph Erskine, Herman
Hertzberger, and the early James Stirling
has stretched the limits of the doctrinaire
International Style. In the United States,
l,ouis Kahn showed us that a recosnition
of history and a concern for substince
could result in powerful buildings with
contemporary expressions that transcend
shallow architectural fashion.

My prediction is that expressive mod-
ernism will ultimately be the dominant
attitude growing out of the pluralism that
now prevails. It may be too early to tell
which current works will lead theiway for
this direction. However, the single recent
building that embodies these qualities for
me is Hans Holleins Municipal Museum
in West Germany. Unfortunately, it is not

continued on page 312
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Michael Graves' San Juan Capistrano Library at first seems cal

ually planned but is in fact rigorously organized on at least 20

axes, indoors and out, with a colonnaded, open-air atrium at its
center. Projecting from two facades and providing elevations
abundant in form and shadow are reading nooks, some enclosed
and others merely lathe structures mimicking the enclosed forms

As rich in organization as a small city, the 14,000-square-foot
library is as comfortable in scale as a private house, observed
John Pastier in last year's annual. Through carefully differenti-
ated spaces, it "creates a series of internalized worlds and pri-
vate experiences," he wrote, by drawing on "the imagery and
spatial sensibilities of earlier periods to create a setting that is

an effective inducement to read, or at least to browse." In a
similar vein, the jury remarked on the "masterful transformation
of the Spanish mission vernacular into a modern composition
that makes a visit to the library a delightful experience."
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Like the Capistrano library the Charles Shipman Payson build-
ng of the Portland Museum of Art is distinguished by ingeniously
>rganized, humanely scaled, varied spaces. In the museum, by
{enry N. Cobb, FAIA, of I. M. Pei & Partners, "natural light
rom domed, octagonal clerestories is combined with artificial
ight with great effect, flawlessly illuminating the art and creat-
ng rooms that draw the visitor through the gallery's complex
:irculation system," commented the honor awards jury.

The exterior of waterstruck brick is ordered by 10 volumes,
quare in plan, arranged in four steps from a single at the back
rf the site to four across the front. This entrance facade is a
Jnd of giant brick billboard on which is inscribed a pattern of
rches, squares, and circles. Robert Campbell in last year's annual
alled this elevation "puzzling," the interior "wonderful," and
he museum as a whole "one of the most successful recent build-
ngs in New England." ArrrN Fnrrpren
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Church Ruins WaIl
Condominiums
('l t t tt'r'lt ('rnt rt Cotttlort tirrr rorrs. r\t.cl tite.r.t:
(lxrltrrrtr (]utt,rL, IlUt\. Br1 lkilrct,t Crrrrtllrcll

Seen across the water of Boston's Charles
River Basin. Church Court has the graphic
boldness of a semaphore. Irs brilliantly pat-
terned red-orange surface swells forward like a
full sail at sunset.

The building's r,'ivid color and form acknowl-
edge the importance of its site at the head of
the Harvard Bridge, gateway to Cambridge.
Church Court is thus an appropriately bright
accent on the long brick Victorian riverscape
of the Back Bay, but an accenr nor so bold as

to prevent it from fitting comfortablv among its neighbors. Its
appearance leaves you in doubt neither of its brash self-confi-
dence nor of its deep respect for a Mctorian context that was
itself. once upon a time before the soot settled. equalh'vivid
and sclf-confident.

Church Court. a cluster of condominiums in and around a
ruined church, is the most interesting and promises to be the
most influential new piece of architecture in Boston since the
Hancock Tower of a decade ago. The comparison is fitting,
because Church Court is the first si-qnificant Boston building
to break fully and successfully from the abstract. minimalist
vocabulary of modernism, so brilliantll exemplified b1' the Han-
cock, toward something gayer and more whimsical, richer in
cokrr. pattern, and texture. more evocative of the past and the
genius loci of Bostcln, and more closely woven into the contex-
tual fabric. But although Church Court alludes to the past. it
imitates nothing literally and paradctxically draws much of its
power from its architect's deep involvement. as a major collec-
tor. in the world of contemporary painring.

The architect is Graham Gund. FAIA. of Graham Gund Asso-
ciates. The developer of Church Court is also Gund, a fact that
explains the building's air of being a rather free experiment.

Left, Church Court ltom Massoc'hu.setts Ayenue, rising from behind
the ntin ol Mount Vernon Church, no\\: getewa.r to the court.t'ard.
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Above, ruin serves as entry from Beacon Street; below right,
condominiums'pattemed surfaces; far right, interior of courtyard.

The building's 43 dwelling units are partly tucked into and around
the ruin of the former Mount Vernon Church, a handsome
Richardsonian structure built in 1891 of local Roxbury pud-
dingstone and burned beyond recovery in 1978. Other devel-
opers before Gund looked at the site, a choice one in a rapidly
improving neighborhood, but no one else proposed to save the
blackened church ruin. Gund not only saved it but gave it remark-
able presence and dignity.

Besides the ones in the church, the condominiums of Church
Court rise in a kind of orange seven-story cliff. They grow seam-
lessly out of the fabric of the street-the first bay of Church
Court is. in fact. a renovated Victorian town house-then bend
behind the old church, creating a courtyard, then pop forward
again as a high, boldly shaped mass at the Charles River. Strong
as the new buildings are, they don't overwhelm the church but
rather enfold it like a back curtain, leaving it to stand forward
as the principal actor in the urban drama.

The church ruin is ingeniously used. Is former triple entry
doors are glazed to become windows in a new lobby, and its
former bell tower, anchoring the corner, becomes a single apart-
ment of seven rooms stacked vertically on seven floors. In the
new part of the complex the apartments are almost equally idi-
osyncratic, peppered with bays and bumps of various shapes to
create as many views as possible of the river or the quiet, cloister-
like green courtyard created by landscape architect Carol
Johnson.

What is most noticeable about Church Court, though, isn't
any of these well-considered strategies but is rather the aston-
ishing patterning of the new facades. The brick exterior walls
seem to be made of woven tapestry instead of masonry. They
are made of brown brick, red brick, buff brick, dark granite,
light granite, and reflective orange tile. Window frames can be
either brown or chartreuse. You'd think the result would be
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Left, study in west town horue with view toward west; below, living
room in u)est town house with view into courtyard and of angel

facing Massachusetts Avenue; ight, lobby entmnce from courtyard.

chaos, or at least seem arbitrary, but in fact things are firmly
under control. The patterns sometimes parody Victorian motifs
in the neighborhood, suggesting traditional lintels or string courses
in the wrong places, but the parody is friendly. And the pat-
terns work in the service of the architecture. They divide the
building into base, middle, and top, they belt it together hori-
zontally, they accentuate the bay windows and pick out the main
entrance. They honestly but unashamedly express the fact that
the wall they articulate is a flat thin skin. They express a delight
in whimsy and play without abandoning architectural logic.

The patterns also refer to the world of art. Gund, whose col-
lection of paintings of the 1960s and 1970s is nationally known,
credits such artists as Frank Stella and Hans Hoffmann with
developing the idea that color and pattern can be used to cre-
ate optical depth on a flat surface. Besides influencing the build-
ing in this way, art also populates it in the form of tapestries,
sculpture, and stained glass. Particularly successful is the bronze
angel, by sculptor Gene Cauthen, which stands as if it had just
alighted on a parapet, looking down at Massachusetts Avenue.

Boston is a city that doesn t always leap, salivating, at the
new. The Church Court condominiums were slow to move, but
all have now been sold, with a modest profit to the architect-
developer. Gund's risk has proved to be the city's gain and is
already influencing other ownen and architec8 to aspire to more
lively, more close-grained visual surfaces.

Church Court succeeds as an accent on the river at the scale
of the city, as vital but mannerly streetscape up close, as a har-
monious marriage of old and new, and as a good place in which
to live. !

Seventh floor
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Shingle Style Iieinvented
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-sing historr as a sourcebook l()r clcsign has bcen the ntethocl
rl Robcrt A. \{. Stern. FAIA. since rhis architect's w()rk iirsr
)ecanre knolr'n in the carlv lt)10s. In recent Stern works. hou-
'r.er. likc this sunrr-ner horne at Chilnrark on thc islancl of \lar-
has Vineyarcl. Mass.. a change is apparent. Historv is bcing plun-
lcred as l'oraciouslv as ever. but vou d()n't gct anv sense that
he trophies arc ()n displar for their r)\\n sake. The ulehiree r is
reing ncither sclf-conscious nor theatricallr ironic. As a result.
'()u can call the Chilmark housc a shingle stllc house uithoLr(
eeling vou have to put quotati()n marks arouncl the ternt. l'hc
r()use isn't quoting a stvle of the past l)ut matter-of-facth'put-
ing it to sood use as living traclition. enrplovins it rvith the kincl
rf confident understancling thitt frees the architce t to rcinrc-nt
irtuallv everv clement cif the style in his own idiom. The ntorc
'loselv y'ou look at the Chilmark house. in fact. the ntore orisi-
ral it seems.

The first impression from thc curl,ins. rising approach drivc
s the great frorrt gable with its oversized rcluncl winclow,. Gable
nd u'indou'are a billboard-sized ideogram cxpressinq the iclca
,l "housc." The centerccl gable gives v()u a sensc of ovcrall slnr-
rretrv. but it's a sense that instantly starts to c()nle ultstLtck ils
ou notice that the entrance porch. itsclf elaboratelr srntntet-
ical, is asvmmclricall-r- placecl. The placen.reni oI thc ir.'reh ir
,ne of the improbable inventions that make this house so beau-
iful a sculpturc. Manr' further getnles uith svntntctrt arc plat,ecl.

t.'
7.::a:'

lclrr.r.s lu!41', tol. tt't,sl elt'vutirttt; tttrtltllt'. /t-(,tlt rnttunL'e lot utetl
u.s;.t'mrnetrit'ully irt.s;.vntntctricol .srtttttle;utrrt.s.s l)dgr. b()u()nt.
e.rlturtsit't' tlcck rttt l e.ll .lrrL,. 4ltot'1' t,,g.st sttle ort,rlrtrtk\ ()( L,un,

as for exaniple b1 rthe tuo "chinrnc\s. ()nc oi rrhieh is rcal.
thc other a bathnront sky'light.

As u'erc the ltJth-ccnturr shin-glc.l houscs of thc \eg L.nglanil
c()ast, the C.hilntark hc'usc is a nrctaphor ol a scusirle rillatte.
its clormers perchecl on the great shintlecl sloping roof like tinr
c()ttages clinsinc tt' the face oi a r,rckr clitl. lt ciiilcrs front such
ntorlels. htlu'ever. in rrot hcaving up ()ut of the grounci ()n a crag$
st()nc basc meant t() look like a nlrtural fornr. lnstcad it htrvers.
in a morc obviouslr craftetl \\a\. ()\'L'r its -grassr tlunc site. ln
this it resenrbles thc Low house in Rhocle Islantl br \lcKint.
\leacl & White, anrl it recalls the Lovu also in its use of a uicle.
Iori prolilc that nrakes thc housc lr long nall diriiling thc riorkl
int() two z()ncs. Passing through tltc htiusc lrom the cntr\ t()
the porches is like a cleansing passase throuqh a ritual p()rtal.
taking rrru lrt:rn a crowdc(l uorltl ol cars uncl *ork to a (luict
onc ol uatcr ancl riunes anrl peacclul vistus. A scrcened ltorch
artrl generous decks on thc water sicle prol'ide places for Zcn
contemplution of the vista. althouuh the sriimnting pool thev
also overlook is a lcss nraqical clctnent.

Indoors. the hor,rse is even morc quirkv and surprising than
thc outside lcacls rtlu to cxpcct. Openinu thc'front cloor. rou
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Across page, top, view of dining area and staircase; across page,
bottom, round seating area south in first floor plan; above, view
of living room's inglenook; right, master bedroom with study.

find yourself face to face at close quarters with an angled wall
containing a niche with a French stove in it. In a Lutyens-like
way the wall baffles the path of circulation. The living room is
to your left, the dining room to your right. The angle of the
wall inflects you toward the living room, which is a simple rec-
tangular volume with three appended space-blobs: a semicir-
cular bay with seating, a semi-octagonal one without, and an
inglenook. The dining room by contrast is as modern, spatially,
and as unenclosed as a room by Breuer, with space flowing past
it at both ends. The signature front gable turns out, unexpectedly,
to contain a staircase at one end of the dining room, giving this
room some of the feeling of an English great hall. Upstain, a mar-
velous master bedroom with built-in his-and-hers desks for the
owners opens into a bathroom (with his-and-hers sinks) that opens
onto a splendid private balcony overlooking the ocean.

Materials on the exterior are white-painted wood and untreated
white cedar shingles that have already, in the salt air, turned
silver-gray. Much of the interior is paneled in beaded vertical
boards of obeche wood from South America, a wood that is
supposed to remain dimensionally stable in the dry winters and
humid summers of the Vneyard. This wood has been stained
with a bleaching stain that leaves it pale salmon-ochre in coloq
in harmony with the orange glazed ceramic tiles of the entry
and inglenook and in contrast with the blue ones of the dinins
room. All the interiors are filled with light and feel breezy anJ
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Shore House as a, .,.:.',.: .

'Small Settlemenf
'l'i tlt' tt'tttt' t' I t t tl l st'.,
Br1,\lle rt Iircertttt tt

\t'clt i te,ct: II t rtll t .Jr rutlnr,n.

The context of this house is Maryland's gentle tidewater, where
calm. brackish Chesapeake Bay water meets the land of fresh-
\\'atcr ponds. tall ceclars. and loblolly pines. The little Oxford
ferry plies back ancl forth within view ctn the Trecl Avon River,
ancl the soft silence is occasionally broken b1'' sounds of waterfowl.

Hugh Jacobsen. FAIA. here quietlf inserted a house pulled
apart into four linked pavilions, plus two outbuilclings, all ren-
<lcred in a precise vernacular of white clapboard and asphalt-
shingle gablecl roofs that give the effect of a small settlement.
perhaps a Shaker outpost. When the clapboard sides are hoisted
on outrigger frames. thel'reveal a taut inner skin of glass. and
the house takes on a sleek. somewhat nautical apt'earance.

The landrvarcl approach. after much winding about on coun-
trv nrads. sucldenlv places vou on an arrow-straight path lined
with closelv spacecl columnar cedars. a clebt to Le N6tre read-
ilv acknowledged bv Jacobsen. Your eye focuses on the water
at the encl of this aris. w'hich is prolonged by a wooden pier
extencling 235 feet ()ut ()\'er the river. You come upon the site

alongside the house, first seeing its four Monopoll'-house pavil-
ions (Jacobsen's analogv) lined up as if they were on Board-
u'alk. the \\'ater was Go. and vou had iust rolled double sixes
from Ventnor.

Right, the !ortg rtorthv'est elet'ation ha.s .screened porches oll
the livittg urtd dinittg roont puvilions. Site plan .shows freshw'ater
pottd on thi.s .side. Bektv', t'it'er view trnder sunshacles.
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'ouse plan shows, from left, tiving, dining, guest room, and master
zdygom pavilions. Entrance is between ihe yirst two. Above
td lef1, the living room, where operable and fixed glazed. sec-
ons alternate. Fixed sec.tions are butt joined, with gTass resting
't concrete slab under bluestone; largest is 64 square feet.

Parking is in a clearing across the drive facing the house broad_
Je on axis with the front door, which is receised in the one_
cry link between the waterside pavilion and one of is four,
most identical siblings. But Jacobsen draws the game out a bit
nger: In order to best see the water from insidJthe house.
)u must walk around a Breuer{ike box-a freestandins fire_
ace extended on either side to contain a bar and hi_fi-equip_
ent-and step into a conversation pit, a'50s device that'does
ree things for this room. It puts tha ceiling at a more com_

modious l0 feet above the floor; it positions the eye low so
that when seated your vision glides over the surface of the adia-
cent swimming pool to the river; and it gives the architect con-
trol over this space. As Jacobsen says, he made the ledge around
the.pit narrow to keep some future owner from putting a sofa,
a piano, or a jukebox next to the glass walls.

And what glass walls these are! Sections ioin the ceiline and
bluestone floor with just hints of transition, 

-and 
the corneis are

butt-joined. The walls don't so much disappear as shimmer, cre-
ating a definite but subtle relationship between inside and out.
Meanwhile, the raised sides of the house provide louvered sun-
shades that parallel and exrend the ceiling plane. Raised by cables
on pulleys powered by electric garage door motors posiiioned
on the outrigger frames, when lowered the panels provide both
wind and break-in protection for the house when unoccupied.
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Above, the waterside pavilion, closed and open. The clapboard
sides, with louvered and fixed sections that form a 'belly band,'
are raised by standard garage door motors positioned on wood-

clad steel frames surrounding the house some eight feet from the

glass surface. Section shows living room pavilion set on concrete

footings and slab; attic contains heat pumps and storage space'

The living room pavilion is followed by a kitchen-dining pavil-

ion with screened porch, then a pavilion with two guest rooms

flanking a central hall and a final one for the master suite. The
central hall pinches slightly toward the end of the house, mak-

ing the co..ido. seem longer from the perspective of the din-
ing room. The architect's impish rationale: "When you come
out of the master bedroom, you are not so far from the break-

fast table as you thought you were."
But Jacobsen is dead serious about tailoring the right house

for this client in this setting. His office furnished the 2,000-

square-foot house complete, down to winter and summer cov-

erings for the pit cushions. Throughout' the detailing is immac-
ulate, the proportions humane. As honor award juror Roger 

.

Schluntz, AIA, commented after a visit: "I could sense that this
was an act of love, not an act of mercenary architecture." E
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A Revived
lltarket
llflaintains
Its Identity
Pikn Pkrce Market, Main Core
Bttild;itn g s, Seattln. Arclyitent:
G. R. Bcrtholtink, AIA. By D.C.
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he photograp-hs at left look remarkably alike, although
the black and white was taken in 1937-and the color"thisI year. Therein lies-an important clue to why this partic_

ular honor award is so heartening, and so unusual.
The subject, Pike Place Market, was born in 1902 under tumul_

The market thrived in its rough and ready neighborhood above
the then-bustling waterfront. With the int-ernrnent of Japanese
Americans in World War II, however, came the closing^of the
many truck farms that they operated in the Seattle are1. Afte,
the war, spreading urbanization took more and more land out
of agricultural use.

^ One-casualty was Pike Place Market. By the 1960s, with ever
fewer farmers to rent its stalls, perhaps 35 percent of its total
space was either used as storage or not used at all. The neigh_
borhood also was in decline following departure of much oT
the shipping activiry along the wharves bilow (by now cut off
from the market and the rest of the city by an elevated free-
way that remains one of the nation's most grevious instances
of officially ordained blighr).

Much of the civic establishment, public and private, was ready
to respond to the market area's condition witrr- the favored rem-
edy of the day: Scrape the land and build anew. Token market
functions would remain, but by and large the old buildings, includ-
ing the market itself, would be replacld by the familia"r urban
renewal mix of highrise office buildings, hotels, a parking garage,
and other profitable uses of the land.

.Up rose a.grgyp calling itself Friends of the Market, among
whose principal leaders was the late Vctor Steinbrueck, EAIA:
The group called for restoration of the market and the neigh_

:uous circumstances. This is how they are related by George
Jartholick, AIA, principal architect of the market's restoraiion:

'A revolt of farmen ald consumers against a cornmon enemy,
the middlemgn,'ggye birth to this histloric marker. fne citf-''
31he-rs proclaimed Saturday, Aug. 17, 1907, as.Market Day.,
fhe farmers, defying the middlemen, loaded up their *ugon,
1ndd19ve 

them through the.rainy night to deliver ana s"ti pit_
tuce directly to the public along a newly planked four_block
treet.

"This street market grew by accretion of awnings and side_
valk sheds, arcades, hotels, and multistory buildings, and was
rperated b^y the city andprivate developers jointly. Ey 19f 7 the
xtensive five-block market area building, *ere complete, and
Ithough under separate ownership, had-continuity tirrough ;
rbyrinth of arcades, ramps, and siiirs with small 

"p"n 
,iiftr-

snted to farmers daily on a first come, first served basis.,,

,b.ove. le[t. oversize sign and clock mark main entrance. Lower
'It, stmilar view taken in 1937. Above, typically cheerful jumble.
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Above and top left, views up the steep hiil leacting from the water-
tront to the market. Center left, competing meat vendors in typ-
ical market setting. Drawing, hi.storic district in market orno.'

borhood. Showing a form of sensitivity rare for the time. more_
over, the group called for the restoration to be accomplished
without wholesale displacement of the area's then current resi-
dents and habitu6s.

The fight went on for the better part of a decade. It was set_
tled in 1971 when a ballot measure to save the market and cre_
lte a historic district around it passed with g4 percent of the
i'ote. Bartholick was engaged to rehabilitate the 300.000-
;quare-foot core market buildings and restore the brick on the
narket street. other prominent local architects were brousht

flA

in over time for other parts of the restoration of the 22-acre
market area created by the ordinance approved by the voters.

The result is something very rare in the annals of American
urban development: a blighted neighborhood that was actually
renewed rather than replaced, retaining its character and servi
ing many of the same kind of uses and users as before. The
accomplishment had a great deal to do with the approach taken
by the designers. Barrholick purs it this way: ,,This project, in
contrast to most architectural work, was similar to restoration
of a mountain meadow: If the work is done well, no one is aware
of the presence of new hands."

Pike Place Market is a bright and bustling place. The srars
of the continuing show are not the buildinei 

-but 
the oroduce

tespecially the specracular displays of seaf5od) and tire people.
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Lelt, nturket urtd .ytut'ourtclrrigs, rr'urlr t'ore builditt,g ctt right. Below
lcft. ktst Alle.t', a rclirbi.shed oflslnrtt o.f the ntorket. ttctw, a .shop-
p i n q u rc rr d e. B e I ov'. c h a ru c t e r i.s t i t. u I l.v c o rt t ru.\ t i tt g s h ( ) p s.

Thev are not preciselv thc sante ntir as before. previous cleni-
zens of the ncighborhood har ins bccn joined bv more ).oung
pcople. norc of thc uprvardll, rrobile ancl alreaclv arrived, more
tourists. But it rentuins a rentarkablt direrse-and represent-
ative* mix.

Likeuise thc surrourrdine neighborhoocl. boonring u.ith the
market. is more genteel than belirre but retains a certain Seattleite
grit. Thc u'aterfront belou boast.s ils ou.n trollev ancl a fine aquar-
iurn and is cleckecl out in r ibnrnt nt'ureau-\'itrorian colors. lts
refurbishing proceeded separatelv frttm the market's. but the
tu'r'r spurred each rtther on ancl toduv are linkecl in uhat has
bccome a parlicularlv lllvtrrful part,,f a purticularlr lirable ancl
likable cin. I
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' Roman Yilla with lTordie tighf
AB Volao Ccrporate, Heodqttnrtnrs, Gottnnburg, Swednn Arclui,tpnt:

MttntrcLl/ Ciu,rgeln By Annette, LeCuyer

Volvo's selection of Mitchell/Giurgola to design its corporate
headquarters in Gothenburg, with Owe Svard as Swedish associate,
was a brave decision, for there is no strong precedent for commis-
sioning foreign architects to build in Sweden. yet the appoint-
ment was not altogether surprising. The firm had designed the
master plan and had built the first phase of Volvo's American
manufacturing base in Chesapeake, Va., in the early'70s, a project
that had cemented a friendship between Romaldo Giurgoli,
FAIA, and Pehr Gyllenhammar, Volvo's chief executive officer.

- In 1982, Volvo merged with a major Swedish holding company,
broadening its base as a manufacturer of vehicles and engines-
to include other industrial activities, primarily oil and naiural
gas prospecting in North America and Norway and food
processing in Scandinavia. A new leadenhip group was formed
that, removed from day-to-day operational probfums, would
eversee corporate policy for all of Volvo's component companies.
The decision was made to house this group of approximitely
100 people in a new building, "a place to think and plan rat[er
than a place to write paychecks." The architect's brief was to
provide a catalyst for the new corporate organization as well
as to set a standard of quality and humanity.

The building is located on the peninsula of Torslanda, an
industrial area on the outskirts of Gothenburg, where Volvo has
nearly 20,000 employees. It is the heart of Volvo's manufacturins
activities in Sweden. Sited on the crest of a hill, the new buildin[
looks out in all directions to Volvo enterprises in the foreground
and to spectacular distant views of the sea to the north. *est.
and south.

. 
The hea.dquarters nestles into the rocky, wooded site, hardly

visible until the winding approach road straightens out at the

Across page, Volvo headquarterc'north corner with bowed wall on
visitors'wing; above, the domed entrance hall with bronze doors.

top of the hill to become a formal drive lined by birches. At
the end of the drive, beyond grade level staff parking and the
ramp down to basement executive parking, the south-facing axial
entrance presents a modest single-story facade flanked by un-
imposing asymmetrical two-story buildings to either side.

The entrance is defined by a cobbled forecourt and a free-
standing red and black granite colonnade with a glazed steel-
framed canopy. Copper-framed glazed doors and the conical
skylight of the entrance hall complete the tableau. The entrance
offers virtually the only hint of richness on the otherwise severe
exterior of the building. Precast concrete panels with granite
corner insets and teak-framed windows present an austere face
to the world-particularly tough in the bleak Scandinavian winter
but mitigated by the landscape in the summer.

The building is articulated in three parts held together by the
entrance hall and a circulation gallery along the south side of a
central open-air courtyard. At the heart of the building is the
executive accommodation. The north and west sides of the court
are formed by double{oaded corridors with executive offices
on the exterior wall and the boardroom and other meeting roorns
adjacent to the courtyard. The site falls to the north where the
executive lounge and private dining roorns ere tucked into a daylit
lower ground level beneath the offices. To the east is a narrow,
fully glazed link that both looks into the courtyard and out over
ornamental flower beds and a formal parterre to the woods
beyond.

The west wing of the building housing the corporate support
staff is organized on lower ground and second floor leveh. the
form of this part of the building follows the contours of the siteMs. LeCuyer is a designer and writer living in London.
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and is also derived lrom a desire to generate the maximum perim-
eter wall for cellular offices. The predominance of cellular accom-
modation at Volvo headquarten is undentandable since the build-
ing houses a high concentration of senior staff. However, it is
also recognized as a conscious choice made by managers who
have become accustomed to open plan buildings.

The east wing of the building houses visitor facilities that serve

both the component companies of the corporation and guests

from outside. Offices on the second floor grouped around a shared

reception area and roof terrace are provided for visiting Volvo
management. At ground level is a lecture room for 200 people,
with a canteen for staff and visitors on the lower ground floor
at the level of and looking onto the parterre.

The architects have made special spaces to acknowledge sig-

nificant junctions within the building. The plastered dome and
oculus of the entrance hall elegantly punctuate the point of arrival.
Likewise, at the geographic center of the executive wing is the
suite of the chief executive officer, a striking office with hearth

284 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985

Left, site plan showing axial vehicular approach to the headquart-
ers, above. Entry is stgntfied by skylit cone that punctuates the point
of arrival. Top, south-north section/elevation showing entrsnce.

and terrace and, looking into the courtyard, a circular confer-
ence room. At lower ground level, this same corner contains
the executive sauna, lounge, and terrace.

The connection between the executive areas and the corpo-
rate support wing is marked by a stunning small rotunda with
circular windows at high level. This space also acts as the ante-

room to the library, a distinguished room with a fully glazed

curved bay window and terrace offering panoramic views of the

coast. On the lower ground floor, this bay contains the staff sauna

and lounge. The only place where a special feature might have

been expected and has been omitted is at the extreme south-
west end of the corporate support wing where the corridor
abruptly terminates.

While the clear pattern of circulation tries to unify the three

,.t'l



parts of the headquarters, Volvo's internal hierarchv and secu_
rity' control systems weaken this unity. The main .nt,un"e to
the building is under used, being reregated to visitors since there
is a separate staff entrance adjacent and executives enter via
yet another route from the car park below.

The formal architectural devices of the Volvo headquarters
have been used previously by Mitchelr/Giurgora. The siatic cen-
tral court combined with dynamic cliagonal paths of movement
was tightlv integrated in their competiiion scheme for Boston's
citv hall. At Gothenburg, by contrast, the courtyard and the
zigzag corridor of the west wing work virtually independently
of one another.

The familiar screen wall is used twice at Volvo. The only large_
scale external feature of the headquarters is the gently bo*eE
two-story screen wall colonnade in front of the full.v graied north-
facing facade of the visitors wing. The chunky. robuit wall armost
pulls free of rhe mass of the building but is uitimately restrainJ.
This garden facade is a much stronge. statement than the col-

onnade at the main entrance. which is free-stanilins ancl vulner-
able, diminuitive in scale. and risks being a purely decorative
gesture.

The form of the building is equally evocative of a picturesque
medieval hill fort or castle growing out of the landscape and with"turrets" marking the corners ol the buildine. Finallv. the arch-
itects even describe the approach drive in rernacular terms as
reminiscent of the formal entry circle of the traditional Swedish
farm court. This eclectic mixture of classical. medieval. and ver-
nacular sources is not an invention of Mitchell/Giurcola but has
long been an important force in Scandinavian architeiture. trace-
able from the romantic classical revival at the turn of the cen_
tury through the work of Asplund and Aalto to the presenr.

While architectural sources are important. Volvo is more
acutely aware of the corporate image piojected by its new head-
quarters' Like volvo automobiles. the understated and unstvled
headquarters is solid, well-made, and conservative. Volvo has
expressly avoided the technological trappings that might have
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been expected of a corporation whose reputation is built on
precision engineering and manufacturing, focusing instead on
the romantic notion that craftsmanship of the handmade is a
metaphor for the value of human industry and work. Even the
corporation's current international advertising campaign eschews
the tough engineering image and, instead, offers readers of the
Wall Street Journal the ultimate in the vernacular soft sell: fairy
tales illustrated by world-famous artists complete with morals
about human values.

That Mitchell/Giurgola- Italian-American architects work-
ing on foreign soil-have succeeded in designing a handsome,
dignified building that synthesizes their own background and
the character of their client with a rich mix of contextual and
historical influences is a tribute both to their restraint and to
their consummate skill as architects.

The most forceful expression of Mitchell/Giurgola s concern

for the relationship between buildings and their settings is their
scheme for the Australian Parliament, a massive building com-
plex set in a dramatic, formal man-made landscape. Volvo_ is

iess of a tour de force, belonging to the same genre as the Lang

Music Building at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania. Both
are outwardly modest buildings that utilize sloping wooded sites

by placing the entrance at the high point of the site and tuck-
ing-the mass of the building discreetly into the hillside. Rooms
are organized around courtyards-open-air space at Volvo and

internal performance and exhibition spaces at Swarthmore. Views

out to t6e natural world contrast with views in to man-made
settings.

In contrast with the severe exterior of the building' the inte-
rior detailing is rich and varied. In addition, many commissioned
artworks have been incorporated in the headquarters, primar-
ily by Scandinavian artists, but including paintings and sculp-

'r otfie
2 Secretary
3 Conference
4 Lounge
5 Services
6 Open to below
7 Board room
8 President s office
I Reception

10 Auditorium
'1 1 Proiection
1 2 Library

First lloor
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Across page, expanse of northwest
executive wing housing offices,
conferences rooms, and the pres-
ident's suite, qll sunounding a
courtyard. Circular element is a
lounge, which serves as a deck on
upper level. This page, top, glazed
c o lo nnade c o nne c ting exe cut ive
wing to visitors'wing (left in
photo) ; middle, visitors' wing with
bowed wall, behind which are
quditorium lobby on upper level
and staff dining on lower level,
looking out toward one of the
pieces of sculpture; bottom,
stepped wall of south office wing.
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This page, counterclockwise from
left, open stair lobby in south
office wing; conference room in
northwest ffice wing; conference
table in library; president's ffice
with fireplace and inglenook.
Across page, the glazed gable
roofed corridor that connects
executive ffice wing with visitors'
wing and closes the courtyard
from northeast.

ture by the American artist Jennifer Bartlett. The patterned
gray granite floor of the entrance hall has stainless steel inlays
at the four points of the compass. The connecting spine of cir-
culation along the south side of the central court features an
abstract ceramic tile mural in white, cobalt, and platinum by
Danish designer Lin Utzon.

The space around the executive court is generous, with wide
corridors and high ceilings. Offices are entered through giant
doors emphasized by being framed forward from the wall. Tii-
angular white ceramic tiles embedded in the plastered walls at
high level catch light and add "sparkle" to circulation areas.
White walls and gray granite skirtings and floor borders are com-
plemented by specially designed carpets in strong hues of blue
with white. The executive boardroom is virtually all white, includ-
ing the vast board table. A wall tapestry by Utzon in pale shades
of green and beige punctuates the delicate ambience of the room,
creating a peaceful setting but one that does not seem altogether
appropriate for the decision-making body of a giant industrial
concern.

Throughout the building, custom designed light fittings have
been used, including handsome brass fittings with suspended
bowl diffusers in important spaces. Along the corridors of the

288 ARCHITECTURE/MAY I985

executive wing, wall-mounted translucent glass lamps create pools
of light. Sculptured plaster ceilings also contribute to the spatial
variety of the Volvo building in the domes and rotundas of the
public spaces as well as in more private rooms. The executive
offices have coved ceilings with concealed uplighting. The
boardroom features a double barrel vault running the length of
the meeting table, and the coffered ceiling of the lecture room
is heavily modeled in a stepped art deco profile, presumably for
acoustic as well as esthetic reasons. The canteen is one of the
few spaces in the building to have a flat ceiling. This, combined
with the hard finishes in the space, makes for an uncomfort-
ably high noise level when the restaurant is in full use.

Giurgola describes Volvo's new headquarters as a "Roman
villa wiih Nordic light." Because of its modest siting, the Volvo
building is ingeniously domestic rather than corporate in scale.
The organization of space around courts, the emphasis on nat-
ural light, and the contrast between the stripped, rational exte-
rior and the richly decorated interior contribute to the classi-
cal imagery. Particular spaces in the building-notably the
rotunda with shafts of light from high level windows falling across

whitewashed walls and onto the gray stone floor-feel, if not
Roman, distinctly Italian. tr
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fherlyHousing
As a,solar Village
In Roose,uelt, I{.J. Arclritect: Kellruugh & Lee.

By C.K. III

#':
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esign of low-income housing is never easy. Budgetarv constrainLs
:ten impose stylistic ones, ancl those, cimbinecl w,ith a sov_'nmental bureaucracv often having little interest in "arciitec-
re," make the task especially <jiffiiult. But with persever_
rce ancl a modicunt of luck, good clesign is possiirle, as this
UI)-subsidized housing for the_elderly in Roosevelt. N.J.. by
;lbaugh & Lee clenonstrates. Roosevelt is a WpA_era
anned, greenbelt community in central New Jersev conceivecl
an experimental alternative to urban congestion io. gurrn.nt

rrkers. But, as the yean.passed, growing nu-rnbers of thl elclerly
ere were forcecl to find less expensivJretirenent housing.
A solution came with creation of the Roosevelt senior 6iti-
ns.Holsing Corporation, a private nonprofit organization that
:eived construction funding from the Form.rs-Home Admin_
ration. In se.lecting an architect. the seniors visitecl Kelbaugh
!e9 in nearby Princeton and saw Douglas Kelbaugh,s horn"e,
rich used the first Trombe wall in the lJnited Statei. Accord-
I to the architects, the Roosevelt residents saw solar energy

tlloped shingles, bright colors, wind-d.riven roof' turbines.
I arbor-gated fences add vi.sual interest. Above', threesti,rv
nmunity center prot,ides focal point and relieves ,o^nrir.,
nanded by east-we.st row siting needed for solar requirementc.

"as an experiment worthy of a town that was itself an experiment...
As an initial step, the architects asked the residents to fill

clut a questic'rnnaire about their housing preferences and archi-
tectural aspirations, including styles and materials. Thev were
united in their opposition to the flat-roofecl, concrete-blo"k hnur-
ing that had been the wPAs idea of modernism, seeking insteacr
a "friendly, open design, a village look," says Kelbaugnl tne
architects, working within strict federal guidelines (ccinstruction
cost was $50 a square foot), created 21 airy one- and two-bedroom
units.in nine single-level, barrier-free huildings adapted from
the-shingle style. courtyards on the gently rolling two-acre sire
and a three-story community building break up a possible
barracks-like regularity, given that all the builclincs are in east-
west rows for solar considerations. Solar features lnclude solari-
ums with hot water heaters on pipes under the glass roofs.
Trombe walls, solar vent stacks with wincl-driveriturbines that
add visual interest, and direct sunlight from extensive wincrows,
clerestories, and skylights.

The honor awards jury, calting Kelbaugh & Lee's design ..a

sensitive, innovative, and imaginative response to the sp"ecial
needs of the elderly," cited the way the solar 

"nergy 
concepts

had been integrated with the architecture, which ii,,*ur..
unpretentious, and playful."
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Two bedroom units, northjacing
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Summer

lbove, drawings demonstrate how homes
re designed to capture mqximum solar
xposure in summer snd winter Left,
'nned heaters for hot water on ceiiing
f solarium. Right, awnings control sin
I summer Top, view across field shows
aried roof profiles. Z

a Mass wall
b Concrete slab
c "Big Fin"
d Skylight
e Reflector
f Solarstack
g Rotaryventilator
h DHW.heater/storage tank
| tsuil snaoej Trombe wall
k Clerestory
I Window quilt

m Awning
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When Santa Monica architect Rebecca L. Binder, AlA, designed
the Pacific Townhouses (with partner James G. Stafford), she took
more than an average interest in the project. Along with her
husband, Binder not only developed the four-unit complex but
now lives there. Much of the character of the condomini-
ums comes from her personal desires about what her house should
be like. "Since we didn't have a client outside ourselves."
Binder says, "I could do anything I wanted, which is why the build-
ing looks the way it does." Also, the neighborhood offered
nothing in particular to emulate or relate to.

One of the qualities that Binder wanted was large, volumi-
nous spaces that took advantage of the view to the west, with
the Pacific Ocean only two blocks away. At street level, each
unit has a two-car garage and storage. The next story up, ac-
cessible either from the garage or a deck on the east side, has
three bedrooms. The third level has living and dining spaces.
Ihe living room is dominated by a two-story, square-paned win-
Jow that comes to a peak. Overlooking this space is a quarter-
vaulted loft with access to the extensive roof deck. Between the
tiving and dining room, with its west-facing balcony, is a black,
lree-standing stove that sits regally on a marble-topped dias. The
;tove is quite literally the heart of the house, not in plan but in

i -r--r--r-r i -nlr I lr=! ,- I

r-l,*,,, -l ],-.. _l J,,,,,,J]i =-

elevation, being located behind the red "X" on the front facade.
Compared to the free-flowing capaciousness of the interior,

the exterior is compact and tight, as though bound together by
the taut railings. Binder sees the exterior of each unit as an eroded
cube, carved away to reveal the contours of the spaces within,
form following volume. The subtle shades of gray provide
a neutral ground for the bright color. The long, red arm at the
front of three of the units not only adds visual interest but
diagrams the transfer of lateral loads on that facade.

Although the exterior has been called "steamship modern,"
the architect says that she did not consciously intend that illu-
sion. Nor does she claim affinity for some of the new work com-
ing out of Japan, with which the Pacific Townhouses seem to
share a spirit, especially with the architecture of Kunihiko
Hayakawa and Thdao Ando. "I'm one of those reinventors of
the wheel," says Binder, who describes her award-winning con-
dominiums as "making the most out of the least amount of space."

Across page, the lively corner of the northern-most of the Jbur
units, which have a'constractivist'quality: above, left, the units
as they J'ace the ocean, to right in photo; below, the east side of
the town houses, which overlooks adjacent properties.
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Left, view from living room
toward stove and dining room
balcony; below, left, loft above
living room with kitchen at
left in photo; across page,
high, west-facing window in
living room. Z
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frio of Research
Pavilions in
The Woods
Wetlerlurcl{.se}' (,letttet: Arclt i.tt r:l:
Skitbrtrne. Otrin11s c!,lfert'ill. By D.('
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This is a paradoxical building. It was meant to be a play of glass
against woods, yet most of its occupants work in windowbJs
spaces. The perimeter glazing is clear to leave views of the woods
unimpeded, in confidence that they will shade it, yet long
expanses of glass are open and look out on open spaces far from
the edge of the woods admitting bright sun.

Iq part the paradoxes can be explained by rhe fact that this
is a building of three distinct parts; the architects in fact call
them "pavilions." The one with the most glass is given to perim-
eter offices and interior laboratories. Then comes a connector
containing the entrance lobby and common spaces such as meet-
ing rooms. Three courtyards are carved out bf this element,s
second floor; one is accessible to employees and two are for
visual effect. The final element is a service structure, an indus-
trial box with no windows whatsoever.

In photo above, laboratory and ffice 'pavition,is at right. photo
lelt, second-story courtyard in the ceitral element.

S.*.
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Perimeter offices, open to qdmit views and light to interior some-
times seem like furnished corridors. Below, typical laboratory.

The building is over the hill and through the woods from the
celebrated Weyerhaeuser headquarters on its 48Gacre corporate
"campud' between Tacoma and Seattle. The headquarters build-
ing spans a partially cleared valley and is dramatically visible
from nearby Interstate 5. The successor building, housing some-
times delicate research and development activities, is deliber-
ately tucked out of sight in the trees.

Not that it is at all unsightly. The contrast of gleaming glass
and dark woods is striking. The glass is held in white-painted
metal, and solid exterior walls are of exposed red cedar. The
composition is very crisp and rectilinear and vaguely Scandin'
avian. The jury commented that the architects had "drawn upon
the richest traditions of American modernism to create a vital
and strikingly handsome building carved out of a rugged natural
setting. . . . With its cedar and glass exterior shaded by the
densely.wooded site, the building is not so much an object in
its environment as an integral part of its environment." !

ARCHITECTURE/MAY I985
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Picture a public-elementary school in yo.u-r-mind and the image

is likely to be less than inspiring. The Middlebury Elementary

Schooi in Middlebury, Conn., however, is a joyous excepiton

to ttrat rule. Tai Soo kim, AIA, of the Hartford Design Gtgy.p

describes the building's genesis as a simple rectangular box' Kim
then broke the box in two, inserted a circulation spine between-

it" trutu"t, stepped the building back on the southeast side' and

then wrapped-ii in a bright, red brick wall'
;'t'nt ittiiigu"d by the wall," says Kim, who studied architec-

ture in his n"ative Iio.ea and later at Yale' "The wall as the

definition of the beginning of the man-made environment is very

tt-"g in Oriental irchitecture'''he explains, adding that the

wall Jffers the opportunity to puncture it with a gate throrr€h

which you enter a garden ind, finally, the-building itself' "Those

"f"-"tit" 
are very 

"alive in my memory"' Kim reflects' and he

has used them here with a regional flavor'

Above, school from west, with its white concrete block and red

brick walls. Latticework over doorways is repeated in entrance

spine. Right, rear of school with walls punctured by windows'
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) Steve Rosenthal
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Above, kindergarten room with lox of suntight and deep-silled'iniiiti't 
riidows wiere students iave ptaced seashells and

Tii;,:Ui,t,", tiisplne, 
',ithtibr,,ry 

to left 
',nd 

entrance beyond'

sunlight. A light well in the middle of the space brings light to,

the lower level. To trr" *etiot the spine il l twgstov gymnasium/

theater with a glazed*"fi'tt"t aOmits light from the spine and

"lJ;lt";;"ieis 
in tro','-tft" hallway- Eist of the spine is the

library, which r"""iu"Ju-ui"nt dayiight' At the spine's north'

ffi;il; r;;;l;v i."G.-originallv (iq n19 intended the spine

to extend uninterruptJd from-end to end' Placing the lounge

il""i" it'" u"ii"r sotution, however' saving the faculty l-tot 1
windowless room on til'to*"t level and offering excellent views

;f;h; ;;trly rolling mountains' Kim wiselv jogged the east-west

fui"ty ," avoid lo-ng, glare-filled' Orwellian vistas'

Throughout rfr" in'"fi-, t"t"ti"ft are used with restraint' The

,pi;;;;;;i;"a uu *i"ao*-iiitn ut" oak' with crisp and til!-l:,
O'.iuiring. The same unpainted concrete blocks outside are used

inside, sometimes "o*i[J 
with gray tackboards that soften them'

The floors are carpeted to dampen 19i.se.' 
and hallway floors

;r;-"dg;J;ith black slate' Indiiect lighting in the classrooms

and ofTices reduces glare and energy use'-"i;;-;;t;"ip"r, 
rt'ritgut"l ctartt' s-avs ttrat the students have

gr#pfiJ"-i"it. *ttt"J' init" utt uitott no graffiti' says Clark'

"and if there s u -u,k ott u wall' a child will come and tell me

about it." Second gtua-" tiuA""ts study structures and use the

building u, un "*u-if" 
i" ltt"ii projecs' And this month' both

teachers and studenls;iff "p*itte 
school to the community

and will honor Kim for his iaring and spirited design. E
Lower floor
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Essays/rom page 251
an American example, but it exhibits the
concern for site and function and plan-
ning that characterized the orthodox
modern movement and it has a great
regard for lasting sensual delight (not
ephemeral effect) that should be the bot-
tom line for serious late modernism.

Of American examples, some of the
less bizarre skyscrapers come to mind as

serious works of expressive modernism
like 333 Wacker Drive, Chicago (Kohn
Pedersen Fox in association with Perkins
& Will). and 500 Park Tower, New York
City (James Stewart Polshek). These tow-

ers still show their roots in the produc-
tion esthetic but with a concern for the
visual. In contrast, the IBM Building
(Edward Larrabee Barnes) is visually bor-
ing despite the grand gesture of an awe-

some cantilever at the entry.
Expressive modernism seems to be a

regular style of some practitionen. Almost
anything by Mitchell/Giurgola qualifies.
Venturi can be good at it when he is most
restrained. Arquitectonica may succeed
with some work, although their normal
mode is more a caricature of modernism.
Richard Meier's output fits my definition,
except for the abstraction and sameness

of trii Uuitaings, regardless of site and

context.
These three themes may not be the

only survivors of the coming realignment,
but I suspect they will be among the most
important ones. Intrinsic to all these
themes is that buildings rnust be visually
interesting but not visually glutted. Color
is important but not required; excessive-

ness in anything is to be avoided; arbi-
trariness is discouraged; overcooking the
design is forbidden.

There are superb works that defy sim-
ple classification. The I.os Angeles Aero-
space Museum by Frank Gehry comes to
mind as a unique artistic statement that
may have lasting value.

The notion of urbanism also should be

mentioned. The modern movement did
nothing good for the quality of cities. The
urbaniitic theories of CIAM as well as

those of the subsequent Team 10 era have

been largely discredited. The Italian branch

of the post-International Style has helped
us to understand the value of buildings as

parts of urban places. Successes in the

United States in urban gentrification.
such as festival retail (Rouse et al.)'
vation of town houses, lofts, and so forth,
and our heightened sensitivity to our
own urban history have all been positive
fallout of the current pluralism. I predict
that this will continue and get better. We

especially need to address urban hous-

ing; the marketplace seems to be in good

order.
Finally, however one classifies or labels

architeciure, the final judgment about the

value of a particular building will be is
3I2 ARCHITECTURE/MAY I9IJ5

perceived inevitability. We respond posi-
tively to those edifices that look as if they
had to be that way. In recent history we
have had quite a few buildings that seem
to be, and hopefully are, of a transient
theme. But there is a growing body of
inevitable ones. The real heroes will be
the architects who know the difference.

Lucia Howard, David Wein-

$arten: 
t...debates ane

habitually... over stylel

History is littered with the bold visions of
architects who, discerning inevitable trends

and profound curren8, have foreseen a

variety of astonishing futures. These futures
have included societies housed under-
ground, underwater, in outer space, and
6eneath vast, plastic domes; buildings
resembling insect colonies, oil refineries,
and a whole variety of temples; Arcosanti,
Broadacre City, and the Ville Radieuse.
Currently, the future of architecture is

hawked less in terms of grand planning
schemes than in terms of style. The cur-
rent future, we are assured, is postmodern,

or modern, or neorationalist, or high-tech,
or classical, or Primitivist, or . . .

In discussing the question at hand,
which asks about emerging directions,
themes, and ideas in American architec-
ture, we would like to stay far from these
deep waters of architectural prophecy.
There is, we think, as much to be gained
from a discussion of the question itself as

from any answer to it.
The inquiry and debate over what future

buildings might be is perennial in archi-
tecture and a major source of its vitality.
For the architect, all theoretical, func-
tional, economic, esthetic, and other con-
cerns boil down to the issue of what build-
ings should look like and what the exper-
ience of them ought to be. Architectural
debates are habitually debates over style.
This is the essence of the present ques-

tion-from the crowd of current styles,
which might best be pursued?

In the history of these debates an entire
range of cultural, as well as architectural,
issues have been attached to various styles.

In 19th century Britain one debate was

between 12th century English Gothic and
13th century French Gothic as the style
best fitting the aspirations of then cur-
rent church-building. Early English Gothic
was felt to embody the ideal church,
recalling a simple, honest time when build-
ings, ornament, and fittings were fashioned
Uy ttre local people from local materials.
Pioponents of the early English ltyle.saw
the more elaborate continental Gothic as

evidence of the growing pretentiousness
and political intriguing that led to the
deteiioration of the church as an institu-
tion. As the ecclesiological movement
matured, this fundamentalist stance began

to soften. Late medieval continental Gothic
gained acceptance as the movement itself
became more inclusive, widespread, and

wealthy.
In the bright glare of the late 20th cen-

tury this debate apears quaint and just a
little silly. After all, architects on both
sides of the question produced buildings
with great grace, charm, and always, style;

the particulars of the debate have long
since been forgotten. The important point
is that the debate over architectural styles

was, at once, a debate over a culture's
values and percePtion of itself.

This position of style with respect to
culture is much the same today. Of course'
the terms of the debate have changed, as

have the number of contending sides.

Where 19th century England produced
two positions, todaY there are 20.

This architectural "cacophony," if
bewildering, nonetheless provides a good

match to cacophonous American culture.
A hugely diverse, conflicting society is
best represented with a similarly diverse

and conflicting architecture. As architects,
continued on Page 314

Left, leaf of q 12th century French ivory
diptych'The Passion of Christ.'

Courtesy of Waltes ,A.rt Gallery, Baltimore' Md'
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Essays from page 312
we might revel in, not despair, America's
peculiarities and idiosyncracies. It would
repeat a modern mistake to delimit and
suppress the range of current stylistic
enthusiasms; it pleases us to report that
there is no imminent stylistic hegemony.
This. in fact. is the excitement attached to
architecture just now-that it is regaining
the substantive role it once played in wide-
ranging cultural debates and definition.

If we are to discern an emerging direc-
tion for American architecture, we must
look less at style than at the new sorts of
interests and aspirations architects have
for their work. To oversimplify, these are
of two types. The first type (subscribed
to by postmodernists, among others) in-
volves making places that center atten-
tion on their inhabitants and that fit the
variety of built and social contexts. The
second type (subscribed to by rationalists,
primitivists, and a variety of acolytes of
Aldo Rossi, the Italian Marxist architect
talented with cities, cemeteries, and ster-

ling silver tea services) involves "re-
constituting" architecture. That is, mak-
ing architecture on its own terms, undis-
tracted by the world outside the logic of
building.

The fint type, referencing society's great

deeds, as well as its sins, from Palladio to
pornography, might be thought extroverted.
The second type, which is self-referential,
might be thought introverted.

lt seems to us that only the first, extro-
verted type of architectural interests and
aspirations is capable of engaging a het-
erogeneous culture. Only the first type
embraces everyday cultural concerns as

opposed to maintaining an elite stance.
Only the fint type might make a virtue
of cacophony.

There is a group of three works that,
because they are stylistically diverseye/
share aspirations toward humane and con-
textual building, point toward a new and
significant direction in American archi-
tecture. These three, designed not by any
of the self-described Young Turks but by
three established architects, include Frank
Gehry's Loyola I"aw School (see page?n2),
Charles Moore's Wonderwall for the New
Orleans World Exposition, and Michael
Graved Domaine Clos Pegase winery. Each
of these projects, each in its own very
eccentric stylistic terms, is designed abour
the people who inhabit them and about
each project's particular, even peculiar,
place in the world.- 

Gehry's abstract, kind-of-classical, kind-
of-constructivist law school concentrates
on peoplds movements through a host of
tamlfiar, though strangely deployed, build-
ings. The whole assembly, offering qP s$
prising views and juxtapositions, isfirmly
iooted in contemporary Southern Cali-
fornia art culture.

314 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1985

Moore's Wonderwall seemed a fan-
tastical, outsized Mardi Gras parade
wandered over from Bourbon Street, a
stationary parade.

Graved Domaine Clos Pegase winery
carefully choreographs a path and set of
buildings, recreating at once the myth of
Pegasus and a traditional farm. It is Graved
breakthrough project, imparting an acces'
sible meaning to what might have been
another set of drawing board maneuvers.

If these works are humane and contex-
tual, they are also temporal, even tempo-
rary. The Wonderwall has already vanished.
Implicit in the new direction described
by these three projects is the understand-
ing that we are not building for the dis-
tant future but for the present; not build-
ing for eternity but for our Peers.

Hugh llardy:6...vu(o have an
archit€cfure of surface
manipulation....t

Looking through architecture publications
of 30 yean ago I find a remarkable uni-
formity of premise and a general similar'
ity in the scale and size of the buildings
under consideration. By comparison,
today's license appears to be chaos. We

now have no official archetypes. We have

media stan and media buildings (and a
panoply of dead heroes), but each is put
forth as jewel or personality rather than
the patient labor of architecture. l-ooking
backward it appears there was a way to
make architecture. Schools could teach
it. Critics could evaluate it. Journals could
collect and publish its best examples with
conviction.

In fact it was not so neat, but the pres-

ent "anything goes" atmosphere is trou-
blesome for many because they do not
see its value as a liberating investigation
of the limits of architectural theory and
practice. In fact, the great diversity and
multiplicity of contemporary architecture
offers rich opportunities to explore the
limits of our profession. But emphasis upon
novelty for its own sake can give little
opportunity to develop architecture of suf-

ficient power to bind all these diverse
approaihes into a coherent, understood
whole. To achieve such a goal some pre-
dict a return to earlier concepts of design
based upon systems of organization and
composition developed in gentler times.

But there have been three Profound
changes that prevent the ordering of archi-
tecture according to the tenets of the past.

Ms. Howard and Mr. Weingarten are part-
ners in Ace Architects, Oakland, Calif.
Mr. Hardy's New York City firm is Hardy
Holtzman Pfeiffer Associates.

The mass appeal of consumerism: The
quest for utopia America represents has
now been found in consumerism. Not the
18th century dreams of the perfectability
of man or the faith in science and technol-
ogy that fueled earlier visions of the future.
These have been replaced by the delights
of purchasing power and the acquisition
of possessions. Consumerism's rapacious-
ness and exploitation require constant
invention and change in order to sustain
its appetites. Activities in the shopping
center are therefore only partially based
upon what people need; they are mostly
justified by what people want.

This pursuit of happiness has become
a world of make-believe in which the only
reality lies in the certainty of change' No
institution is safe from the enticements
of consumerism; this economic dogma
effectively uses the values of the market-
place to justify human existence. As a
result we have an architecture of surface
manipulation, beholden to the strictures
of immediate financial gain. Although
sometimes achingly ugly, these buildings
are conceived as impermanent and sub-
ject to change as new styles replace old.
ln such a world architecture itself becomes
disposable.

Increased ease of communication:
Those who champion the increased ex-

change of information offered by mod-
ern technology (whether television, com-
puters, jet planes, or high speed printing)
also suppose such communication brings
people closer. In fact, the divisions among
us have increased in our new-found "global
village." Tirue, communication is easieg
but because of it we tend to talk only to
those with whom we agree. There seems
to be a network to support every life style
in America from biken to society queens'
backwoods types to yuppies. Each finds
its values reinforced by various means.
But each sees the world differently' So

long as methods of communication con-
tinue to improve, many forms of archi-
tectural theory and practice are being real-
ized simultaneously. It is not so much that
one building disproves the validity of
another. They exist side-by-side, each
appealing to a different audience. Com-
munication now makes it possible to be

continued on Page 316
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so surrounded with images of one's own
choosing in such isolation from the val-
ues of others that it is possible to be una-
ware other cultural values exist.

Increased scale of buildings: A third
change is the extraordinary size and
mechanical complexity of contemporary
buildings. The sheer bulk and intricate
systems that define contemporary build-
ings have little historical precedent. The
Chrysler Building contains 9,300 square
feet on a typical floor. A single floor in
the World Tiade Center is 28,700 square
feet. In turn, one floor of Battery Park
City's towers represents 37,000 square feet.
It does not seem likely that this trend
toward giganticism will be reversed. With
the requirements of modern financing and

the ease of modern construction tech-
niques, blockbuster buildings will continue
tobe commonplace. How to organize and

humanize huge buildings is a challenge
that contemporary architecture faces un-

easily, but one it has begun to accept.
Nowhere is this more obvious than in

the needless collision between preserva-

tion and development found in so many
American cities. Each side in this con-
flict is convinced of righteous superior-
ity. Each upholds a better America but
bised upon different values. The atten-
tion paid to creature comforts and the
appultenances of technology is 

?. 
com.-

o-eitine lure in large modern buildings' but
ih"it 6ort, bulk, ind banality are seldom

recompense for the buildings the-y replace'

or the light and air they inevitably tak9.

away. Preservationists at their most mili-
tanitherefore claim all new construction
is bad, and their absolutism denies cities
the investment required to keep their php-
ical plant operating and up to date. At
the iame time, midnight demolitions and

oolitical manipulations cause needless

destruction of sound buildings that form
part of the city's basic character. Each

iide in the struggle finds plenty of sup-

Dort for its views, but the ease of com-
munication adds to the polarization rather
than securing an accommodation.

As for the future, it is difficult, sitting
at this end of the 20th century to imag-

ine what might replace the tenets of con-

sumerism oithe aberrations of communi-
cation and giganticism that have come to
dominate contemporary architecture. we
are now a nation living on borrowed
monev at a scale unimaginable before giant

r,rms bf international credit became read-

ily available. This has permitted the creS-

tiron of a pleasant architecture of theatri-
cal confection in which the traditional
ordering devices of proportion, discipline
of struciure, and nature of materials have

been abandoned in favor of more quickly
realized, more sensational results'

What seems so false and gives such

malaise to contemporary work also comes
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from an increasing privateness in America,
a process of fulfilling personal fantasies
to the neglect of the common good. The
only architecture that could unite us would
be a public architecture that addresses
rather than avoids the social, political,
and economic problems around us. With-
out such a premise we will have more of
the same brilliant but isolated examples,
each built for its individual purpose, each
the product of different ambitions.

John C.Ilarkoress: 6We

sorely need a little mone
humitity in our desigP ....'

We are in a dramatic time in architec-
tural history and it is in our hands to do
something about what happens from here.
We are wrestling with the age-old prob-
lem of continuity and change: how much
of each, how fast, what should we Pre-
serve, what are the forces guiding change.

There is increasing recognition of the value

of the continuity of cultural traditions;
the question is how we should respond.
Three paths have been tried: copying the
traditional architecture of the past; de-

signing buildings that respect the tradi-
tions of the past but do not copy them
literally; and using the forms of the past

as symbols, not as their original functions
intended.

The fint path was generally referred to
as "traditional" when I was in architec-
ture school in the late 1930s and early
'40s. The architect decided what style the
new building should be and designed it
so that the functions would fit in that
stvle. In the best examples, such as H' H'
Richardson's work, it was carried out in
a highly original and creative manner' The
result was not entirely Romanesque
revival-it was the work of Richardson'

The second Path, and the one I was

trained in, was based on the conviction
that it is important to respect the tradi-
tions of the past but not to copy them'
Respect meint that a new building related

to ah older one or an older community,
responded to the scale of the older build-
inei, and was not overly large and ag$es-
siie. I have often thought of the analogy
of a young man walking with an older man

who is lame and limps with a cane. It is
not respectful for the younger man to
mimic ihe limping walk of the older man'

It is in fact, a moCtery. I think much archi-

tecture that mimics fine, older work is

reallv a mockery.
TliLe third path is the tendency today

to use formslymbolically or metaphori-
cally, in ways unrelated to their logical
functional ipplication. The design relates

to the past traditions the way forms appear

in our dreams, totally out of context' I

am sure that this is intentional; it is a
way of saying "we have a past, but we
live in a different world today." Columns
are symbolic, not structural; arches are
broken at their apex. (Oddly enough, one
the earliest contemporary examples of this
to my knowledge was the arch at the
entrance to the Univenity of Baghdad,
which Gropius designed. He said it sym-
bolized the "open mind." Did Gropius
really start postmodern architecture?)

What we see happening today is not
clearly any one of the three paths and is

often a mixture of them, although it seems

that the last is the most popular. There
is, nevertheless, some very good and en-

couraging work being done, particularly
in cities where buildings are being designed

to relate to their culture and surroundings.
Iooking back briefly at our recent past'

in the city the emphasis was on urban
renewal; too often existing buildings were
totally wiped out and new ones built with
no relation to the past. Even where an iso-

lated new building did find itself in the
midst of an older part of the city or col-
lege campus, the result was, at best, an
attempt to respond by the "respect" 

-ap-
proach, not by using specific forms from
ihe past. .A great many fine older build-
ingiand neighborhoods were destroyed
in the name of Progress.

It is interesting that we were more ready

to recognize the culture of the past in
foreign countries than in our own. The
foreign buildings program laid grsat-
emphasis on the fact that a U.S. Embassy

or other U.S. building should respect and

relate to the country in which it was built'
Architects involved with these projects
researched the buildings of the countries

continued on Page 318
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in which they were working and used the
lesons as best they could. One of the dan-
gen of this kind of response is falling into
a kind of "neo" architecture, like the neo-
classicism of the Mussolini era in Italy.

Why has it taken us so long to wake uP
to our own culture in the United States?
Perhaps because our cities are a mish'
mash of styles already copied, often badly,
from other cultures. There are, of course,
indigenous exceptions to this. Some archi-
tects have built on these traditions as Frank
Lloyd Wright did in his prairie houses.
Or, as Lewis Mumford said years ago,
"Gropius'House in Lincoln, Mass., is a
perfect outgrowth of the Puritan tradi
tion." We are finally realizing that even
in situations where the surroundings are
not architecturally significant, there is still
the possibility to relate to what rb there
in a way that enhances the whole. This is
certainly a very healthy and encouraging
development.

This leads to the question: To what
extent should a building fit into its sur-
roundings, and to what extent should it
stand out? And why is it that some kinds
of repetition in design produce a wonder-
ful harmony and others appear totally out
of control? The uniformity of older Euro-
pean cities, hill towns, and the old water-
ironts of American cities are wonderful
to live with. But the sprawl into suburbia,
the shopping malls, the multiplications of
glass boxes in our cities have lost all human
scale. I think it is the difference between
native costumes growing naturally and
spontaneously out of a culture and uni-
forms being imposed on people by an out-
side authority.

Granted, the outside authority over
buildings is often economic facton dic-
tating size, location, and cost, and often
pressing to increase the density even more
than the upper limits allowed by zoning
regulations. This does not produce a more
humane environment.

One tendency that grows out of this
control by economic forces and that has

become more evident recently, particu-
larly in commercial buildings, is the "sales

approach." In fact, our whole culture is
invaded with the idea of selling almost as

if it doesnt matter what we sell. I am afraid
we architects are falling into the trap the
automopile industry fell into. In decades
past the U.S. auto industry spent millions
designing cars with an eye to sales, with
tail fins and much useless chrome. They
were oversized outside and inefficient to
operate. The Europeans and Japanese
meanwhile were designing more efficient
engines and more compact cars, which
incidentally were far better looking. I think
that design that addresses the real needs
of the user, and the way the product func-
tions, is far better than design that looks
to sales. An architecture that is prima-
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rily addressed to sales is probably not a
very good neighbor. It waves a flag and
says "look at me" rather than fitting in.

There is, of course, a certain joY in
breaking the rules and not fitting in, and
occasionally it can be effective. In archi-
tecture, particularly in cities, buildings are
living by a certain set of governing norms,
be they zoning regulations or more intan-
gible customs and traditions. Occasion-
ally, breaking these rules can produce a

very striking effect, as for example, the
John Hancock Tower in Boston or the
Eiffel Tower in Paris. But it has to be the
right exception in the right place, and if
evervone does it the result is chaos. The
problem is that we all want to be the
iccentric genius who breaks the rules, and
our cities end up being a mess. We sorely
need a little more humility in our design
and a little less self-consciousness.

I have spoken about continuity and the
various methods of responding to the need

to recognize in our architecture that we
are the product of our own history. Let
me comment briefly on some of the forces
producing change.- 

There is a new force that is affecting
us that will, I believe, affect us more and
more in the future and that is how we deal
with energy. We are realizing that there is
a natural limit to our sources of depletible
energy-fossil fuels, forest, oil, coal, etc.
Simultaneously we have discovered nuclear
energy. There is a very great danger con-
nected to the use of nuclear energy, not
to mention the possibility oL misuse inthe
hands of irresponsible people or coun-
tries.

This creates the challenge for us as

architects and plannen to produce designs

for buildings, and for whole cities, that
minimize the use of depletable energy and
maximize the use of natural energy. It cer-

tainly suggests designing communities less

dependent on gas-guzzling automobiles,
wiih better forms of mass transportation,
better relationships of home to work place,

and more locally grown food. For build-
ings, it poins toward concern for orien-
taiion, proper insulation, and the use of
natural light. These factors are more impor-
tant than the details of a particular style
and should receive our highest attention.

Finally,I think we are at a time when
we can really make this the best of times.
We have at our disposal the technical
knowledge to design wonderful buildings
and the manufacturing knowlege to do it
on a scale that can help people all over

Mr. Harkness is a principal in The Archi'
tects Collaborative, Cambridge, Mass.

the world. We must learn how to distrib-
ute this knowledge without destroying
native cultures. We must learn how to
control our knowledge of nuclear energy
before it destroys us. We can have conti-
nuity in our architecture; this civilization
was not born yesterday. However, we must
also change to recognize new challenges
that never existed before.

Architecture is a social art; it does not
exist for itself alone. It affece people and
has a social responsibility. We may play a

small role in the total decision making
that determines our physical surroundings,
but it is a critical role. I think we archi-
tects are in many ways the conscience of
society.

Joan C'oody:'Our images
today are less reshieted

[v moral dicta...]
Todav we see far less celebration of the
sophiiticated technologies of building and
fai more sensitivity to the community's
cultural history and visual associations'
The "new pluralism" has indeed given us

greater variety of stylistic choice than the
itringent rules of "modernism" allow. But
how good are the results?

At their worst, these newer buildings
and ideas are as romantically misguided
as the old. Many of today's allusions to
the historical past may escape everyone
except those who have read their archi-
tect's descriptions. Have the possibilities
for architectural failures grown equally with
the increase in choice of style? Is a sec-

ond rate version of the International Style
worse than an unsure hand pulling images
out of today's fuller grab bag? And have
we lost the sense of social responsibility
for our work that generated much of the
spirit of modernism? Are today's build-
ings, in fact, about nothing but them-
selves?

I think it is easier to do good work today
than it was 10 years ago. First, we recog-
nize that good design alone will not solve
economic and social problems. With more
modest goals- and greater humility-we
can serve our clients better. We may lis-
ten more, for example, to what the pub-
lic housing tenants tell us now that we re

less sure we have all the answers to tell
them. And we may hear them when theY

tell us how pitched roob and picket fences

mean "home" in more U.S' communities
than stacked white boxes. If we care, it
probably is easier to match our image to
theirs.

Our images today are less restricted by
moral dicta about our obligations to ex-

press structure, function, and flexibility.
We have learned that a building doesn't

continued on Page 320
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have to /ook flexible to be flexible. We've

seen successful adaptive use where older
buildings, with their odd corners and
angles, are highly prized for the individ-
uality of offices or rooms and function
quite well. Instead of forcing a regular,
evenly divisible form on an odd shaped
site, we accept the anomaly, perhaps even

seek it.
Our structural systems today are more

likely to play a merely supporting role
for a building image that is often selected
because of its associations with the past,

a past we're no longer afraid to acknowl-
edge and even adaPt. The men who
brought us the International Style, from
Gropius to Corbusier, lived in European
cities where they were surrounded by a
variety of richly detailed, masonry build'
ings produced over many centuries. In
such a setting, the idea of an elegant' spare

building stood out in refreshing contrast
against the ornate palaces that bespoke
former autocratic regimes: The simple box

would provide a fresh new symbol for a

democratic, rational future.
What links the varied projecs being pro'

duced today, sometimes by a single office?
What is the basis of their esthetic integ-
rity? I believe it rests today, as it has always,
on the appropriate use of the available
materials and methods of construction'
Although the means and materials avail-
able to us today are far greater than those
of 100 years ago, we are more cautious of
their potential than we were 10 or 20 years

ago. We have seen the results of our abil-
ity to span wider and build higher than
ever before, and wdve had second thoughs
about whether the maximum engineering
feat is always the best architectural solu-
tion. We sometimes decide that "less is

more" in terms of scale. And we less fre-
quently believe that in terms of surface
enrichment.

We've found that the smooth surfaces
and expressed joints of the best made
(and higher budget) modern buildings can

translate into the unpleasantly imperfect
and not very weathertight wall in budget
materials. We're more willing to use mold-
ings to cover joints in surfaces that are
more likely to be made of regionally appro-
priate materials.

And we re more likelY to select our

materials from the local palette, not only
for weatherability and contextual harmony
but also in acknowledgement of the sen-
sual appeal of some of the traditional
surfaces-like patterned brick and carved
stone. We may aspire to the sculptural
qualities of carved stone details, but
today's granite buildings have an inch-thick
veneer on steel trusses. A new set of con-
struction problems must be addressed:
What we can do in that inch-plus skin to
create greater articulation, pattern, or
texture?

The challenge of today is to find ways

to use the materials now available to us

to create the rich variety of forms and sur-

faces from the past that we have recently
acknowledged we love. It is not an easy

task. When we try shortcuts for effect that
do not suit the materials or climate, we
can produce a stage set that wean poorly
after opening night' But within the con-
straints of our demanding discipline we

feel freer to examine multiple paths to the

creation of delight. !

Ms. Goody is a principal in Goody' Clancy
& Associates, Boston.
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Bravado \hriations in a Consistent rlrcme
Richard Meier, Architect. Introduction
by Joseph Rykwert. (Rizzoli, $50 hard-
bound, $35 paperbound.)

Richard Meier, EAIA, has reached an
interesting stage of his career. He has
recently celebrated his 50th birthdav: he
has earned the Pritzker award; he is mak-
ing plans to move his New york Citv
office into new, larger quarters 1in a toft
building to be shared with Gwathmev
Siegel and Vgnelli Associates); and he
has caprured, from a field of the world.s
strongest competitors, the commission for
Californias $100 million Getty Museum.
He seems to have the opportunity to carry
his-already mature art io new heights,
and it will be fascinating to see *-hut ir"
produces in the next few vears.

This is therefore an excellent time to
review his accomplishments to date, and
the present book is an excellent reminder
of those accomplishments. Thev add un
to a body of work that is unsurpassed in
its consistent level of quality by any of
Meier's contemporaries.

The new book is similar to a book about
Meier's work published by Oxford Uni-
versity Press in 1976: Each has a rela_
tively brief critical essay (Rykwert's 1976
counterpart was Kenneth Frampton) fol-
lowed by explanatory-but nonjudgmen_
tal-captions; both were designeJ by
Massimo Vignelli, who has righ'tly felt no
need to reinvent his handsomi format,
and each closes with an eloquent post_
script by John Hejduk, FAIA.

But the new volume is more satisfac-
tory, not only because it contains eieht
more years of work and covers the Jar_
lier years more completely, but also be-
cause it adds a chronological survey of
all Meier's work and a bibliography of
writings (some of rhem in thi; jour;al)
about his major buildings. The new
book's greatest asset, however, is that it
adds a generous amount of color. Meier's
buildings may almost always be white,
but they are white in the context of a
colored world, and their spectacular
iconic quality is not fully communicated
in black and white photography.

Rykwert's introduction is clear and intel-
ligent. He explains that Meier did not
select his neo-Corbusian style-,,the style

1 chose its architect"-there- beins for an
informed architecture student oT Meier's
time "only one body of architectural work
. . . backed by a sustained, sometimes
enthralling theoretical meditation: Le
Corbusier's." Rykwert further explains
why. having chosen his style, Meier has
stuck wirh it so doggedly: because mod-
ernism's "much-vaunted devaluation has
not led to the replacement of the old
currency by some equally glittering and
more valuable new one."

Even so, the collection of works pre-
sented by this book impresses us lesi with
its consistency of manner than with its
variety. The style that Meier has chosen
and maintained apparently allows him
great range; within it, he exercises his
imagination with the bravado of a circus
juggler.

- Perhaps the most recent work, such as
the museums in Frankfurt and Atlanta.
indicate that Meier is turning from such
displays of virtuosity (the Atheneum in
New Harmony Isee page 2531 being the
most spectacular display) toward a new
repose. And perhaps Kenneth Frampton.
writing in Cassqbella, is right in thiniing'
that "the Frankfurt museum brought Meie"r
face to face with the German cl-assical
tradition and shifted him off the main
line of American romanticism . . . awav
from what was surely a Gravesian affiri-
ity for neocubist baroque toward a more
rigorous structural meihod. . . ."
- The design of the Getty Museum will
foretell Meier's future direction more
clearly. It is a design for which all archi-
tects-wait in happy anticipation. We wait,
too, for another retrospeitive of Meier's
architecture a decade from now, a book
even richer, more satisfying, more daz-
zling than the present vbtume.
SraNrey AsnncnorvrsrE, AIA

Mn Abercrombie is editor o/Interior
Design and a former senior 

"aito, 
of this

magazine.(Books continued on page 32gl

!!ove, two views of the Kunsthandwerk
Museum in Frankfurt, West Germanv. a
recent design by Richard Meier thai ex-
emplifies a 'new repose,in his style.
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I(alxr's Daugftter fraces His

Beginnings: Louis I. Kahn's Philosophy
ol Architecture. Alexandra Tyng. (Wiley,
$29.95.)

This is a remarkable book. When
famous architects die, one wonders what
they must think from up there of all the
posthumous rubbish written about them.
Lou Kahn must writhe to hear what he is
said to have thought. But he had the good
fortune to have a daughter who listened
and understood. In this book she has writ-
ten a valid account of her father and his
work.

Alexandra Tyng is a painter; she paints
buildings especially well. As the daugher
of two architects, she has grown up with
the language of architecture and can retell
it in good English. She has written an
absorbing account of her father's archi-
tectural career and his efforts to formu-
late his philosophy of architecture.

I am not sure that philosophy is the
right word. One of the best things about
being an architect is that no one asks, as

they do of painters and sculptors, what
does one's work mean, or even what it's
meant to be. Like music, it obviously exists
for its own sake. One might expect a great
architect, which Kahn was, to let it speak
for itself. But to Kahn this striving to
explain, especially to himself, was an inte-
gral part of his architectural thought.

It made him an excellent teacher. He
had that quality sine qua non of a great
teacher of conveying the hard travail and
excitement of the art: He convinced his
students that architecture was something
worth spending one's life on. Neverthe-
less, he was not fundamentally articulate.
From his Jewish background came a kind
of mystical Old Testament poetry; from
his reading of psychology, especially per-
haps of Jung, came a tendency to load
words with a meaning they were unable
to carry, or a meaning peculiar to him-
words like aura, will, and psyche. He
invented words like ina and concepts like
spent light and existence-will. At Penn,I
remember, the old found his lectures
obscure; the young of all ages were en-
chanted by a strength of his concepts.

Tyng deals well with this, giving Kahns
own words from lectures, articles, and
letters and relating them to his architec-
tural development, with copious illustra-
tions of his buildings. Moreover, she
recounts his early years, his family back-
ground, his intense relationship with his
mother, and his early interest in music-
which could have been his career-
building up a vivid portrait of this com-
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plicated genius. I find only one lack: not
enough about his humor. He had a glee-
ful puckish delight in the absurdities of
the world and a vast fund of outrageous
stories, which he told wonderfully well.

Kahn s architectural development was
halting and devious; Tyng describes it
clearly. From a slow and, in his own words,
"thoroughly misguided" start, he was
drawn like most of his generation into
the modern movement. Liberated at first,
perhaps; but he was in truth a classical
architect, and he had to escape from mod-
ernism to achieve his own style. He was
fundamentally a traditionalist: His archi'
tecture had its roots in his Beaux-Arts
training at Penn under Paul Philippe Cret
and John Harbeson, and he always referred
to his sources as the temples and monu-
ments of history. But he was 46 before
he left his long association with Stonorov
and in his 50s before he began to realize
his capabilities.

And how great they were! The Yale
Art Gallery of 1953 was his first mature
work. The Richards Medical Building at
the University of Pennsylvania of 1958

was the first to bring him wide fame. In
the next 15 years, Kahn simply created a
series of masterpieces that could well have
taken a lifetime. Each one showed new
insights learned and new forms created.
Unlike many modern works, they appeal
not only to architects but to all who can
recognize architecture when they see it.
Alexandra Tyng describes the Kimbell
Museum in Fort Worth as "one of the
ferv truly magical buildings." The Mellon
Art Center at Yale, his last work, is cer-
tainly another. Srn PErnn SHrpsEano

A partner in the London firm of Shepheard
Epstein & Hunter Sir Peter was formerly
dean of the Graduate School of Fine Arts'
University of Pennsylvania, where he still
teaches.

The Dream of the Factory-Made House:
Walter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann.
Gilbert Herbert. (MIT Press, $22.50.)

Walter Gropius is most widely known
as a teacher, at the Bauhaus and then at
Harvard. What is less well known is that
he spent most of his life attempting to
perfect the factory-made house.

In 1910, while working with Peter
Behrens, Gropius submitted a memoran-
dum to Walter Rathenau, a principal direc-
tor of the AEG and Behrens'principal
client. That memorandum, "Program for
the Founding of a General Housing-

Construction Company Following Artis-
tically Uniform Principles," outlined a the-
oretical approach to the production of

had two objectives: improved quality of
design and construction, and greater econ-
omy of cost. It was expected, and desired,
that multiple, even infinite, variations of
the standard house would be possible to
build. It was the quality of design and
the manufacture of the components that
brought unity to the final buildings, how-
ever disparate they might be in plan.

While Gropius was developing a theo-
retical approach to production housing,
Konrad Wachsmann began with a more
practical involvement in factory-made
houses. The author shows Gropiud
commitment to industrial systems to be
theoretically more progressive and
seemingly inevitable, where Wachsmann s
introduction to factory housing appears
to have been almost accidental. He was
a "master student" of Hans Poelzig in Ber-
lin in 1925, after having studied with
Henrich Tessenow during the previous
two years. ln 1926, Poelzig secured a job
for Wachsmann with the firm of Christoph
& Unmack, at the time "the largest and
oldest manufacturer of prefabricated
wooden buildings in Europe." With his
relentless search for perfection, Wachs-
mann soon became the firm's chief of de-
sign. A fundamental effect of his experi-
ence was is revelatory influence. As he
said, "In a split second I understood that
mass production was more than a tech-
nological event. In fact, I suddenly sensed
that industrialization was the answer to
building. . . ." This revelation kept
Wachsmann searching for the ultimate
industrialized house for the rest of his
life.

The author includes an extended dis-
cussion of the Hirsch Kupfer copper
house. It is an interesting and enlighten-
ing story of one firm's success, and lack
of it, with factory-made houses, fore-
shadowing the experience Gropius and
Wachsmann eventually were to share.

ln 1941, after having emigrated to the
U.S., and while Wachsmann was living in
Massachusetts with Gropius, the two devel-

oped the "packaged house." Beautifully
conceived and detailed, it appeared to
have every chance for success. Several
interests were willing to back the project
financially, and it was well received by
both the architectural and the general
press. The timing seemed propitious, as

a great need for housing existed. But, after
a series of false starts, design revision,
organizational changes, and general delay,
the dream came to an end. How that
dream ended is the crux of this book'
The story is instructive from an entre-

continued on page 336
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Bool<s from page 328
preneurial as well as an architectural point
of view, and the message is sobering, if
not depressing.

Gilbert Herbert has written an infor-
mative book, filled with vintage illustra-
tions. It is well documented, with 44 pages
of end notes. There is an appendix that
is a chronological outline of Gropius' and
Wachsmann's achievements. There is a
bibliography and an index. In all, the pre-
sentation is quite scholarly.

It is in this scholarly approach, how-
ever, that the book's greatest weakness
lies, for it has the look and feel of a text.
What is worse, it reads like a text, the
workmanlike prose unfolding the story
in relentless, machine-like fashion. The
flash, the fire, the tension, the excitement
of the various projects are not conveyed.
For example, significant events such as

the 1927 Weissenhofseidlung at Stuttgart
are discussed. Participants at this hous-
ing exhibition included Mies van der Rohe,
[.e Corbusier, J. J. P. Oud, Hans Scharoun,
Hans Polzeig, as well as Gropius, but the
impact of the event isn t even hinted. In
his description of the collapse of the Gen-
eral Panel Corporation, Herbert notes that
the single-family house is "that most emo-

tionally charged, personal of possessions."
It is unfortunate that he has not infused
his account with charges of that emotion.
One senses that the author wanted to
have everything perfect- completely re-
searched, accurate. It is ironic that even
as the search for perfection was a princi-
pal factor in the demise of the General
Panel Corporation, in the pursuit of thor-
oughness, Herbert has drained the blood
from his subjecs and, hence, his book.
Pnrlrp S. KrNupoY-Gnar.rr, AIA

Mr Kennedy-G rant prac tic es arc hitecture
in Bedminster N.J., with the Office of
Architect & Planner Bqrrett Allen Gins'
berg, AIA, PA.

Frank Lloyd Wright's Robie House: The
Illustrated Story of an Architectural
Masterpiece. Donald Hoffmann. (Dover,
$7.95.)

Frank Lloyd Wright had a client to be
cherished in the venturesome business-
man Fred C. Robie who was about as

feisty as Wright and as much an individu-
alist. In later years when Robie was liv-
ing in Cleveland, he said of Wright, whom
he commissioned in 1908 to design his
innovative dream house in Chicago's Hyde

Park: 'And I thought, well, if he was a
nut, and I was maybe, we'd get along
swell." And so they did, from the initial
planning to the final execution and fur-
nishing. In this lavishly illustrated and
entertaining book, Donald Hoffmann uses
family documents and an array of other
resources to give a full account of the
Robie house-its planning and construc-
tion, its interiors, and the major actors in
this endeavor. Robie's son told the Chi-
cago Sun-Times that he saw Wright in
1956 and that the architect asked about
Robie's father, and commented, A good
house, for a good man."'At the age of
90, Wright led a fight to save the house
when the then-owner, the Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary, determined to tear it
down. Wright said, "It all goes to show
the danger of entrusting anything spiritual
to the clergy." The house was rescued,
"but only as an inauthentic fossil," says
Hoffmann. And in a footnote, he com-
ments: "In the years since World War II
the house has been violated in every way,
so that almost nothing about it is right
(or Wright)." This book helps us to under-
stand what the house was when Robie
called it "the most ideal place in the
world." Manv E. OsnaaN, HoN. AIA
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Boston Society of Architects. Private
house, Northeast coast (above); Graham
Gund Associates, Cambridge, Mass.
Located on an idyllic barrier island acces-
sible only by ferry, the "roofhouse" has a
large cedar-shingled mansard roof punc-
tuated by a variety of white clapboard
dormers, bays, and porches. An exagger-
ated freestanding "dormer" defines a small
patio and frames sweeping ocean views.
The straightforward programmatic require-
ment of 2,125 square feet of space, a wid-
ow's walk, screened porches for sleeping
and eating, and windows were handled
with a "wonderful balance of function and
fantasy," the jury commented.
Maine Chapter. Naval Air Station child
care center, Brunswick, Me. (right);
Moore/Weinrich & Woodward, Bruns-
wick. Responding to the installation's air-
plane hangan, bunker-type buildings, and
dilapidated row houses, the architect clad
the exterior in metal and used red, white,
and blue as a patriotic gesture. The build-
ing has a shifted grid scheme to separate
the four age groups and is scaled for the
young children.
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New England Regional Council. Seeley
Mudd Library Yale University, New
Haven, Conn. (left); Roth & Moore, New
Haven. The two primary program require-
ments were storage space for 1.5 million
volumes and a government document cen-
ter accessible to the public. Exterior walls
are brick with carved buff limestone trim,
and the main entrance is emphasizedby a
splayed masonry wall at the adjacent cor-
ner of the building. The structure, poured-
in-place reinforced concrete with a light
sandblasted finish, is left exposed
throughout.

Crown and Eagle Mill Apartments,
Uxbridge, Mass. (below); Bruner/Cott &
Associates, Cambridge, Mass. The shell
of a historic mill partially destroyed by
fire in 1975 was incorporated in a 62-unit
housing development for the elderly. New
construction with indigenous materials and
details was set behind crumbling wall frag-
ments and the mill towers to recall the
outline of the original mill. The existing
power canals were retained and land-
scaped, and the original wheelhouse was
converted into a water qarden.

o
o

3
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Architects Society of Ohio. Hilton at
lackawanna Station. Scranton, Pa' (right);

Buchanan, Rucciuti & Associates, Youngs-

town, Ohio. In renovating a 1907 neo-
classical train station, the original lightwell
was converted to a six-story atrium,30
guest rooms were placed on the upper
iive floors, and the train platform and
shed were enclosed to become a theme
restaurant.

The Restaurant, Moreland Hill' Ohio
(below, before and after); Stephen J'

Bucchieri Architect, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
The conversion of a corner service sta-

tion to an informal neigtrborhood restau-
rant with seating for 150 patrons included
a steel-framed, glass enclosed dining addi-
tion that wraps three sides of the original
building and is screened from the park-

ing area and traffic by a landscaped:rea,
enclosed with a steel lattice fence. The
restored building, which contains the
kitchen. service areas, and a dining room
with a mezzanine above for additional
seating, is clad in corrugated steel siding.
Steel lattice truss beams, columns, and
the spiral ventilation system were left
exposed, and wood furnishings were cho-

sen to blend with the oak floor and oak-

stained ceiling.
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DoverNo.l.
Every year since 1979 Dover has
made more elevators than anyone
else in America.

For the tallest office building
in Austin,Texas, we built the
fastest elevators in town. Four
high-rise elevators in One Amer-
ican Center move passengers at
1,000 fpm. DoverThaflomatic II@
microprocessor controls further
speed service by minimizing
response time.

Fourteen other low and mid-
rise Dover elevators serve this
enormous new downtown office.
shopping and dining complex.

For information on Dover
elevators or assistance on anv
elevator project call your locil
Dover office. Or write Dover
Elevator Systems,Inc., P.O. Box
2L7 7, Memphis, TN 3 8 10 1.

One American Center
Owner: Rust Properties
Architect: Morris Aubrert and

Associates
Contractor: Gilbane Building Co.
Eleaators sold and installed blt Doaer
Eleuator Co' Austin,Texas 
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Michigan Society of Architects. Electronic
Data Systems, CamP Hill, Pa. (above);

Rossetti Associates, Detroit. Located on

heavily wooded site that slopes down 150

feet to a creek, the 100,000-square-foot
building is set on a 45-degree angle to

the existing tree line and site contours.
The curved, reflective glass block wall
provides diffuse natural lighting while
obscuring direct views of the parking atea

ancl provlding privacy during the evening
and night shifts. Half of the building, the

computer center, is partially buried,into
the sloping landscape' The exposed por-

tion of the computer center rool ls cov-

ered with a rubber membrane material
over a grid of aluminum tubes with low
lishts.

Kresge Court Sequence, Detroit (right);

William Kessler & Associates, Detroit. A
museum designed by Paul Cret \n 192'7

was enlarged in'66 and'72 without pro-
visions for unifying the complex. The
museum's main central courfyard was com-

pletely renovated to improve-circulation
ind to integrate the original Romanesque
building and the two modern wings. A
new glass skylight was added, and a

hydraulic lift, which is stored in the base-

ment, was installed to accommodate per-

forming arts activities. Stage lights and

speakeis were placed on motorized trol-
leys on the roof trusses. Total conver-
sion of stage, lights, and speakers is
achieved in less than 60 seconds.
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Chicago Chapter, House of Light, Chi-
cago (top); Booth/Hansen & Associates,
Chicago. Lincoln Park, an urban neish-
borhood of varied town houses and alart_
ment buildings, has maintained a conti_
nuity through similar exterior detailing,
common building materials of masonrv.
stone, and terra cotta, and scale based
on a grid pattern of lots in 25-foot incre_
ments. The front facade of this house is
stone veneer over masonry coursing with
traditional detailing of the windo* fiames
ald lintels. A large centrally located ver_
tical stairway up the middle of the house
and a skylit central atrium bring light
and reflect subtle colors throughouithe
interiors.

,_ 
Painted apartment, Chicago (right);

Krueck & Olsen Architecrs, C[icasd the
client wanted to "open up" her ti'ree-
bedroom cooperative apartment in a Mies
van der Rohe tower that overlooks the
lake and Lincoln park. The architect eut_
ted the l,60Gsquare-foot apartment exleot
for the kitchen and bathrooms. The slee^o_
ing alcoves are screened from the main
living area by a glass block wall and tele_
scoping doors that pull out from a larse
wardrobe. Curved glass walls separate ind
define the dining area.
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Wisconsin Society ol Architects. Cit-v Hall
and police station. Oconomowoc. Wis.
(above): The Durrant Group. Madison.
Wis. A small town's prominent Richarcl-
sonian Romanesque city hall, designed
b-v George B. Ferry in 1886, required resto-

ration and expansittn to house all civic
functions. The central first floor corridor
u'as continued through the original fire
station and into the acldition to create a

ne$' entr\ for the pcllice departnlent. Ttl
c()nvert the old auclitorium on the sec-

oncl level into council chambers. the ceil-
ing was lowerecl and stained glass tran-
sr)ms irom exterior u indtrus 11 q1q nlarcd
inside and backlightecl. A new bell touer
at the police department's public entrance
was added. new windows were installeci.
ancl mechanical and electrical s)'stems
were modernized.
Minnesota Society of Architects. Lehnl-
berg gazebo, Minneapolis (right); Cun-
ingham Architects. Minneapolis. Con-
structed of steel pipe with a redu'tlod floor.

the simple. delicate gazebo has a roof tlf
crossed barrel vaults. Connecting arbclrs

repeat the square plan of the gazebo;
trellises are covered with climbing
honeysuckle.
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North Dakota Chapter. Tirrtle Mountain
High School, Belcourt, N.D. (above); Foss

Associates, Fargo. The program called
for a one-story facility located on an Indian
reservation to contain all academic and
vocational programs and support func-
tions. The entry and circulation path that
lead to the gymnasium open up horizon-
tally and vertically. Double-loaded cor-
ridors combined with core rooms and
peripheral classrooms make up the re-
maining circulation paths. The gymnasium
is tucked into the sloping landscape along
the northern side for protection against
winter winds, and high windows and clere-
story panels provide natural light.

Sunporch addition, Fargo, N.D. (left);
Clark Holman & Moorhead, Fargo. The
architect chose an octagonal plan to com-
plement the angular forms of the original
Dutch colonial roof house. The new porch
is entered from a raised platform that was
originally a storage closet. Sliding glass

doors with lattice covered transoms were
employed to maximize openness.
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,-'n. r'lav tilcs. lrtttl tr lightucight stccl lratlte
plrinleil ulritc. (illrss block scrccrls I)r()-
ridc protcction lrottr thc ri'intl riithout
limiting nirlurill liuhtirtg ltntl vi*rs. [.'plight.s

tlirectetl trtt the crposctl uootl tlccking
ue rc clcsigttecl [o crcrtlc a solt . lltrrtcrltlikc
glo',r'. Bttscs st()p ()lt thc eltst sitlc. lrllcl
pirsseng.cr rehiclcs stol) ()tl thc riesl side
ot tlte tlotrlrlt-lolttlctl isllrncl.
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MICRO-COTTA'

lf the beauty is timeless, it slrould be rnade to last over time.

li lne afClrtiCtUfSt Cgtar, ;rlil i.;i.lril'llPirlil-
l Cn Ca e0 ifji C)f- j0u1 ':e 'r, f-rLjli(j Iq rf
restOratj0n proje[t rs oi {rne ig:,s i;i,,auiy
ci'eate 1 of re-create) it'r,'rtl'r ltlicrc-iotta

i''1rCrC-cCtta,S a irrjniv;ei!lt t|0rt;reiaiV
poiymer-base d ccinposrte ,J0ri:fete lnat
can D"o ust;d t0 crgate the dei;l.aii reite'
W0iK, C0l0f. lntglCtl" anC rrxte!.tCl. j";rna_

mentattcn and subtie ir:ittefniill {rl irlIi'a
COtta Tng mOid_c an0 ii.ii_ii;,ttl lXi' ,.ir:.e.Sltap€

Cl' dctar 'riCL- iii rlllagrle i]rf: C0i ileil
drrrJCtlV i:.0ir-.r ,ilrl' Oi u'r'nalS i;'blJelllts
repr0ducing t-rerTr rn rieiari

Eeslsling the ravages ol tine.
[4rci'ir-cclta ill:iasitp corl'gte oces
Dtl\'O"C I nit O'jjiiCatr0n Oi r;.,qinalS lt'S
.tlsil ies,:itaf,t tl fire and envrionmental
condrtror.s inerl piqments are used to
a{;NrCVil ,i d;t'libll cOiOr matCh that w,l1

lasl'//itiirjtri Varli0',futng ll 0ti.l0t' t;Oi0r
i.iitviatrfrs l'ttert s no suriace !lazln{j t(l
Cl a(li! 0i .:19i::lliir,itg.

Beady avai!abtlrty means iast delivery
Iimes.
M o i C t n g i e it !'i r, r'i i ir {; y a t-. i i ir I l-r [C r i r e la r V

ij'r'/S rla, 'rlekr;J[j 01 fu'']rifC'i;tta [raKe
+-qr lglii cl;' l ll;?,c possible - often rrvlth I
a nattsi ,i1 c;iys - f ron protoiyoe tc the
r;St fir., sted taft

Santa Fe Bailroad Excnange Builolng Cn,cago 1L

Mptz Irarn rno Youngren Archr'iects

Take some tine to find out more.
To find out more aboul how Micro-cotta
can help make limeless beauty lasl over
time, contacl Simplex Products Division.
0r consult our 1985 Sweet's catalog,
6.9/Sim.

Simplex Products Division
P0. Box 10

Adrian, Ml49221
(51il 263-BBB1

1984, Simplex Products 0ivision
Micro-cotta'" is a trademark of Palenlech Cor0

:;;-#

Circle 1.10 on iriormution carc.i

- The Wrigley Building. Chicago. lL
Dr. Stephen Carr. Dept. of'Materiali Scienci and

Engineering, Northwestern Univsrsitv, Consultant



AA Companent Ausards

San Francisco Chapter. Mei Lun Yuen pub
licly assisted housing in San Francisco's
Chinatown (left); LDA Architects and
Lyndon/Buchanan Architects, San Fran-
cisco. Located on a steeply sloping site
near the intersection of Stockton and
Sacramento streets, this project responds
to the diverse urban context of housing
over street level retail and responds to the
tight geometry of the street pattern. The
lowrise town houses with double expo-
sure to the street accommodate 33 fami-
lies, and the highrise building contains
studios and one-bedroom apartments for
152 senior couples. The components are
grouped around aplaza that provides space
for recreational activities, direct access to
support functions, and primary entrance
to the apartments.
California Council. Camino Alto Court,
Mill Valley, Calif. (below); Kaplan/
Mclaughlin /Diaz, San Francisco. This
HUDassisted housing project for the hand-
icapped is located on a tree{ined 1.S-acre
site with easy access to shopping facili-
ties. The 24living units, each with 1,300
square feet, are clustered around a land-
scaped courtyard to create the feel of a
single-family residential neighborhood. A
community center serves as a general pur-
pose room for group activities and con-
tains a kitchen, small laundry, and rest-
rooms. The architect used exterior
detailing to reduce the scale and mass of
the buildings. All the units are single story
and are equipped with grab bars and coun-
ters and appliances that accommodate
wheelchairs.
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AA Componen't tltourtls

California Council. Maoli House, San
Rafael, Calif. (above); Fernau & Hart-
man. Berkeley. Calif. The clients wantecl
a 3.fiXlsquare-foot house that would recall
the vernacular hillside architecture of their
native ltaly. The narrow house runs on a

north-south axis, parallel to the contours
of the steeply sloping site. Four gables
that interrupt the prominent roof define
the upper level bedrooms and create a

series of outdoor spaces. Numercltts win-
dows and transonts provide natural ven-
tilation and lighting.

Eats Restaurant. El Segundo. Calif.
(left): Rebecca L.Binder. AIA. and James
G. Stafforcl. Santa Monica. Calif. The
r'lient rrrntcd to eonrerl an existing st()rc-
front. shoe-box space (12x60 feet) intcr
a "chic" restaurant and bar. By hanging
cables that suspend a custom light trough.
the architect created, in the jury's words.
"an intriguing fantasy. a sculptural piece."
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BXUV
Flra B..l.tance R.ting. July 19, 1984

lPBt6-B cardl
lcont. t?om P8t 5 -A crrdi

Detlgn No. P815
L StrI Bclm Or Brr Joirt-W8Xl6 or lOH4 min siz..,€lgecrivety.
2. Roof CoY..lng-may con3i3t ot:A. 9!::: A. I lt 9 8.uilrup Rot Corcring..M.tcrbts. con3irring onty ot ,.tt snd llphEtr tor_ coEt lrr. pitch) in altornrt. tayen. .Scc Buitding Mrtorilts OiiccibrY. Or,8. Sh.rrhtne- M.r.rr!r'-Loosorv_reio. over one iayei'ii;L;'iiilr;;;"prr!lo, 3hrer. cov.erod wirh '/.ro I t/, in. dilm€r.r rivor bonom irone oi a ote ot io'piili"-p;";';;"-;;ttil par m!nutrcturor'a spaciticliion.

G.t.. Engln..rlng Co.-Type 8.2S.
K.[y Encrgy Sy.t.mr, Inc.
Kopp.r. Co., lnc,-Type KMM Srandsrd.

_ Prntr.ot. lnc.-Typr FH"34, FH-4b.C. Or, 8lralthlng Matrrl!1.-One.llysr plac€d ovor glaas fiber mst seprrrlor sheel lnd r?cured, through root inluhtion, to- sre€t rool Oecf iittr meiat fasiini,i,'stl;f ;i;; ;;; ;.hosivo in !ccordance with mrnufrctu_rers rpmiticirionr,iirren"rr are phirips. tru3a hord.3ort'rreping lroor rcrcw! wirh.r.o.2.r6 min-oia.Jt* rr,a.ri L""i,rri 
"r 

ilri,i'i;-;'il'i'il
,,':1,:"r',l3l :ij*l;f ,"J.-" in3uraiion. oiscs lra 

";,^n:l_1-lj,:Js--r,il6 
'i"'wi'"rili

P.n..ot. ln".-rro" 
tifi$olpacing ir pef manutacturer 3p€cific8tions'

Replaces guide card (pg15-B) of rike titre and guide designation dated Jury3. 1984.
underwriterr Laboratoriee tnc.o 

lconi on ttll;ir"#

FIRE SAFETYT First EPDM UL Glass A not requiring additional surfacing.
QUALITY: Made from uniroyar Royarene@ EPDM
sERvtcE: Local distribution and installation control
EXPERIENGE: over 30 years of roofing and rubber experience

Kelly Call or write for
additional information:

1-(800) KES-ROOF
). Box 2583, Waterbury, CT 06723, (203) 57S_g22O
'e 134 on information card

Energy
Sysfem+ Inc.

Kelly Energy Systems
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California Council. Oxley residence, La
Jolla, Calif. (above); Rob Wellington
Qurgley, AIA, San Diego, Calif. This small
single-iamily house with a low budget has

a one-room plan based on a strict four-
foot module to minimize material waste'

Most detailing and materials are tract-
house standard. The south elevation is

predominantly windows with a tile mass

for passive heating. The main living areas

and bedroom are located on the second
floor, which has views to the Pacific
Ocean; the lower floor serves as a guest

house. The architect hoped the symmet-
rical facade would provide a sense of
"importance." The jury called it a "tinJ-

houie with a large sense of humor, hold-
ing its head up in the air for a view and

to be viewed."
Highland Inn, Carmel Highlands,-Calif.

(righi); Shaw Associates, Monterey, Calif.,

and Marquis Associates, San Francisco
(interiors). The client wanted to trans-
form a comfortable 1929 lodge and sur-

rounding cottages in a "world class resort."

located on a steeply sloping site over-

looking the Pacific Ocean, the inn has 44

remodeled suites and 100 new ones, in
addition to new meeting facilities, a delica-

tessen, tavern, a pool, and three spas. The
pedestrian entranceway was redesigned
with a dormer skylight and now termin-
ates at a g),azed, angular "vista point"'
The dining areas were placed on two stag-
gered levels facing a wide window wall,
ind a large lounge with exposed wood
beams and two granite fireplaces was

created by removing several partition
walls and relocating the reception desk.

The architect chose interior finishes of
natural wood and granite, and soft tones

of green and lavender. n
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The TI Profes sional C,omputer t?kqs CAD
^ ^^inihi;. ;" PC CeP hai gone before.

Now the TI Professional Computer and

AutoCAD'" 2 software from Autodesk,

I.r.. ,.u* rrp to bring you the best of both
worlds in CAD and personal computing'

You'llput true CAD on your-desktop

at an affordable price. Andyou'll have a

superior PC system for all your comput' 

-
inl needs-available in apackage &--
of"hardware, software and exclusive serv-

i." 
".rd 

support options no orherPC offers'

You get top-quality mainframe capa'

bilities fiat let you explore the outer
limits of your imagination. Like multi-
lavering and precise dimensioning' tu
lsometiic deiign. Tnomwith trillion' \-
to-one precision. The ability to create your

own symbol libraries. And to move'.copy'

rotate or delete any part of any drawtng'
You also get the Perfect match of

CAD and machine. TI gives you superb

hieh-resolution graphics, a palette of up

tot-8 simultaneous colors, fast processing

speed, and more. lncluding top-perfor'
mance from the best-selling sof tware tor

other applications.

la\.-.
tth ,r !:
\g/'
..'..

-l'-'

Create drawings of anl size to dnJ scale'

AuroCAD is a tmdemark of Autodesk, lnc "Srar Trek'element: used

with permission of Paramounr lictures Corp ' t he copyrlgnt ownel

And you can choose from a wide range

of opiions to put together a system that
precisely fits your needs.

Draw vour own conclusions' For

the TI-authorized reseller nearest you'

call 1-8OO- 527'3500, extension 401'

In Canada call 416-884-9181'

- Turas Y
INSTNUMENTS

Creating useful Products
and services for You.

tt t)-L
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Mai n Street

Landman-Andrevys AIA

Then...andNow
Does commercial real estate in
your city or town need a second
chance? Muskegon, Michigan
ord-and got it with a resounding
"Yes" vote for Downtown Urban
Renewal.

The rest is history. Muskegon Mall
will soon celebrate its Tenth
Anniversary. lt continues to be
where Muskegon and its out_
county neighbors shop, dine and
retax.

Anchored by three major
department stores and offering a
variety of restaurants and opti6ns
for relaxed dining or a snacK-on-
the-run, the Space-Frame
enclosed mall also showcases
crowd-drawing special events.

Could a Unistrut Space-Frame
System-Moduspano or Meroo-
be the catalyst that brings
people, merchants and relaxation
together in your town-in a spirit
of pleasant anticipation ?

Please write or call for details on
our specific experience in the
dynamic re-vitalization of
comm_ercial property. Cail (313)
7.21-4040, or write p.O. eoi AO2,
Wayne, Michigan 48184,

utlSTRUT 3i$::"5,"'" GrGl
Circle 136 on information card



BRIEFS trol. Interior floors: Buchtal rile. Exter

"". ;fJ"%xiilfi; 3u3%::i:::'i'"1il:i:
The Yestermorrow Design/Build School Safety Steel. Lighting: Raak, Rambush,

in Warren, Vt., is offering a six-week Lightolier. Roofing: Ludowici-Celadon.
course this summer for architecture stu- Waterproofing and sealants: Tiemco.
dents interested in designing/building a Plumbing: Sloan. Toilet stalls: Accurate
group project. Time will belpent prima- Partitions. Tirbs and lavatories: American

iity <in'tn6 project building sile. Eight Standard. Washroom and bathroom ac-

"oil"gr "r"bitifor 
the corirse may be cessories: Bobrick. Water fountains: Elec.

obtai;ed through Goddard, Antioch, or Drinking Fountain. Lockers: _Republic
the student's olin school. Room and board Steel. Signage: Karman, Ltd. Stairs and

is available. Contact: Yestermorrow treads: Buchtal. Wall surfacing: St. Joe

Design/Build School, Box 76A, Warren, Brick Works, Architectural Stone Sales,

Vt.05674 Gail Tile, Hanley Brick' Windows: Amar-
lite. Door closen: LCN. Hinges: McKinney

Art Director Sought. Manufacturing. l,oc\s_ets: Yale. Panic exit:

The U.S. GenerJservices Administra- Von Duprin. Paint: PPG'

tion is looking for an art director to over-
see its nation;ide visual information Ordway Music Theater, St. Paul (page 188).

program, graphics, micrographics, audio- Architect: Beniamin Thompson & Asso'

nir.iutr, arid marketing. TLe position is a ciates, Cambridge, Moss. Project architect:

GM-14 with a salary range ol $+4,+30- Scott Wilson. General contractor:

$57,759. For more inforriation, contact McGough Construction' Theater consul'

Marianne Robinson, GSA, office of per- tant; S. Leonard Auerbach & Associates'

sonnel, 18th and F Streets N.W., Wash- Acoustical consultant: R. Lawrence

i;;;;;o.C. zo+os, (202) 566{036. Kirkegaard & Associates. Structural engi-
neer: LeMessurier Associates. Mechani

Call lor Papers on Plastics. cal and electrical engineering: Ellerbe

The SPI Reinforced Plastics/Composites Associates' Project manager: D' Lane-

Institute, which will hold its 41st annual Hersey. Mechanical engineer:-Thoryl J'

conference Jan.2'7-31in Atlanta, seeks Peine. Electrical engineer: Charles H'

papers on topics ranging from research. Hopwood'
io hew materials. Papers of approximately
500 words are due June 7. SinA to RPZd Plngry School' Bernards Township' N.J.

Conference Administration, Society of the (page 192). Architect: Hardy Hglzmgn 
-

fiu"ti".Indusrry Inc.,355 trxington Ave., yf"itt"r4t19c.iates, New York City. Steel

N"* yort, N.Y' 10017. frame: Bethlehem Steel' Steel joiss: Ceco'

Steel decking: Wheeling. Concrete ma-

Roofing Technolog5r slides. sonry units: Plasticreto Block and Sup-
-fre RJoting mAustry eaucational Insti ply. Freformed me.tal pangls: Binkley Co'

tute has released u ,Jri", of four roofing Terra cotta: Gladding, McBean' Structural

technology progru*r. Available for $19-5, glazed tile:-stark ceramics. Aluminum

;;;h;;d;# &ntains 80 slides, a cued curtainwalls and windows: Kawneer'

uuOio 
"u;r"tte, 

and printed script. For Insulated qanel skylights: Kalwall' Glass

o.J"* and information send to itIEI ut skylighS: Fisher. Brick pavers:-Hastings

Ogif S Holly Circle, Suite t00, Englewood, Paveis. Rubber flooring: Pirelli' VAT:

Colo.80112 " Armstrong' Wood fl-ooring: Robbins-' Inc'

cREprrs ffi lit .#!:!"'t#i;'"'IiiIil Hfi i
coated stainless steel roofing: Follansbee

Herring Hall, Rice University' Houstont
Tex. (pige 174). Architect: Cesqr Pelli &
AssoCiates, New Haven, Conn. Partnets:
Cesar Pelli, EAIA, Frederick Clarke, Diana
Balmori. Design team leader: Kevin Hart'
Job captain: Howard R. Howes. Designer:

William Butler. Landscape and interiors:
Cesar Pelli & Associates. Structural engi-

neer: Walter P. Moore & Associates.
Mechanical engineer: RaY S. Burns &
Associates. Lighting: Jules Fisher and Paul

Marantz. Acoustical: Mark Roos. Con-
struction manager: Mayan Construction
Company. Ceiling surfacing system: U'S-'

Gypsum, Georgia Pacific, Armstrong Cork'
Enirance doon: Amarlite. Interior doors:

Eggers Industries' Elevators: Dover. Envi-
ro-rimental control systems: Johnson Con-
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Steel. Interior paint: Con-Lux. Hardware:
Russwin. Lockbn: Republic Steel. Wood
bleachers: Univenal Bleachers. Swimming
pool: Paddock Pools. Laboratory eqlt-p-

ment: Kewaunee Corp' Tower clock: Elec-

tric Trme Co. Tennis courts: Chewon. Run-

nins track: American Surfacing Co. Steel

radlators: Runtal Radiators. Carpeting:
Harbinger. Wood tables: Krug. Commons
seatingr P.W. Lombard. Lounge se-ating:

Vecta. Auditorium seating: Irwin Seating'

Loyola Law School, Los AngelesaCfit'^
|oise202\. Architect: Frsnk O. Gehry &
Asiociates, Venic e, Calif. Concrete-filled
metal decking: Robertson. Finland ply- 

--

wood: North American Plywood. Drywall:
U.S. Gypsum. Glulam beams: Roderston'

Ventilators: Wincor Ventilator Co. Win-
dows: Torrance Windows. SkYlights:
Aluminite Skylight and Aluminex Inc',
Metcoe Metal Products, Krieger Steel.
Metal doors: Holo-met. Ceramic tile:
American Olean. Carpet: Walter Carpet'
Vinyl floor coating: Burke Flooring.
Ceiling: Merkote. Acoustical tile: Arm-
strong. Interior paint: Sinclair. Roofing:
Flintkote. Locks: Schlage, Von Duprin'
Door closers: Jackson. Thresholds: Pemko.

Elevators: U.S. Elevator' Lighting: C.W.
Cole, Keene Lighting, Prudential Light-
ing. Electric distribution: Onan Power
Produca. Plumbing fixtures: Kohler, Sloan.

Flush valves: Sloan. Metal toilet stalls:
Mills Metal Compartment. Water foun-
tains: Sunroc. Fire hose cabines: Stand-
ard Fire West. Rooftop airconditioning:
Carrier, Tiane. Lighting temperature
controls: Nalar Industries' Laminated plas-

tic tables: Irwin Seating Co. Tables, chain,
library stacks: Burt C. Gentle. Blinds:
Levolor. Projection screen: Draper.

Helene Curtis Industries Headquarters'
Chicago (page 216). Architect : Booth/
Hansen & Associates, Chicago. Owner:
Helene Curtis Industries, Inc. Mechani-
cal engineers: H.S. Nachman & Associ-
ates. Consultans: William Sako & Asso-

ciates-A.V.TV. and Burnham Development
Co. Construction manager: Hanscomb &
Associates. General contractor: W. E'
O'Neil Construction Co' Curtain walls:
Kawneer. Thermal insulation: Manville'
Waterproofing: Sonneborn. Sealants:
ProteCtive Tieatments. Entrance doors:
Kawneer. Wood doors: Weyerhaeuser'
Sound attenuating: U.S. Gypsum. Radia-

tion retarding: Kawneer. Glass: LOF.

Hardware: Best, Von DuPron, StanleY'

Cabinets: Associated Fixtures' Bedard &
Morency. Paints: Glidden' Wall coverings:
Genon.-Interior finishes: Formica. Tile:
Stark. Carpet: Mohawk. Signs: C. K. Doty'
Locken: Associated Fixtures. Display
fixtures: Associated Fixtures. Appliances:
Byzeck. Furnishings: Interiorcraft' Rudd,

C-asala. Drapery: Louver Drape' Water

chillers: Oasis. Cooling towers: Frick' Air
oollution control: Purafilter. Control sys-

iems: Barber Coleman. Panelboards: G'E'
Lishtine fixtures: Custom, G.E. Commu-
niIatioi' svstems: Centel, Musak. Light-
ing protection system: Westinghouse'

O.M. Scott & Sons Corporate Headquar
ters, Marysville, Ohio (paee220). !r9hi-
teci: Troit & Bean, Columbus, Ohio'
Windows: Pella' Exterior stain: Cabot'
Resilient flooring: Armstrong Vinyl Corlon'
Computer floor: Liskey. Paint: Sherwin
Williims. Wall coverings: Genon' Folding
partitions: Modernfold. Acoustical ceilings:

U.S. Gyp.utn. Carpet: J&J Industries'
Tables:-Barricks. Sofa, club chain: Ashley

Manor. LobbY carPet: CarPets from
l,ondon. continued onPage 372



Hartcofloorc New\brk,

Architect& lnterior Designer; swanke Hayden conneil Architects, New york.
f lg! !!-" g ! ll c h a rs e o t 

.D-e 
s i sn: oei sCu tt, r,l 6w-ibirl' ; i ; ; ;; s C o ; i ;dir,;i v A. i_.Enterprlses, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ. Flooring: Hartco Solid bat parouei. ' ' -

Hartco solid oak parquet was se-
lected to enhance the elegance of
New York's most prestigio-us, high-
nse aooresses. Hartco was specified
for its warmth and beauty. lts special
foam backing providesthe reduireO
sound insulation and adds comfort
underfootat no premium price.

Hartco solid oak also irovides

value d.uring installation. lt's pre-
rnrsned, so there's no need for on_
site sanding, staining or finishing.
Hartco's precision-tapered tong ue-s
ano grooves provide a smooth
floor, even over a slighfly uneven
subfloor.

For more information about
Hartco Solid Oak parquet, see

Sweet's 9.22/Hat. Or contact
Hartco, Inc., Oneida, Tennessee
37841. Telephone [61S) S69-8S26.

The
Qualitv
Wood-r

l{ailoo Flooring

Architet & lnteior Desioner: Gruzen & partners, 
t tew yorlc Floonng ContnAor:circle lndustries, New York. Hooilng : aiii;bliil-oar"ijliquet.

Circle 137 on information card



SlOt\YCjEEKCRJANIITE
Quanied exclusivelY bY:

Castellucci&
Sons,lnc.
44West RiverStreet
Providence,
Rhode lsland

Corporate HeadquarteE:
American Telephone
& Telegraph Co.

Architect:
Johnson/Bu rgee Architsts

Ass@iate Architect:
Simmons Architrcts
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Credits from page 370
Sanibel City Hall., Sanibel hland, Fla. (page

224). Architect: The Stewart Corporation,
Tampa, Fla. General contractor: Stinson-
Head,Inc. Roofing: Ball. Windows: Pella.
Paint: Glidden. Elevator: Dover. Plumbing:
American Standard. Mechanical :

Weatherking. Electrical: Benjamin Light-
ing, Square "D" Switchgear.

House in Delaware (page 226). Architect:
Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, Philadel-
phia. Principal-in-charge: Robert Venturi,
FAIA. Project architect: John Chase.
Design assistants: Janet Colesberry, Ronald
McCoy, Paul Muller, Frederic Schwartz.
Mechanical engineer: Basil Green. Struc-
tural engineer: Keast & Hood Co. L,and-

scape architect: William Frederich. Light-
ing: Lighting Design Collaborative. Inte-
riors: Dian Boone. General contractor:
Snyder/ Crompton & Associates' Interior
walls: Benjamin Moore Paints. Ceiling:
U.S. Gypsum. Ceramic tile floor: Earth-
stone. Lighting: Gotham, Lightolier,
Appleton, Custom. Architectural hardware:
Baldwin. Wood doors: Custom Design.
Aluminum sliding doors: Arcadia. Paint:
Benjamin Moore.

St. Meinrad Monastery St. Meinrad' Ind.
(page 234). Architect: Woollen, Molzan
& Fartuers, Indianapolis. Limestone trim:
Fluk-Cut Stone. Sandstone wall: Indiana
Sandstone. Half-round windows: Andersen
Wood Products. Operable windows: Pella

windows. Tile roofing: Ludowici-Celadon.
Copper roofing: Coudret. Skylight: Wasco

Products. Stucco panels: Thoro System

Products. Leaders and gutters: Coudret'
Arrestor on refectory: Kevin Lynch &
Sons. Wood trusses: Unadilla Laminated
Products. Wood ceiling: Anderson Wood
Products. Flooring: Harris-Thrkett Wood
Products. Tension rods: Unadilla Lami-
nated Products. Cylindrical downlighs:
Prescolite. Walls: Central Concrete Sup-

ply. Wood-framed windows: Pella Win-
dows. Wood window shutters: Pinecrest'
Paint: M.A.B. Paints. Hardware: Yale
Security Products.

The Atheneurn,, New Harmony, Ind. (page

252). Architect: Richard Meier & Asso-
ciates, New York City. Ownet: Historic
New Harmony. Structural engineers:
Severud-Perrone-Szegezdy-Sturm. Mechan-

ical and electrical engineers: Flack &
Kurtz. Landscape architect: Kane and

Carruth. General contractor: Peyronnin
Construction Co. Dynabolts: Ramset Fas-

tening Systems, Inc. Roof paving tile:
Versa-Tiie. Hinges: Amerock. Catches:
Amerock. Pulls: Colonial. Drawer guides:

K.V. Window hardware: PEMKO. Roofing:

Johns Mansville. Folding doors: Woodfold-

Marco. Steel windows: Torrance Window'
Window hardware: Torrance Window'

continued on Page 374



Rugged
beauly that
means
business.
"Natura Liberty" is
more than beautiful:
this glazed ceramic tile
is tough enoush for the
busiesl floors"- com-
mercial or residential.
Its unique color-on-color
glazgp have enduring
good looks that can
withstand any high-
traffic locatioh. %t it
won't overwork you
when it comes trr
maintenance.

See the entire line
ofthe new easv-care
"Natura" ceramic tiles
in the showroom of vour
Florida Tile distribritor.
For the name of your
nearest distribufor call:
1-8OO-FLA.TILE.

Atlantic National Bank, Orlando, Florida
Bui lder/Developer
Demetree Induitries. Orlando, Florida
Arehitect
Hass/Laz.a-r &lssociates Architects, Inc.
Jacksonville. Florida

SIKES CORPORATION T LAKELAND T FLoRIDA 33802

Natu€ ,s a €gistered t ademark ot Sjikes Corporaljon. Natura Uberty S€des i9 a Trado@rk o{ Sik6 Cqpa,atjq
@ 1 985 Sikes Corporation

Circle 139 on information card
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Credits from page 372
Butts: Stanley Works, Hager, Lawrence
McKinney. Exit devices: P&F Corbin,
Russwin, Sargent, Van Duprin. Locksets:
P&F Corbin, Schlage, Sargent, Russwin.
Closers: P&F Corbin, Russwin, Sargent,
L.C.N. Pushes and pulls: P&F Corbin,
Cipco, Brookline. Kickplates: Cipco,
Brookline, Builden Brass. Glass and
plastic: ASG,l,OF, MG, PPG. Tile: Amer-
ican Olean, Gladding McBean, Pamona.
Ceramic wall tiles: American Olean.

Quarry floor tile: American Olean. Vinyl
sheet flooring: Armstrong. Resilient base:

Burke, Armstrong. Fire extinguisher cabi
nets: J.L. Industries. Handrail brackets:
Julius Blum. Toilet room accessories: Hall
Mack, Bobrick, l,awson Swan Enterprises'
Toilet room partitions: Mills Metal Com-
partment. Elevators: U.S. Elevator, Mont-
gomery, Haughton.

San Juan Capistrano Regional Library' San

Juan Capistrano, Calif. (page252). Archt
tect: Michael Graves, FAIA. Princeton,
,M"/. Job captain: Nicholas Gonser. Proj-
ect manager: David Teeters and Gavin
Hogben. Client: City of San Juan Capis-

trano. Frame: Tius-Joist. Interior wall sur-

facing: Domtar GYPsum America.
Wndbws: Kingsley Glass. Entrance doors:
Morgan. Interior floon: Pacific Carpet Sup-

plien,,Lmerican Olean, UpCo, Hyrdament

Div. Roofing: Domtar Gypsum America,
Owens Corning. Waterproofing and seaF
ants: Mameco International, Tremco.
Insulation: Owens Corning. Roof and deck
drainage: Smith Manufacturing. Station-
ary partitions: United Construction Sup-
ply, Domtar Gypsum America. Exterior
paint and stain: Pratt & Lambert. Inte-
rior paint and stain: Weldwood' Locksets:
McKinney. Door closen: DBW. Panic exit:
TSM, Checkmate, Detex, Builders Brass

Work. Kitchen: Whirlpool, Waste King'
Rheem. l,ocken: Republic Steel. Electric
distribution: Appleton Supply Co. Plumb-
ing and sanitary: American Standard. Toi-
let stalls: Flush-Metal Partition Corpora-
tion. Heating system: Tiane. Aircondi-
tioning systems: Industrial Acoustics Co.
Perfect Air Control. Environmental con-
trol systems: Metalaire, Johns Manville.
Carpets and rugs: Pacific Carpet Suppliers.

Cabinets: Worden. Seating: Norden.

Portland Museum of Art, Portland, Maine
(page252\. Architect: I.M. Pei & Pqrt-
ners, New York CitY. Design Partner:
Henry N. Cobb, FAIA. Owner: Portland
Museum of Art. Structural engineer:
Robertson Fowler & Assoc. Mechanical
and electrical engineer: Kunstadt Assoc.
Lighting: Jules Fisher & Paul Marantz.
Landscape architect: Hanna/Olin. Gen-
eral Contrac tor ; Pizzagalli Construction.

Ceiling surfacing system: Gold Bond.
Entrance doors: Ellison. Interior doors:
Garrity. Elevators: General Elevator, Pine
State. Environmental control systems:
Johnson Control. Interior floors: Stansted
Canadian, Mountain Lumber. Handrails:
Pond Cove. Door closers: Reading Door
Closers. Hinges: Stanley. locksets: Schlage.

Panic exit: Von Duprim. Electric strike:
Eastern Security Adams Date. Lighting:
Lightolier, Edison Price. Paint and stain:
Seagrane, Pratt & Lambert' Partitions:
Gold Bond. Flush valves: Sloan. Plumb-
ing fittings: Kohler. Sprinklers: Eastern
Fire Proof. Lavatories: Kohler, Bobrick.
Water closets: Kohler. Water fountains:
Haws. Waterproofing and sealants: Amer-
ican Hydrotech. Communication and
intercom: Monticello. Kitchen: General
Electric. Lockers: Republic. Public ad-

dress: Monticello. Public seating: Hussey

Seating. Hardware: Seeco Supply, P.E.

Guerin. Door closers: [CN. Hinges: Hager.

l.ocksets: Schlage, P.E. Guerin. Lighting:
Lightolier. Paint and stain: Sherwin-
Williams, Ben Strauss. Stationary parti-
tions: Sal-Vio Construction, Cord Con-
tracting. Movable partitions: Cord Con-
tracting. Plumbing: Wachtel Dukauer &
Fein. Flush valves: Sloan. Plumbing fit-
tings and shower heads: Speakman. 

- .

Spiinklers: S&S Automatic Sprinkler. Toi-
continued on Page 377

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

UNIVERSIW OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA.CHAMPAIGN

The faculty of the School of Architecture at the University of

Illinois at 0rbana-Champaign is pleased to announce the 1985-86

Plym Distinguished Professorship in Architecture'

TheProfessorshipwillbeconferredonanarchitectwhohasa
iirti"gti.ft.a record of achievement and who can make a con-

;.iili;.; the enrichment of the professional education of

ildJ, in the School. The Professorship will be a visiting

ii*irt i*tti." ""a 
will include teaching in selected studios and

;;;t#;Ficipating in the School lecture series and joiningin

""ir"q"i"'-iitn 
faculty.hhe tenure of the appointment will be for

one semester in residence at the University'

The Professorship has been endowed through a gift made to the

S.ttoof of Architecture in 1981 by Mr' Lawrence J' PIym' past

Fi..ia""t of the Kawneer Company and formerly director and

"fn.., "i" 
number of other companies and institutions prior to

[i* i.lit.-."t. Mr. Plym and his family have a long association

with the UniversitY of lllinois.

Plym Distinguished Professors:

Gunnar Birkerts, FAIA
Paul RudolPh, FAIA

R. Alan Folrester, Director
School of Architecture
UniversitY of lllinois
608 E. Lorado Taft Dilve
Champaign, lllinois 61820 U.S'A'
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Creditsfrom page 374
let stalls: Flush Metal. Lavatories: Kohler.
Washroom and bathroom accessories:
Accessory Specialists. Water closets:
Kohler. Water fountains: Filtrine. Roofing:
A. Munder & Sons, N.Y. Roofing. Watei-
proofing and sealant: N.Y. Roofing. Win-
dow washing equipment: Verta Corpora-
tion, Mannesmann Corporation. Security
and fire detection: Eastern Security. Sign-
age: Letterama. Stairs and treads: Stand-
stead. Wall surfacing: Pratt & Lambert.
Windows: Portland Glass. Kawneer. Skv-
lighs: Wasco.

Church Court Condominiums, Boston.
(page 256). Architect: Graham Gund
Associqtes, Cambridge, Mass. Owner :
School House Condominiums. Structural
engineer: LeMessurier/SCL Mechanical
engineer: Bay State York Co. Electrical
engineer: J & J Electrical. Landscape
architect: Carol Johnson Assoc. General
contractor: George B.H. Macomber.
Frame: Bethlehem Steel. Exterior and inte-
rior wall surfacing: Glen Gery, Sipple
Brick, U.S. Gypsum. Windows: Tibial
Dynamit Nobel. Skylights: Lynnbrook
Glass. Doors: Jules A. Gourdeau, Chappel,
Arm-A-Lite. Exterior and interior floorine:
Stiles & Harr, Summitville Tiles. Granima"r.
Ceiling surfacing system: U.S. Gypsum.
Roofing: Carlisle Syntez. Waterprbofing
and sealants: Tlremco, Pecora. Insulation:
Owens Corning, National Cellulose. Roof
and deck drainage: Graze Products. Inte-
rior and exterior paint: PPG. Hinges: Stan-
ley. Locksets: Arrow l,ock Co. Kitchen:
G.8., Sub Zero. Communication and
intercom: Escoa. Security and fire detec-
tion: Auto Call. Elevaton: Bechwith. Stain
and treads: Duvinage, Jules Gourdeau.
Lighting: Sterner, Lightolier, Boyd, Mor-
rison. Plumbing: American Stindard.
Plumbing fittings and showerheads: Grohe.
Airconditioning and heating system:
Whalen Co. Carpets and rugs: Tfega-
nowan. Tables. ICF, Chairs: Donghia.

Residence at Chilmark,, Martha's Mne-
yard, Mass. (page 262). Architect: Robert
A.M. Stern Architects, New york Citv.
Structural engineer: Robert Silman &
Assoc. Mechanical engineer: Donald
DeSorcy. Electrical engineer: ICL Con-
sultants, Ltd., Carroll Cline. General
contractor: DeSorcy Contracting Co. Inte-
rior walls: U.S. Gypsum, Ameri-an Olean.
Floors: Agency Tile, U.S. Gypsum. Fire-
places: Country Floors. Registers: Titus.
Wood-burning stove : Petit-Godin. plumb-
ing fittings: Speakman. plumbing fixtures:
Kohler. Finish hardware: Baldwin. Appli-
ances: Jenn-air, Thermador. G.8.. Mb-en.
Kitchenaid. Maytag. Electrical fixtures:
Fotia Stone, C.J. Lighting, Harry Gitlin,
Ed Donald, Ron Rezak, Hansen Lamps.
Cabinets: Tielsa. Interior and exterior
paint: Benjamin Moore.

fidewater House, Eastern Shore,, Md.
(page 268). Architect: Hugh Newell
Jacobsen, FAIA. Washington, D.C.
Engineer: Kraasand Mok. General con-
tractor: Nuttle Lumber Co. Ceiling sur-
facing system: US Gypsum. Entrance and
interior doors: Dover Millwork. Slidins
glass doon: Kawneer. Environmental c5n-
trol systems: Crisp-Aire. Interior floors:
Stark Carpeting. Lighting: Edison Price,
Lightolier. Roofing: GAF Trmberline. Exte-
rior wall surfacing: Specialty Co. Windows:
Libby-Owens-Ford. Hinges: Stanley. Lock-
sets: Baldwin, Dexter. Paint: Martin
Seynor. Appliances: Kitchen Aid, Philco,
Jenn-Aire, Admiral. Plumbing fittings and
showerheads: Speakman, Grohe. Saunas
and whirlpool baths: American Standard.
Tirbs and lavatories: Dupont Corion. Wash-
room and bathroom accessories: Allibert
& Hallmack. Water closets: American
Standard.

Pike Place Market. Rehabilitation and Res"
toration of the Main Core Market Build-
ings, Seattle, Wash. (page 774). Architect:
G.R. Bartholick, Seattle. Proiect architect:
Richard Cardwell. Owner: iitv of Seattle
and PDA. Structural engineer: Victor O.
Gray & Co. Mechanical-ensineer: Ben-
jamin S. Notkin & Assoc. E'iectrical ensi-
neer: Reg Martenson & Assoc. I^andscaf,e
architect: G.R. Bartholick. Proiect man-
agers: Harriet Sherburne, Val Thomas.
General contractor: Eberharter & Grant.

Corporate Headquarters-AB Volvo,
Gothenberg, Sweden (page 282\. Archi-
tec t : Mitc he ll / G iurgola Arc hite c ts, New
York City. Associate architect: AKOS-
Owe Svard. Owner: Pehr Gvllenhammer.
Structural engineers: Arne johnson Engi-
neering. Mechanical engineers: Axro Con-
sult AB/ Cosentini Assoc. Electrical engi-
neer: GeKab. Landscape architect: peter
Rolland and Assoc. General contractor:
FO. Petersson. Interior floor surfacins:
Kastall. Exterior lighting: Ledu Corpo-ra-
tion. Interior lighting: Kosta Boda. Exte-
rior wall surfacing: AB Strangebetung.
Windows: Carda Windows. Hardware:
4!SA. Insulating glass: Pilkington Flat
Glass, Ltd. Custom furniture: Girsnas AB;
Tua.

Roosevelt Senior Citizen Housing, Roo-
sevelt, NJ. (page 2X)). Architect: Kelbaugh* Lee, Princeton, N"I. Structural ensineer:
Jay Woo. Mechanical and electricil enei-
neer: Robert D. Hubbard. Landscape'
architect: Alan Goodheart. General ion-
tractor: Arctic Comer. Wndows: Caradco.
Skylights: Cyro. Entrance door: Morsan.
Interior floon: American Olean. Roofins:
IKO. Exterior and interior paint: Olym--
pic, M.A.B. Hardware: Stanlev. HEWI.
Signage: Space-Rite. Exterior 

-and 
inte-

rior lighting: Benjamin, Halo, prescolite,
continued on page 378
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W*u'L*! 
uL Llslod (Burglary)

THREE WAYS TO STOP ILLEGAL ENTRY

GOOD: 3100 Series Security Door with heavy
duty stile and rail. 14-gauge steel on outer face
overlaps clearance between door and frame.

BETTER:3100 Series door plus reinforced lrame
qualif ies lor UL Builet-Resisting labet, Medium
Power Small Arm!. such as .3g Special.

BEST:4100 Series door has l4.gauge reinforcing
on inner and outer face. plus reinforced frame.
Can carry UL Bullet-Resisting label for Super
Power Small Arms. such as .44 or.357 Magnum.

All doors are equipped with 16-gauge stiles
and rails. UL Labeled doors have S-inch Heavy
Duty hinges. Door, frame and Amweld lock are
UL tested using UL Standard 752.

Built on regular production basis for economv.
prompt delivery. For full information, wriG
Paul Weymer on your lgtt-efhead.

_ll--r fi3.l?llfi l?:l' jljj"filXi,S.",

ili{niT,",lH:i:i'3i9$i""li:"#JlE
1_00 Plant Street, Nites, OH 44446_9976
(216) 652-9971

Circle 144 on information card



' 
1819 L Street, Washington, DC

Architects: Smith, Segretti & Tepper;

Washington, DC

Builder: 0mni Construction Co.;
Rockville, MD

0wner: Farr-Jewett Co. ;

Washington, DC

-
Granite: Rock of Ages Polished Regal Rose

Granite keeps uP
aPPearances
Unmatched in beauty and practicality, nothing comes close

to the magical combination of color, texture and finish which is

granite. its weatherability can outlast all other building

materials regardless of environmental stress'

No masonry or other stone can equal granite's durability'

For beautiful and durable appearance, long-term ease of

maintenance and energy conservation, Rock of Ages Granite

is still the premium building stone.

For our full color brochure showing our complete range of

colors and finishes, for actual samples or for a quote on your

next project, write or call todaY.
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Creiltts from page 377
Sim-Kar. Plumbing: American Standard.
Washroom and bathroom accessories:
Bobrick. Airconditioning system: Penn
Ventilator. Carpets and rugs: J&J Indus-
tries. Commercialon. Exterior canvas
awnings: kvolor.

hdfrc Townhouses, Santa Monicg Caltf.
$agenq. Architect: Rebecca L. Binder
AIA, James G. Stafford, Santa Monica,
Calif. Owner: Rebecca Binder and Gerald
Fischer. Structural engineer: George
Kobayashi. Electrical engineer: Anthony
Lindhardt. Ceiling surfacing system: U.S.
Gypsum. Elevators: California Custom Lift.
Environmental control systems: Carrier.
Interior and exterior floor surfacing: Bruce
Hardwood, Sutton Carpet. Handrails: Al
Nota. Plumbing fittings and showerheads:
Ordine. Washroom and bathroom acces-
sories: Kohler. Kitchen: Whirlpool.
laundry: Whirlpool. Stairs and treads: Sut-
ton. Windows: Marvin. Door closers:
Schlage. Paint: Sinclair. Drapes: l,ouver
Drapes.

Weyerhaeuser Technologr Center, Thcomq
Wash. (page 298). Architects: Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, San Francisco. Owner:
Weyerhaeuser Co. Structural, mechanical,
and electrical engineers: Skidmore, Owings
& Menill. Landscape architect: The SWA
Group. General contractor: Hoffrnan Con-
struction Co.

Middlebury Elementary School' Middle'
bury, Conn. (page 302). Architect: Thi Soo
Kim/ Hartfu rd De sign G roup, Hartford,
Conn. Owner: Regional School District
No. 15. Structural. mechanical, and elec-
trical engineer: Burton & Van Houten.
Landscape architect: CR 3. General con-
tractor: Fred Brunoli & Sons. Foundation:
Avenue Welding. Exterior and interior wall
surfacing: The Alumiline Corporation.
Windows: Duratherm. Skylights: Fisher
Skylighs Inc. Entrance doors: The Alum-
iline Corporation. Interior doors: E.H.
Friedrich Co. Overhead and kitchen
doors: Cookson Doors. Interior and play-
room floors: Dynamit Nobel. Ceiling sur-
facing system: Conweb. Roofing: Gold
Bond Building Products. l,ocksets: Russ-

win/Emhart Industries. Kitchen: May
Engineering. Communication and inter
com: Simplex Time. Security and fire
detection : Gamewell/Alarmtronics.
Elevators: Dover. Handrails: Blumcraft.
Interior and exterior lighting: McPhilben,
Rambusch Lighting. Tubs and lavatories:
Bradley. Water closets: Eljer. Flush
valves: Sloan valve. Water fountains: Elkay.
Heating system: H.B. Smith, Vulcan
Radiator, Carrier Corporation. Environ-
mental control systems: M.C. Powers.
Carpets and rugs: J&J Industries. Furni-
ture: Steelcase, Griggs International.
Blinds: louver Drape. tl



THE FIFTH
ANNUAL
BUILDER'S
cHotcE
DESIGN &
PLANNING
ATUARDS

The nautilus shell-product
of nature's master builder-
signals the call for entries in
BUILDER's fifth annual
Builder's Choice design and
planning awards contest
recognizing the best design
and planning in the built
environment.

Builder's, architects, plan-
ners, designers and devel-
opers are invited to enter
Builder's Choice. Submit
housing and commercial pro-
jects. Large developments
and one-of-a-kind homes.
Attached and detached.
New and remodeled.

A team of industry experts
wiff choose winners in 22 cal-
egories and designate the sin-
gle best project of the year.

Winning entrants will be
honored at a BUILDER
awards dinner in Washing-
ton, D.C., this fall. And allwin-
ning projects will be featured
in our October issue.

Eligible projects are those
completed between June 1983
and June 1985. The entry
deadline is June 21, 1985.

For more information and
an entry form, mail in the cou-
pon or call BUILDER at (202)
737-0717.

Builder's Choice
BUILDER
655 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 475
Washington D.C.20005

Please send me an entry form

zip

Telephone

Circle 148 on information card
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furraishings
,,Is resoro'c,es .lbr de,s/q n

rrntl olt)ect,s rlf desigrt.
Ilrl \ orrr ltt,r,h tct' (1 reer.

Japanese furniture designer and craftsman Sinya Okavama dis-
likes u'hat he calls the "sacrifice of individuality" that has resulted
from the mass production of furniture and other household goods.
"l am displeased that each compan',- has no unique design opin-
ion or functionalll,'distinctive statement.'' he says. "The most
important thing is that lou have a choice in what you create."
From his stuclio in Osaka. Japan. Okavama creates fanciful. geo-
metric. high-tech-inspired, "specialized interior objects."

For the Genji chair 1i) a straight-backed sear is ser inrtr a
U-shaped steel tube structure. Thinner red-painted steel tubes
gracefullv curve from the frame becoming both the armrests
and the chair's front legs. The Crt'rctrdile bench (2) is covererJ
in silver vinl'l embellished with 10, one-watt. colored lieht bulbs.
For the Satellite floor lamp (3) an otherwise orclinarv ch.n-e-
platecl pole lamp has a wormlike extension swirling off the -elobe.The Harbor Light side table t.l), again, begins wirh a convenlional
shape-this time a triangular table top-that is plavfullv bisected
by a polishecl brass rocl toppecl br a small light bulb. The Second
Car lamp (5) has a saucer-shaped black ancl lr'hite or black and
yellow frame holding an acrvlic resin globe. The saucer is lifted
slightll' bv tu,o triangular legs.

And seen belorv 16) from left to risht are: the Top of the World
shelf. the desicn of which mo\es l'rom ir heirvy dark hase to an
almost disappearing top shelf; the Humming chair that has steel
tube arms and back supports that seem to float in the air; the
Police floor lamp rvith four long spindly'legs rising to an inverted
gkrbe: the Kazenoko stool. the clesign of which juxtaposes two
straight legs against one patternecl leg; and the Baron table with
a smooth silver rop contrasting a gently rounded underside that
rests on tapered black lacquered legs. I5
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Kohler's artist limited edition series of
lavatories and toilets is comprised of seven
unique designs by five ceramic artists. Pro-
totype patterns for the vitreous china fix-
tures are modified for production, and
pieces are executed by technicians under
the supervision of the artist. Each bath
set bears a plaque with the artist's signa-
ture and the edition number. The "cac-
tus cutter" pattern (1) by Art Nelson has
a bold geometrical design in black and
white. (Circle 221 on information card.)

The Howard Miller Clock Company's
Tower One clock (2) by George Nelson
stands on three bright blue wedge-shaped
feet with a black columnar case screened
with white dots and dashes. The minute
hand is a rotating white disc with a black
marker, and the black disc is the hour
indicator. It is approximately 20 inChes
high and six inches wide and is powered
by a quartz movement. (Circle222.)

Appunto clipboards (3) by Raul Barbieri
and Giorgio Marianelli for Rexite meas-
ure approximately 15x10 inches. They
are available in seven standard colors
(white, red, black, yellow, green, blue, and
brown) with a black, soft plastic pad. A
rotating holder along the bottom edge con-
tains a Rexite pencil. (Circle 223.)

Products continued on page 389
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Systems
you never
thought
possible...

sro tNDusrRtEs, tNc.
Quality Lane, Box 219
Rutland. Vermont 05701
Toll Free: (800) 851-5533

STO Exterior lnsulation
Systems create a flexible,
seamless covering for the
entire outside wall-a pro-
tective shield against the
elements, both above and
below grade.

STO lnterior and Exterior
Wall Coating Systems are
flexible as well as stress
and impact resistant,
because they're 100% syn-
thetic resin with no
cement!STO's finishes
and 351 colors provide
the widest choice in the
industry.

STO Prefabricated
Insulation Panel Systems.
Prefabrication of STO's
superior products into
lightweight panels pro-
vides the greatest control
of quality, schedule and
cost, while giving the best
possible performance in
exterior i nsu lation systems.

2189 F. Flintstone Drive
Tucker, Georgia 30084
Tel: (404) 939-9590

8'10 Light Street
Suite 201
Baltimore, Maryland 21 230
Tel: (301 ) 752-5'108

720-8 lndustry Road
Longwood, Florida 32750
Tel: (305) 830-1449
Toll Free: (800) 432-8830

Circle 151 on information card



Products li'r.r m pagt, .?87
The llthospuce interiors from Herman
Nlilicr ( l) were designed by Bill Stumpf ,

in collaboration with Jack Kelley and Clino'frini Castelli. to allow workers more con-
tr()l ()\'er their own work spaces. The struc-
tLrral Irante contains all necessarv wirinp
:rnd e()nlrllunication cilhles an.l iupporG
srrall rectangular panel tiles, which can
bc finished and arranged in a variety of
configurations. The removable tiles allow
combinations of windorvs and full-heisht

walls for privacy with a sense of open-
ness. The frame is available in 16-inch
height increments and full-height wall pan-
els. (Circle 22,1.)

Kroin'i bathroom firtings (2) are part
of a moclular plumbing system of coordi-
nated mixing valves, outlets. and plates
that were designed by Arne Jacobsen in
1967 ancl were selected for the desisn col-
lcction of the Must'um of Modetn Art.
Available in 10 epoxv colon. polished brass
and chrome, all accessories are surfaced

mounted and include installation harclware.
(Circle 225.)

Binkley"s Flocacl *'all and roof svstem
t3) is comprisecl cll color-coatecl galvanized
panels. molderl glass fiber components.
standard rlr curved flashings and trim, fit-
tecl closures, and concealed gutters. The
svstem is compatible with all types of {en-
estration, door framing, and skylights, and
corner sections and roof caps are avaiiable
with factory mitered sections or molded
corners. (Circle 226.) Z
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Washington, D.C.20006
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lO(f/" Polyester

Aluminized I

lo(P/o Polyester lcbric

The unique Scotchgord Protected,
tire-retqidqnt lnspirotion Iobric
rellects more thqn 5(P/" ol summer
sun qnd retoins winter heat.


